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To THE READER
Dianclics (from Greek di" "through:' and }/Ollf"SOUJ") dclinC3\CS rundamcmal principles
of the mind and spirit. Through the: application of these disco\'l.:rics, it becalm: apparent
that Dianctics dealt with:1 bdngncss that defied time-Ihe hum;ln spirit-originally
dt.:nnmin:ucd the 'T' and subsequently the "the-tan:' From there. Mr. Hubbard conlinUt:d
his research. eventually mapping the pmh \0 full spiritual freedom for the individual.
Dialledcs is a forerunner and SUhS1Udy of Scientology which. as practiced by the
Church. addresses only the "thCI:W" (spirit). which is senior to the body. and its rcl:llionship
to and effects on the body.
These kClUfCS and their accompanying materials arc presented in Iheir original
form and arc pan of L. Ron Hubbard's rcligious li1<.:nllure and works and arc nOt 3
Sl:llemClll of claims made by lhe aUthor, publisher or any Church of Scicillology. They
:lrc a rceord of Mr. Hubbard's obscrvations and n:scareh intO life and the nature of Man.
Neither Dianclics nor Scientology is offered as, nor professes to be physical healing,
nor is :IIlY claim made to that dfec!. The Church docs nm 3CCept indiviJ1l31s who
Jesire treatment of physical or mental illness bul. instcad, requires a competent medical
CXal1lin:llion for phYSical conditions, by qualified specialists. before 3ddressing thdr
spiritual cause.
The Hubbard") Elc.:C1romeler, or E-Melcr. is a religious artifact used in the Church. The
E-Meter, by itself. docs nothing and is only used by ministers and ministers-in-training.
qualified in its usc. 10 help parishioners locate the source of spiritual travail.
Thl: attainment or the benefits and goals of Dianetics and Scientology requires cach
individual's dedic.:ucd p3rticip:uion. as only through one's own dforts can they be adlicveJ.
We hope:.: the study of these lectures and materials is only one step of a personal
voyage.: of discove.:ry intO this m:w :tnd vital world religion.
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IMPORTANT NOTE

I

n studying these lectures, be very certain you never go past a word
you do not fully understand. The only reason a person gives up a
study or becomes confused or unable to learn is because he or she
has gone past a word that was nat understOod.
The confusion or inabiliry to grasp or learn comes AFTER a word
the person did not have defined and understOod. It may nOt only be
the new and unusual words you have to look up. Some commonly
used words can often be misdefined and so cause confusion.
This datum about not going paSt an undefined word is the most

important fact in the whole subject of Study. Every subjeCt you
have taken up and abandoned had its words which you failed to get
defined.
Therefore. in studying these lectures be very, very ccrrain you

never go paSt a word you do nOt fully understand. If the material
becomes confUSing or you can't seem to grasp it, there will be a word
JUSt

earlier that you have nor underswod. Don't go any furrher, but

go back to BEFORE you gOt intO trouble, find the misunderstOod
word and get it defined.

GLOSSARY

To aid comprehension, a glossary has been provided containing
definitions of terms and phrases. Words sometimes have several
meanings and the glossary only contains definitions of words as
they are used in the lectures. Other definitions can be found in
standard language or Dianetics and Scientology dictionaries.
If you find any other words you do nOt know, look them up in a
good dictionary.

FOREWORD
Man has long puzzled over the behavior of his fellows. Why do
people act as they do? How can one know who to trUSt? Who to
watch OUt for? Who to depend on?
It was the fall of 1950, and L. Ron Hubbard was criss crossing
the country. from Elizabeth, New Jersey to Los Angeles to Kansas
City. providing guidance and instruction to the rapidly growing
Dianetics movement. At the same time, he continued his search for
the "better Bridge" called for on the final page of Book One.
I-I is next step in engineering that Btidge was ro widen and
strengthen it to accommodate all cases-specifically. to provide the
means to access and crack fiJI)! case at tlJl)' level.
The key to this lay in Book One itself-the "Graph of Survival,"
revealing a scale from death oud"I/ill/ole /JtI;1l at the bOttom ro /JOICIII;a!

at the tOp. With this as his point of
departure. Ron commenced an investigation intO the underlying

ill/lJlot/tilil} tllld III/iw(lte jJletlJllre

principles monitOring a being's level on the scale-thus providing
the means to rfl;Je it.

His ensuing research, conducted in early 1951 ar his Palm Springs,
California home, soon yielded a discovery of sweeping impOrtance.
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I n fact. it was there and then he revealed an entirely new view of
man as a Life Force (designared by the Greek letter thetfl) enmeshed
in the physical universe of matter. energy, space and rime (MEST).
From this pivotal Thelfl-/l'IrrrTheor)', all else began to rapidly unfold,
revealing the complete manifestations of human emotion, character
and behavior at every leveL

Soon. thaI' simple Graph of Survival had expanded ro encompass
all facets of human actioll and re{lcfioll~ and thus came the monumental
Hubbard Chart of I-Iuman Evaluarion. Nexr, Ron authored rhe
comprehensive. all-encompassing text-describing in derail every
column of rhe Chart and its use: S,iellceojSIII'lJiI1fll.
E-lere. then, were not only the "simpler, faster Dianetic techniques"

Ron had searched for, but a breakthrough that would provide a
new direction for the subject resulting in gains beyond even those
envisioned in DicfJlelieJ.

To spearhead this advance. Ron established a centtalized
headquarters. accessible to bOth East and \Vest coasts. in \Vichira,
Kansas. Dianericists from across rhe nation joined him at the new
Foundation located at 211 Douglas Avenue. which featured twenty-six
rooms and a large lecture haU.
On 21 May, that hall was filled to capaciry for Ron's firSt lecture:
The/a-/HES'I'TbeoIJ'. In this monumental two-part address. Ron

described. in full. rhe central breakthrough from which the Chart

fOREWORD

and the entite technology of human behaviot detived. So important
was this lectute that it was subsequently reptOduced and sent OUt
nationwide.
He then wtOte to all Hubbard Oianetics AuditOrs announcing
the formation of a national practitioners' group to bOth assist them

and enfotce the highest standards of auditing. To JUSt that end. he
convened the First International Conference of Hubbard Oianerics
Auditors. in June. and at that Conference gave another landmark
two-hour lecture- TheChortafHlilllt111 Emillotioll-derailing its use in life.
These lectures stand as Ron's most expansive description of all
that lay behind the Chart and its full application. Here. too. is the
full explanation of what determines one's position on the Tone
Scale-and thus the means to ascend to higher States.
We are proud to present the first accurate prediction of human

behavior. in the Srienceo/Sllrvivol Lee/llref.
To flir! )'0111' IIlIde/stOlldillg. the/oIlOIl'illg /}(/ges illelmle fill illdex fllld
g!oJ.ral)1 fiJI· )lour lI.re.

Suggested Sequence ofStudy:
J. ge(/(l the hook. Science ofSlIn:il'Ol.
2. U.rtellto the SciCllce o/SlIrvh'ol Lectllref.
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The
basic definition of Oianetics has been very happily furnished
us by Funk and Wagnalls. Funk and Wagnalls put OUt a dictionary
supplement recently, supplement number 5, and it says: "Dic/lleties.
1/0111/: A sysrem for the analysis, control and development of human
thought evolved from a set of coordinated axioms which also provide
techniques for the treatment of a wide range of memal disorders and
organic diseases: term and doctrines introduced by L. Ron Hubbard,
American engineer. (From the Greek dictl/oetikoJ-di(t is through,
plus I/OIIJ. mind. or through mind.) And Dial/etic. (/(ljertil·e."
Oianetics is a rhoroughly validated method of increasing sanity
If you think of it in those terms, you are nor liable to go very far
wrong. It's a method of increasing sanity and it's the only validated
method in existence for increasing sanity. unless it's going our and
having an awfully good time.
1
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Now, it happens that there are many ways to describe Dianetics

somebody who walks up to you suddenly and says, "Dianetics?
What is that?" And you say to them, "[t's, uh, well ... " Don't do
that, because it makes you look unsure. I-lave a good. fast definition.
"Dianetics? Why. Dianetics is a method of etasing all the pain
Out of a petson's lifetime. You can understand that if a petson had
had no pain in his lifetime, he'd be a fairly happy petson, wouldn't
he?" And they agree.
And you say, "WeI!, in Dianetics you just etase al! the pain out
of his lifetime and he's well."
And it's very interesting but thar's a very convincing definition.
That's actually what you're doing, although I ptefet to think of it,
actually, in terms-vcry simple terms-YOll can convert the pain of a
lifetime to happiness and sanity. Now, that sounds like bluebirds or
something. It's one of those a little bit toO Pollyannish definitions,
but that's actually what you're dOing, after aiL
If you srart converting the pain and the anguish of a person's
life to useful, forceful thought, you're doing a great deal for him.
The methods which have been used, up to this time, have all been
called Standard Procedure. It's vet I' interesting to hear somebody
OUt in the field say, "Well, this new method I have of standing the
to

3

preclear on his head in the corner and auditing him through a
2
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megaphone replaces Standard Procedure." Believe me, if there's
any way at all of increasing the efficacity of processing by standing
a preclear on his head in the corner and auditing him through a
megaphone, that will become parr of Standard Procedure.
Standard Procedure is a very varying affair. It would probably
better be called "Proven Procedure." And it changes. It changes
abour every sixty days at least. It changes in the direction of less
work and thought on the parr of the auditor and faster processing
for the preclear.
You know, in the income tax bureau, they have the optimum of
one income tax employee for every taxpayer. \X!ell, we're working
toward a ..dllclioadabsllldlllll abour like that with Standard Procedure.
In Standard Procedure. we wam an empty chair to be the auditor
and thirry seconds to be the emire duration of processing. so that
all that Ojanerics can do for a person will have been done at the
end of thirry seconds wi,h no auditor sitting there. This would be
the redliClioad abmnllllll: less time, better results and less intelligence
or less application or less understanding on the part of the auditor.
When we do these things, why, each time we make an advance,
we come closer to rhat goal. That goal is really a very desirable one.
r don't think, for instance, that unless we can produce a good
release in twenty hours that we will be able to walk into the
federal government and say, "Now, the COntraCt for releasing all the
3
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prisoners rhar you have-rerurning rhem to sanity-and releasing
all the criminals in all the prisons and all the psychotics in all of
your institutions and of bringing all of your government workers
up into the band of sanity will be so much a head" and have the
government be very anxious in order to pick up this contract. But
if we get it to that level. if it gers into that, it becomes-well, even
the federal income tax bureau could understand it. [laughter] In
other words. we get it to a point where we can forecast the result
in a certain number of hours.

Now, we can forecast the result now, but it is true that auditor
skill is enormously variable. The State of the preclear when you
first get your hands on him-that's enormously variable. And as a
result, the length of time processing is going to take is very variable.
Also it is actually, evidently, through inspecring the field, possible
for a person to go on being processed-oh. I don't know, patty-cake
processing, other processes and so on of just the person lying on
the couch and an auditOr talking to him or something-and for that
person to remain almOSt static on the Tone Scale. That evidendy
can go on for a /ollg time. The auditing thaI does this has to be so
thoroughly incomperent that the Board of Certification probably
faint dead away if he even heard five words of it-it would have
to be that bad-bur auditOrs are around doing rhings that are tllar bad.
4
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This new book is in the interest of commuIiicating a very simple
technique which will then make it possible for the auditor to achieve
results on the Simplest level, for a better auditor to do mOte for the
case, for a professional auditot, let us say, to do a great deal more
for the case.
We've gOt a gradient scale of auditing that can be taken our of
this presenr work.
What I'm going to describe to you tonight is a basic theory that 4
underlies this. The basic theory is called the Thettl-/vlE..rrTheo'J' I
know there's going to be a lot of you going to have a lor of trouble
trying to figure OUt what a Theta-MEST Theory is, bur if you
have any trouble, it is Simply because you're trying hard to make
it toO complicated. [t is tOO simple. That's the trouble with the
Theta-MEST Theory.
Theta stands for thought. Once upon a time, Man talked about his
".fOld" Philosophers have talked about "life energy." Some fellow.
once upon a time, talked about "cosmic consciousness." All of these
things could be called theta. [n Other words, thettl is juSt the Greek
word which comes the closest to saying ·'thoughc." So let'S take
thought as a separate energy, as something we don't know a great

deal about, but we'll JUSt comparrmenr it our of the physical
universe.
5
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Now, we know the physical universe. The physical universe is
this desk and that chait and that light and the electricity running
through that light. Very simple.
\Y/e've all had our tiffs and bumps from the physical universe.
We know about the physical universe. We call that ,"'EST. It's called
MEST because of Marter, Energy, Space and Time. And we take the
first lerter of each one of those words and we put them all together
and we have MEST.
In other words, maller-energy formed into solids. EIICI:';)' itself- it
could be heat. it could be electricity, it could be any type of energy
or any manifestation of energy of which we know in the physical
universe. And then there's slloce. \'i?e all know what space is. Space
is, well, it's this empty stuff. And then there's lillie. what very few
of us have enough of.
This is the physical universe and MEST is JUSt another way of
saying "the physical universe." We could also call it-and get very,
very erudite about the whole thing and call it phi-Il-h-i-and that
would be anOther G reek syllable and that would stand for physical
universe. But this starts to sound tOO much like "having to have a
label because we don't understand what we're talking about," so
let's just call it MEST and let it go at that. And by MEST we mean
the phYSical universe.
6
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Now, cvidendy, the theoty of "mud to man" has nat worked our
too well. The biologist has said, "Spontaneously arising from the
ammonia seas of the world was a form of life which became more
and more complicated and it evoluted and evoluted and all of a
sudden you had a man, And that's all there is to it."
And you look at him fixedly and say, "Yes, but this basic unit of
life ..."
"Oh," he says, "well, that was probably a virus or a monocell or
somerhing" and so on.
"Well. how did it come intO being?"
"Well. it juSt fortuitously came into being. [t juSt happened ar that
moment there were enough factors present so that they combined
and this happened."
Ir's just exactly like that mountain of iron that fell over Sideways
upon the oil well and somehow or other forruitously happened
to produce a new Cadillac.
The odds against the mud-to-man theory, to anyone who wants
to figure this out acruarially, are so great that when you add to
them the odds of this organism going on and getting more and
more complex. you get into an imponderable.
Men in the past have solved this imponderable by saying, "Well,
God made Man and that's all there is to it and shut up'"
7
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All right. This, we find, is a far mOte acceptable theory, if we want
to call it a theory. Because we would call "cosmic consciousness"
or something a determination to do something to the physical
universe and we find OUt our first axiom is simply in the line of
"theta has as its mission or one of its missions the changing of
MEST." Now, that's nor very complicated. Theta changes MEST.
This electricity as it tuns through these wires lights this light.
Life energy changes MEsT. A little bit of theta gets into the phYSical
universe and somehow or other organizes it to turn the laws of the
physical universe into a conquesr of the physical universe. And
theta keeps doing this and theta keeps doing this and doing it.
And it builds up a greater and greater control of MEsT.
The first goal is an organism. It makes an organism and then rhis
organism eventually has mobility. And then, through irs mobility,
it itself begins to handle MEsT and change it.
You could sal' even, offhand, that theta did nor necessarily want to
change :--1 EST creatively: it mighr also dlange MEST destruCtively. Bur
whether creatively or destruCtively, rhis energy of thoughr-which
in the pasr we could liken ir to God, God's will, spirit. soul, anything
you want to classify it with, except that we know a few morc
laws than were ever known before about this stuff-whatever was
intended there. it's nOt necessarily creel/ire in the direction of MEST.
8
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But it works out of "How can theta change the must MEST?" And you
work this problem OUt and you'll find OUt it can change the most
MEST by making a creative organism which can then go on creating
things which change MEST. And if we work it our this way. we will

see that Man has gotten Up to a point where he changes MEST.
Potentially, potentially, Man has gotten to a point where he could
blow Up planets. Now, no Other organism can go this high. And
we've-potentially, actually, could build planets and we've gOtten
Up to that point.
Now, theta forms with MEST a union out of turbulence. Evidently,
the first step in any theta-MEST combination is a heavy impact of
theta against the MEST with a resulting enturbulence-bool/l. They
don't go tOgether smooth ly the first time.
Then the ..heta comes back Out of this or disentutbulares to some
degree and then, and then only, begins a harmonious conquest of
this MEST which it's contacted. The thera gets into the MEST. learns
something about the laws of the MEST and, pulling back, is then
able to change more MEST.
And d,en there's anOther enturbulence and so forth and theta
learns some more and pulls back and then comes in and changes
more MEST.
Now. whether or nOt this is in a single lifetime or whether or
nOt it is in the sequences of lifetimes which go up to make a racial
9
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generation of many lifetimes, either way it's the same cycle that's
going on, Each time this is the same thing.
6 You know, they say that hard knocks are the best teacher. Well,
this would simply be the process of an organism's theta going
up against MEST-!JooJlJ-getting enturbulared, let/wing something.
A fellow gets into a deal and gets swindled. He pulls back Out of
"""j,,,rthis deal and now he knows how to keep from getting s,vindled.
If he's completely hopeless, life uses natural selection on him and
lets him get swindled until he is no more.
Now, there's a very familiar cycle of theta-~'lEST, very familiar
cycle, The organism is conceived, goes through the cycle of growth,
coasts off inro a decay and dies. That is one single cycle. ThaI' is
theta tackling MEST in one single life span.
Death is a necessary thing, unfortunately. You know, this world
""0'" would look awfully funny if all of the trees of the giant-fe~n area
were srill wirh us. And [he only way rhar rhera can go on and
progressively change more and more and mare and more and more
MEST is to let rhe organisms evolve rhemselves. Now, rhose fern
trees they had back in the Pliocene or rhe Neocene or rhe Nylon
area were-they were useful up to a point, but rhen more modern
tree forms could now evolve. Thar much MEST had been conquered
and so a more modern rree form could be evolved.
10
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For instance, to make soil you have to have lichen and moss
and rhey make soil our of rock and sand. Well. unless rhey've been
in rhere together working, you don'r have soil which can grow
a better trec. Now, these ferns were growing in swamps and so
forth, bur they were making more soil. They were making, also,
oil for people in Kansas to ger very wealthy with-or coal, rather.
All SOrtS of things were raking place there until you gOt higher and
higher organisms and grear bodies of fish-they were what made
the oil, isn't it-rhese great bodies of fish. The sea evolved about
as far as it could go and then the land srarted to evolve.
You could see rhis cycle working, but there's anOther cycle at
work right here in present time. What did you have to eat for
supper? There wasn't a Single rhing you had to eat except rhe
condiments perhaps, the chemical condiments, which were nOt
gained immediately from lower forms of life. [n other words, more
basic conversion units. You and I can'r go OUt and eat rock. And
unlike Nebuchadnezzar, grass srains my teeth.
But here we have a necessity for lower forms living on lower
forms, living on lower forms, living on lower forms-in other words,

right here in present rime we have an evolution cycle right with
us. We have the lesser animals performing certain functions: the
balance of nature and so on. And this is a sort of a staff of life.
11
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Man, at this moment, happens to be clear OUt to the end of this
staff of life.
And we've gotten so fat beyond the line that seldom anything
eats us anymore, unless it's the government. Now, actually, Man
has pretty well proofed himself outside of this cycle, but it's always
waiting for him. He can still be an edible. Now, Man will probably
keep on evolving OUt here funher.
But how did all this life span evolve in the first place? Theta
made a better organism which could change more MEST. Theta
made a better organism which could change more MEST. But in
order to do this, the theta-MEST had to come together solidly and
then separate-discnrurbu!arc, in orherwords, and then go in for an

orderly conquest and then get emurbulated, then disemurbulate and
then go back for an orderly conquest. That's fairly understandable,
isn't it?

For instance, the theta during a liferime learns cenain things
and then dies. The theta evidently doesn't die, Very interesting. It
evidently comes back for another arrack with another organism.

An organism is nOthing but theta plus MEST. JUSt that-organism
equals theta plus MEST. That's a life-form-theta plus MEST, But
the theta is dynamically trying to change that MEST,
Now, as long as an organism is progressing, it is following the
line and rules and orders of theta. And when it StopS progressing,
12
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it's because it has been overtaken by MEST. This is another way
of stating the fact that after a person has gotten 8,622 engrams,
he's pretty well done for. Or until he's gotten all of his free life
force completely enturbulated, he's pretty well done for, unless
he's been hit so solidly by some form of MEST as to separate the
theta and MEST in him-all of these factOrs enter in-[snaps] we
have death. All right.
Now, it's an interesting thing that this material slightly violates
the biological concepts of the last 150 years. Those are radical.
They were brought in as radical, they are still regarded as radical.
We are working with faCtors that Man seems to have recognized
for the last five thousand years. We in Dianetics at the present
moment are on the mOSt conservative line of thought that we could
possibly be on, with the Thera-MEST Theory. Of course, we've
evaluated it. And that is the main improvement on the thing.
But it was a wild thought that Man came from mud. That was a
wild one. Bur that Man came from God or a universe of life which
impinged upon this universe, that's an old thought. Now, Man has
been playing with this thought, that [ know of, for five thousand

if we can make it work lilell for the first time, we'll be
doing vel)' weJ1 because, at (his time with processing. we don't need

years and

death!
13
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The death cycle is nOt necessary if a person's theta can be
disenturbulated from all the MEST in which it has become
enturbulated. And if we can artificially pull it back OUt and keep
the organism going, the usefulness of the mechanism of death, to
us as individuals, has in some measure ceased, but not wholly. We
will, of course, follow along an evolutionary line even further.
Probably Man's body will evolve a great deal further. Certainly
the genetations will go along.
\'X1e say vcry linlc in Dianetics about geriatrics. That's a very fancy

name for the study of old age and what causes it. We almost leave
this alone and that is very peculiar, because I was a member of the
United States Public Health Service Gerontological SOCiety-they're
supposed to be experts on this. But I have left it alone, because
it's hard to prove. You have to have had somebody live another
hundred years before you can prove much in geriatrics.
But if any of you have taken an individual and processed this
individual very long, you begin to watch, actually, rejuvenation.

There is nat much denying this, [ don't think. Or you watch aging
roward some optimum poim of life. What that optimum poim of
life would be, I don't know-twenty-one, twenty-two, somewhere

in there? And you take somebody who has been hung up on the
time track at five or ten and who still bears some physiological
14
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resemblance ro the five- or ten-year-old, or a person who, God
help us, is stuck in birth and bears that rotund shape of somebody
who is stuck in birth. You bring those people on up somewhere
in the vicinity of their optimum age, unless they have passed the
poim of no return. Physiologically, the body can go ro such a poim
that no matter how much processing you would do, this person is
unable ro recover. That poim is pretty advanced. A doc/or would
give this person up, usually, and say nothing could be done for
this person.
Or let'S say this person is thirty and looks forty-five. When you've
processed this person-you process them thoroughly and well-in
the absence of bad physical deformation, you will have somebody
who looks thirty or twenty-eight or twenty-six or twenty-five or
something like that in that range.
I am particularly-have in mind one girl in Kansas City. When 9
[ was up there lecturing, her husband had JUSt died and one of the
chaps with me processed this lady for nine hours.
The first time [ saw this lady she was sitting there, she looked
like an old woman. Of course, she was wearing black and thar didn't
help much. but still you looked at her face, here was a woman who
was obviously about, oh, she looked well along, And I kept asking
this audiror why he didn't do something for her because [ knew
15
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that she must have a heavy grief charge lying right there ready to
be blown. So he audited her for nine hours and I saw her tWO days
after he had audited her-or one day after he had audited her. Her
clothes had changed, which of course helped the illusion a little
bit. She was wearing a red dress. Here was a young woman. Here
was a young womanl Here was a woman of about twenty-six.

Well, this can happen [snap] like that. Yes, we very definitely
impinge into the field of geriatrics, but we don't dare say vcry
much about rejuvenation and old age. These are very unpopular
subjects. Nevertheless, the auditOr can watch people get younger
or grow up as he processes them. As a matter of fact, very few
auditors have practiced very long without" having this experience.
Now, I'm not trying to sell Dianetics like you would sell these
little pink pills that you're supposed to write for. But that's jusr a
byproduct. We're not trying to make everybody live fotever. This
is just an illustration of rhe Theta-MEST Theoty.
In one generation, then, we have an opponuoiry of undOing the
mistakes of the organism during that generation-recovering the
thera intO a free statc, which is entangled with the MEST through

bruises, wounds, collisions and so fOrth, because thar's what happens:
the primary break of affinity, of reality and of communication is

between theta and MEST.
16
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The little boy who goes out to play and knocks his shins against
the rock-there's a classic example. He has broken affinity with
that rock. And if he hits his shin against enough rocks, he will
get to a point where MEST starts to look unreal to him. This has
nothing to do with the wotd content of engrams. He will not want
to have so much to do with MEST. He won't want to own so much
of MEST. In other words, he has withdrawn, a little bit, his reach
intO MEST. And if he is hurt sufficiently, he will pull his command
all away from MEST. And whar do you get when you get that level?
That's propitiation. That's 1.1 on the Tone Scale! In order to go
on living, this person feels they have to give up MEST, so they
start handing you things. They start saying to people that they will
give them things. They start bribing. They Start giving away their
~'IEST-this stuff has gotten dangerous! They have had tOO many
breaks-engrams with ~IEST.
It's a basic theory I'm talking about. We know, when we've 10
experimented a lirdc bit with Diancrics. we can take a person down
the time track and we can run them intO a physical pain moment
and they will re-experience the pain and if we go through it enougb
times and do a good enougb job of it, tbat pain will reduce or erase.
Well, now, tbar is an observed manifestation, bur what's the
theory behind this? This organism has collided wirh MEST. That is
17
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a primary break of affinity, communication and reality with that
MEST and the theta. The theta and MEST of the organism, rhen.
arc emurbulared wirhin one anorher and they have changed rheir
character slightly in thar viciniry of rhar eDturbulence. Right in
that vicinity, they've changed their character by this turbulence.
Instead of theta and MEST, they have been jammed rogerher so
hard thar their polarity has shifted. You mighr say the wavelengrh
of rheta has shifred and rhe wavelength slighdy of MEST has shifred
so thar the tWO of them are now-although they're Still very rightly
enwrapped- rhey're emurbulated theta and emurbu)aled MEST.
And we call that, for shan, emheta and enMEST.
Now, al\ I'm asking you ro do is acquire a vocabulary here of
/heftt. which is the energy of thought, from wherever it comes and
whatever it is: MITT-matter, energy. space and time: and elJl",.h"ltlled
the/a and ell/Mb"/a/eel illEST (we call those en/he/a and e//lllEST for
short). That's very simple.
That engram, then, is a pOtemial point of turbulence because
enrheta startS to behave in a peculiar way. It Stans to enrurbulare
thera in irs vicinity. Theta, in reverse. will disenwrbulate cnther3.

You understand? They're the same rhing but they become opposite
polarities, so rhey kick against each arher.
If a person has a great deal of pain, then thar person will pass
rhe pain along ro other theta.
18
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Let's look at twO people who are together and one is very unhappy
and the other one is very happy. And the firsr thing you know,
the happy person is not quite so happy. This person who's very
unhappy could be said to have a preponderance of emheta or
emurbulated theta. This person has been hurt a great deal in his
Ii fetime. And the person who is happy, we could say, hasn't been.
[-Ie is not emurbulated.
And you will find that the person who is happy has become
emurbulated a little bit by this person who is unhappy. But in the
reverse, you will find that the person who is unhappy has become
a little happier through associating with the person who's happy.
That is theta operating to disemurbulate emheta. Now, that's simple
enough, isn't it?

So the emheta tries to make everything emheta; that's its operation.
And the theta tries to make everything theta; that's its operation.
What are you trying to do as auditors? All you're trying to do
is take all available theta in the case and turn as much emheta as
you can back to theta again. That's aIL
And naturally, if you Start throwing emheta at this case, you'll
increase the enrheta on the casco If you enturbulate this case morc,
what little theta this preclear has may becofi1c converted into
emheta and then you have gar somebody in a psychotic break.
19
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Here's a very good example of this: There was a fellow that was
operating in Asia Minor a number of years ago, up around Galilee,
and about all he had to do was to tell somebody to take up his
bed and walk or do something of the SOrt and this person would
come OUt of almost any illness he was in, That was no myth that
that happened, It certainly was no myrh, And we're nor trying
to explain Chrisr scientifically, God help us if we ever went off
into that byroad of scientific explanations and observations and
so forth. All we know is what we compare with the real universe.
If rhar's scientific, rhar's fine-bur if it works, rhar's berteL
Now, rhere's a rarher ugly link chapel down in Sourh America
rhar has a mountain of crutches outside of it. And people walk into
this place and-particularly people who have to use crutches-they
walk into rhis place and kneel down before rhe alrar, usually helped
in, one way or the orher, on their crurches, and walk ourside again
and rhrow rheir crurches up on rhe pile and walk off! There's a
mountain of crutches there. It's very interesting.
Here you could say (you don'r have to, but you could), you
could say that here was an area of such concentrated theta that
any cothera which came in its vicinity. such as a psychosomatic
illness, an aberration or so on, became disenrurbulared, You see
how that would work? And those people who are using crurches
because of some psychosomaric disorder, r imagine rhey heal up
20
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rather quickly. But those people who are using crutches because
they have had their right leg sawed off, they don't throwaway their
crutches.
I-Jere you have a case, then, of a tremendous amOUnt of
theta autOmatically disenturbulating a little entheta. BoolI!. Now,
theoretically, you could actually form a group of people who are
sufficiently theta that a newcomer walking into their midst would
disentutbulate just through association with these people.
Have you ever walked into a happy home and have realized
that it was a happy home before you ever talked to anyone? Or
have you ever walked intO a room and had the strange feeling that
there's been a quarrel there just a moment before? Or worse, have
you ever walked into a room and realized that the people there
had been talking abour you and nOt particularly complimentarily,
before you showed up? You don't have to read the expression on
their faces, you can actually sense an atmosphere.
This theta is nOt something intangible. We can feel it.
Have you ever looked at a girl (or you ladies, have ever looked
at a young man) and suddenly realized that you felt a great deal
for this person? JUSt SOrt of an interchange.
I know 1was very young one time and it was spring and, I swear,

between a girl and myself there was enough theta flowing so that
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it's a wonder that )'OU couldn't hear it crackle like sheet lightning!
[laughter] Never felt so health)' in my life, by the way.
";"1J2
Now, here are simple and even homely examples of this gteat
I b.:.\, ~'(lland ponderous basic theory at work. You've sensed it, you know
about it.
The component parts of theta may be many, but we know three
of them, we know three of them. And that's affillity, cOl/ll/llilliratioll
and realit)' You take affinity, communication, realit)" pUt them all
together and you get every manifestation of thought that you can
think of.
As a matter of fact. you can even derive all the mathematics
there are from these three things. And thar's nOt a wild statement.
I sat down one day and tried ro figure out how tensor calculus
was evolved. how ropology was evolved, how symbolic logic was
evolved, each time using only ARC-affinity, communication, reality.
And [ found out to have a mathematics, you had to have each one
of these. If you had all three of these, you had an understanding
or an evaluation or a computation. But if you drop onc of them

OUt, you didn't have a mathematics. You drop one of them OUt and
you don't have a life, either!
Now, these three things arc interdependent and one could sa)'
rhat the)' are the component characteristics of theta. The second that
22
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we began to consider it this way, processing and an understanding
of processing began to advance at a much more rapid pace.
It had to be considered this way because a study of Group
Oianetics, a study of the Third Dynamic, revealed ro me not roo
awfully long ago that something had not been codified. [ had
been going along in the belief, the complete belief, that the Thitd
Dynamic was nailed down, all taken care of. Well, that JUSt shows
how happy and thickheaded some people can get. Because I stood
up on a platform one day in California to give a talk on Political
Oianetics and I opened my mouth and [ said, "Huh!" And [ said,
"Well now ..." and the first time [ realized that Political Oianetics
had not been codified well enough to communicate. And if it had
not been codified well enough to communicate, then I could count
upon the facr that it was not codified well enough.
And I tried to talk for two and a half hours to people on the
subject of Group Oianetics. A couple of people from Technocracy
were down in the audience and they said, "You don't have that
formulated very well, do you)"
And [said, "Well, you needn't rub it in."
[ went home and, right away, tried to figure out somehow, some
way to codify it, communicate it! And I found out that not only
did l not have it codified or communicated, but I found out, in
addition to that, that I didn't know what it was! This was a great
23
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surprise and shock to me. My analyzer was pretty anaten there fat
a while and said, "How wrong can you get?"
13
I went back through the original work, original nOtes, to find OUt
why and I found OUt that concentration upon the First Dynamic
in order to produce processing had thrown aside some of the
codifications of the Third Dynamic. And [ found out that there
were some notes there to the effeer (and they're in the first book,
by the way): "The group is actually an organism, independent of
its individuals. [t itself is an organism."
Well, how did I get that way) You think it over for a moment and
you realize that a group is. You don'r really know this till you try to
kill a group. You could take individuals out of it. Of course, if you
killed all the individuals with regard to it, the group would probably
still exist in somebody's memory or it would probably exist on paper
someplace or something. There would still be inherently-there
/I'f1S something there!
The body of the group is nOt contained in its individuals. It's
contained as the group. And until you've tried to kill off a group.
as a group. you don't panicularly appreciate this.
For instance, we've been very involved trying ro get rid of
Cal ifornia and Elizabeth and Chicago and they won't die! And I
juSt saw a letter down on the desk there and here's a group of onc
24
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and a secretary in Washingron, DC, and he's still holding on to
life. I mean. that group won't die.
Now, people have been detached away from these things, rhere's
nOthing coming inro them, their goals are all knocked aside, but
there is a body of thera in existence there which refuses ro perish.
And the only way we're going ro get rid of these groups is by giving
them licenses. And they're going ro go on very happily.
A group i.f an organism. But what is the organism of the group?
And I staned figuring it our and it starrs ro figure out in rerms of
individuals and it juSt does not work. All of a sudden. looking it
over. you realize that there is a thought energy. That is also in the
first book. It says, "Em orion is a theta." But the thinking had not
gone ro the point where it could be codified.
So all of a sudden, I had ro go clear back ro when I was studying
aromic and molecular phenomena back in 1930 and begin ro
wonder again about thought as an energy, life as an energy. All of
a sudden recodified everything through, gO! it rogether and had
theta as an energy which had as three of itS components affinity.
communicarion and reality. and all of a sudden we had Group
Dianetics. All of a sudden!
Group Dianetics is a vicious subject! 1 used £0 walk in front of
a mirror occasionally and when I'd see myself, I'd w~ince there for y
weeks because of Group Dianetics. What a monster! [laughs]
25
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1 started to test out Group Dianetics in California and it got Out
of my hands so fast! It was ovet the hills and far away and it was
running itself and there was no stOpping it.
And I tried to sal', "Hey, wait a minute. Wait a minute. The way
you form a group is ..." but it had formed. I started to sal', "A true
group is really formed as ... " it had formed. It had congealed. It
was an organism.

All of this was JUSt waiting to happen. And the first moment
that it was explained to these people what they were trying to
do, just rhe first few rules and they became so solidly cohesive as
a group that it took (11/ kil/(IJ of punishment, firings, everything.
trying to disperse the California organization. And its still SOrt
of holding together in spite of the faCt that they don't even have
the name "Hubbard" and "Dianetics" anymore. They don't have
rights to use the processes, nothing. This group is trying to hold
together- fantastic. h is so live and it is so imbued with survival
that if one considers a political organization merely a collection of
individuals, he will fail completely to understand it and he certainly
would nOt be able to do much management of it.
A big business organization is actually a group and that is theta.
The theta as an energy exists, still in a fluid stare, but the culture of
this group begins to build up with theta as matter. You understand
26
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that theta as an energy could form imo ideas and patterns and
technologies. And this would be a culture. This would be the bo<6,
of the group. And believe me, it's really there. It's wonderful when
you'll Starr watching theta-MEST work out on the Third Dynamic.
And the only reason ['m talking to you about the Third
Dynamic is the fact that it is so delllOIlJll'dbl)' accurate in the
Third Dynamic. And you have to fish a little bit before you quite
see how it applies in the First Dynamic, but once you get it and
take a look at it in the individual and see how it functions in the
individual, you can process people much more easily. And actually
tonight we're talking about the First Dynamic.
I-laving formed the Third Dynamic, an understanding of the
First Dynamic, then, became much plainer.
\X!har were we trying to do? \Vere we trying to erase engrams?
No. We were converting emheta to theta. And what did an engram
do? An engram was an area of emheta and every time any theta
came in its vicinity a little bit of that theta gOt turned imo and
trapped as emheta. And a person's supply, available supply, of theta
became less and less, but his supply of emheta became more and
morc.

The engram acted as a trap. If a person didn't have any engrams.
he could be hit by a lot of emheta and enrurbulated. but he would
just disemurbulate. There would be no trap, no hooks to hold on
27
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to this entheta and keep it as entheta, as there is when an engram
is present.
So, it takes an engram to form a secondary. A tremendous amount
of grief could be experienced by an individual at a tremendous
amount of fear or even apathy could be experienced by an individual.
Unless there is a physical pain engram, a solid entrapment below
this to hold it in place, it would simply go off, ,,;fwo.rb, gone. It
requires an engram to hold it down.
But given enough engrams, the individual can then accumulate
locks and secondaries. The bulk of the elltheta on the case is not
even trapped in engrams. It is trapped in secondaries, moments
when the individual has been terrifically enturbulated and has
been, himself, in present time, very heavily entheta tcmporariJy
and the engram has come up into restimulation and it's just picked
off a lot of this entheta and has sealed it up and that is a secondary.
And there are your largest deposits of entheta on a case.
But, day by day, as a person runs into the unhappiness and
upsets in his vicinity, he accumulates locks. These engrams
become restimulated a little bit and the person has a little bit of
entheta-situation is not good, nOt too happy-and a little bit of
his endowment of theta, turned into entheta, will be trapped as
a lock.
28
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So, we get during a lifetime, we get an individual more and more
and more entheta and less and less and less theta. And of course,
there are these very heavily endowed individuals who have the
happy faculty of being able to compartment off their entheta. You
get one of these heavily occluded cases, for instance-no sonic,
no visio. no tactile. no present time, no nothing-and this fellow
is still functioning. Well he. structurally or otherwise through
some ability, has been able to compartment off his entheta. He has
erected walls-l'oJcllce n1t/llf. cirmil U'tlllr, whatever you want to call
them-and he's left a portion of the (/Ilt/O'ze/: his thinking apparatus,
suffiCiently clear so what free theta he has can function there.
Now, if you as an auditOr came along all of a sudden and
ttied to tear down those walls, all it would succeed in doing was
enrurbulating-enrurbulating the existing theta on rhe case-and

this person would probably praCtically spin. He wouldn't let you
do it! He would resist its happening.
But if you started to pick up a little bit of entheta here and turn
it into theta. a little lock here and a little secondary there and a
little something Ot other there, firSt thing you know, you've gOt
enough theta so that it autOmatically knocks down one of these
valence walls. So this is the angle of processing now.
The idea is to get as much theta as you possibly can in the preclear.
It's too bad we can't put it in with a funnel. It is, because I think actually
29
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one of these fine days we may be able to conduit or measure theta.
We may know the source. We may do somerhing about this. Possible.
And that's not one of these things, "Well, anything's possible." It's
tOO easy to observe. ~
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N ow here is you r individual, then, and he has 10 percent theta and
90 percent emheta. In other words, he has so many engrams which
have trapped so many secondaries which have so many locks on top
of them that. regatdless of his sonic and visio (he mighr be able to
ger all the way back with sonic and visio, because jusr emheta doesn't
shut off sonic and visio, you understand) he's gelling down the Tone
Scale here and all of a sudden we do one of rwo rhings: We give
this fellow some terrifically bad news, we get him all el1lurbulated,
feed him a lot of bad news and the 10 percem remaining theta is
hit by 90 percent entheta-if he fully enturbulated-and he'lI spin
in. We could do that to him. Or we could give him some terribly
authoritarian auditing. \Y/e could say, "You know this is your theta!
You know this is because you were beaten when you were tWO years
of age! You know this is because you love your mother-now. you've
31
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got to admit this-isn't it? And it's all delusion, isn't it?" Fellow goes
home and blows his brains out. That's what happens!
But supposing we said, "WeI! now, let me see, 10 percent theta
and 90 percent entheta. Boy, we certainly had better not drive
very hard because we've only got 10 percent in this case to work
with. We're reinforcing the case a bit so the case can do JOlllething.
But, hmmm. we'd JUSt better handle it very lightly. Let's see if we
can't get 11 percent theta."
So we go in, see, so on. First thing you know. we make this fellow
perceive something in present time and perceive it accurately and
maybe we've gat our 1 percent gain. And then we knock OUt this
lock, this terribly heavy lock, of somebody dropping a piece of
paper and we've gat 11.0001 percent theta, see?
And we creep upon it this way and we get JUSt a little more of
this and a little more of that off of the case. And we convert the
lightest and tiniest deposits of enrhera that we can convert on this
case to theta.
Fonunarely. it seems [Q go by a power-juSt as a person spins in
by a power. You know, I mean, the person may be 50/50, something
like that, and he gets a terrible piece of bad news and goes crazy-in
other words, spins in or goes intO a complete apathy, which is the
same thing.
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You know, people can be crazy for ren minutes-ragingly angry
or completely apathetic for only ten minutes-and then come back
again. They were crazy for rhat ten minutes, according to definition,
you know. Bur if they went all entheta suddenly and if the entheta
were held there-it triggered enough engrams to trap the existing
theta-that person would then stay insane until some auditOr came
along and started working it Out on the basis of "Let's see, how
can I obtain 1 percent theta on this case?" He does that merely by
gerring into communicarion with a fellow or mimicking him or
anything-getting him juSt to contact present time, JUSt that much.
If he does that, he's gOt his 1 percent rheta, then he can srart to
work. And it SOrt of goes by a power. If he gers it up to 10 percent,
he'll get up to 20. If he gets it to 20. you go to 40. And then he
starts to work on it a link bit harder because, by this time, he's
having to attack. probably. engrams themselves.
The engram is what traps things. All right, he goes inro the
engram, he gets the physical pain off, but he's invested a lOt of theta
as a heavy lock on the line and there are other engrams on this case
that permit that theta to be retained. What enth"ta he gOt off the
case, he could pUt back in again as entheta. Do yOll understand now
how you could go on erasing engrams in a case without moving

the preclear on the Tone Scale? He wouldn't come up the Tone
Scale. You're just taking the theta you have and you're taking the
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entheta OUt of the engram, but it COStS you this much theta to take
that much entheta our and you could JUSt seesaw back, forth, back
and fOrth, back and forth, withour accomplishing a great deal. But
if you are doing tbat, you probably shouldn't be reducing engrams.
That's what happens to these cases when they're toO static. They'll
be around 2.0 or 1.5 or something like that and the auditor keeps
insisting on erasing engrams. Maybe he can actually get erasure on
engrams, but be's keeping this case enturbulated continually and
this case is nOt coming up the Tone Scale! So. we're nOt getring
the heavy automatic reaction of disenturbulation of entheta by
having theta up near it.
The thing to do would be to get this person all rhe way up to
rhe top of the Tone Scale if he possibly could and then let tbis very
high theta volume. or theta clariry, suddenly kick back againsr the
entheta on the case and disenturbulate him.
Now, here we're talking about mechan.ics, we're nOt talking about
phrases. You are very well acquainted, undoubtedly, with what
phrases can do in engrams. All we're doing is talking about basic
theory now. And you see that the basic tbeory is relatively simple.
4
In this new book, a great deal of stress is laid on the Tone Scale.
And here we have a Chart of Human Evaluation. A well-known
psyc110metrist down on the coaSt called this an important milestone
in rhe field of psychometry and that it compared in psychology to.
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I think irs Mcndeleev's, whoever that old boy is. I know [ used to
sit in the chemistry classroom and go to sleep and watch his chart
up on the wall. The periodic chart in chemistry is a standard chart
of reaction.

There's a possibility, just a possibiliry, that with this Chart of
Human Evaluation we have somewhat the equivalent of that in

the humanities now. Now, that would be important if that were
true. I hope it continues to bear our. I, by the way. I've gotten in
trouble twice with this chart, just twice. Each time, [ didn't believe
it myself and I said, "Well, although this chart by derivation and
past experience with preclears indicates that the person with whom
I am dealing hete would stab a kitten in the back. I don't believe
the charr and I will tteat this person as an honest human being."
Everything following through is because [ did nOt evaluate the
human beings involved according to my own charr! [ taught myself
a lesson! I'm never going to jump this chart again or throw it aside.
But you audirors are probably, each one of you, going to learn
this lesson yourself. You will get this case and it's wide open and
this person says, "Why, I'm in beautiful shape. And my father and
mother were always so sweet [0 me and everything is fine and I've
been so constructive all my life and I have no domestic trouble at
alL"
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And the auditOr says, "Gee, this case has got sonic and visio and,
oh man, can this case run on the time track and so on. Well, ['II
have ir cleared just here in no time and there's no reason to check
it up on this chart."
So he'll send the preclear charging back down rhe
line-basic-basic-thud! And the preclear will scream a couple of
times, moan faintly and never get up to present time again until
the auditOr has rreated this case the way he should have: as a
psycho. This case is probably in a manic. Maybe thar sonic and
visio is 100 percent dub-in. Horrible!
Each one of you will probably do this at least once in using this
chart before you're convinced.

5

When you take people at random, you shouldn't tell them where
they lie on the chart, because people-aberrated people who come
ro you-they're pretty far down on this chart, pretty far down. ['ve
marked "normal" at 2.5 on this chart. Boy, was I charitable. Normal
is below that, I'm afraid, in this current sociery.
It might have been higher than that and the general rone of
this society mighr have been higher before World War II. but a lor
happened ro us-very enturbulating during rhese pasr ten years.
People are nOt very high on this chart.
You know the original chan-you know rhis chart well,
undoubtedly. It srarts at 0.0 and goes up ro 4.0, that's the original
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chart. Zero is death, 4.0 is ostensibly a lVIrSrClem: clear of engrams.
Thats all that means, by the way, no engrams, Clear-that's all Clear
means is no engrams. A 4.0 could be anybody, however.
At some time during your life anyone of you bave been 4.0. 1
call attenrion-I was doing this the Other night-did you ever wake
up when you were a little kid and the bright dew was on those
leaves and the day was so bright and crystal clear and you had so
many things ro do and you were tremendously enthusiastic, you
JUSt knew nOthing could possibly go wrong. You didn't think abour
things going wrong. And the air was so fresh and your breakfast
tasted good and you went outside and you loved everybody and
so forth. Tbat's Tone 4.
Tbis bas bappened ro a lot of people a lOt of times. Tbere's
hardly anybody in his lifetime who hasn'" experienced at least a
few periods of 4.0.
A person could have three quarters of bis engrams intact and
still be at 4.0. Well, we have a difference bere of definitions. It is
nOt an absolUte state, You could take a person at 4.0 who bad few,
if any, engrams, you could still get him enturbulated so be would
momentarily act on a 1.5. It's certain tbat you could! You could
throw him enough bad news and enough trouble fa enturbulare

his existing theta and he would come down. The difference is
that be'd go back up. And your person with lots of engrams and
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secondaries, if pulled dDwn rhar suddenly and ,har sharply, would
only go back a parr way. That's the liability of the engram. You
understand this?
Anybody. then, could be a 4.0 JUSt like anybody could be dead.
Now, halfway between this we have 2.0. and at 2.0 of course,
the band of antagonism-the person is pretty antagonistic-but we
just use this in Dianetics as an arbitrary split point. According to
the findings-it'S an arbitrary point more or less. but it is borne

Out by empirical evidence.
We can say that people above 2.0 tend more toward survival
than toward non-survival. Their solutions and actions will tend
more toward survival than non-survival. But people below 2.0 will
tend more roward succumbing than toward survival. And the lower

6

they get on the Tone Scale, the more they will tend to succumbing,
until you get around a 0.5 whD's talking all the lime about suicide
or talking about suicide so lhal you will get SD unhappy thaI you
will die. Because of CDurse these 0.5, fDr instancc, wDuld try to
work 0.5 on all the dynamics, including YDU.
And you gel a perSDn at 3.0, abDul all this person can do fDr you
is try to get you to survive' And you ger a 0.5 and a 3.0 and the
3.0 is saying, "Oh, yeah. well, YDU want tD go on living, of course
you want to go on liVing. Life is beautiful, wonderful. Look. sec)"
A 0.5 IDDks around and he doesn't sec and he says to the 3.0. he
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says, "Well, how can you possibly go on living in this horrible, ugly,
world? This is a horrible world, you know that." You've
gOt a difference of viewpoint. Or is it a difference of viewpoint?
One is trying to die and the Other is trying to live.
Now. people below 2.0 will, in spite of themselves, attempt to
commit suicide. Maybe they'll only try to kill off their aummobile by
running into the curb regularly, bur rhey will do some destruction
tOward this. They'll tend this autOmobile toward death.
If you loaned your car to a 1.0 for a very long period of time,
you would find OUt that this car did nOt run as well as when you
loaned it. And if you loaned your car to a 3.0, you'd find out that
the car would normally come back to you in better condition than
when you lent it.
These derivational differences, then, are nOt quitt as arbitrary
as they seem. The Tone Scale derives from an observation of
the emotion exhibited by a preclear while running a low-tOned
diJgIIJlill,~

secondary or engram.

The preclear starts in. if it's a very low-toned-Iet's say it's an
aparhy engram-he starts in at apathy. he works up the band. And
all the preclears do this. Sometimes they skip a manifeStation or
tWO on the band, but they go through this same procedure until
they get up to 4.0 according co this engram. at which time it erases.
That's that.
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Some auditOrs don'r realize this and they'll drop the engram
when the preclear is only at 2.5, which is boredom. The preclear
is bored with it and he says, "Do I have to go through with this
again?"
And the auditOr says, "No." "Well, he's evidently-that doesn't
worry him anymore, we'll go on to something else." And he hasn't
pulled this up to 4.0 at all! He's gat one-and-a-half points to go
before that engram is up to the tOp.
But the first time rhe preclear runs ir, he's apathetic abour it, let
us say. The next rime he runs it, he's kind of covert abour it, he'd
kind of like to get mad about this, but he doesn't dare or he may
be afraid in that period_ That's right, apathy, yeah. Then he's so
sad, then he's probably covert in his-he'd love to say, "I think my
mother ... " but he doesn'r and he says, "Well, she probably had
her worries. She was very good to me." And then he gets to 1.5,
which is anger, and he says, "So! At lasr I've got her l " And then he
gets to antagonism, so he says, "\Vell, she was certainly ornery to
me. Yeah, I'd sure like to give her a piece of my mind now." And
then he goes up and so he's bored with ir.
Well, if rhe audiror dropped ir at thar, he'd be in bad shape, so
you run ir again and you find Out thar, well, he doesn't care IIIlIch
about if. As a marrer of faCt, he'd like to think about somerhing clse.
He's kind of happy about other things and he's glad he's getting
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rid of this thing. And right there, it may do a bounce, it may come
up to a false four and then sink again. You know, all of a sudden
there's a little relief and he goes "ha!" and he laughs about it for
a moment and then it comes down and you've gOt to pull it back
on up again.
It'll finally stabilize here at 4.0 and he's perfectly happy about
the whole thing at 4.0. He not only does nOt care about it but he
is nat bored with it. It is no longer any factor with him and he is
happy with life. That is 4.0.
So observing this reaction on the parr of preclears, it was possible
many years ago to postulate the existence of some SOrt of an
emotional band and study this. And by studying it, a great deal of
material has turned up.
It is now possible to take affinity. communication and reality
and treat them at the top as relatively IJ/lre manifestations and then
see that they become more and more dissonant until they finally
get so far apart, the three of tbem, tbat rbey 11/111 each other. That
would be deatb.
Now. the best way to visualize this would be a pure piano nare 7
and tben a piano note witb anotber onc struck wbicb is slighdy off.
That would be 2.5. It's nOt bad enougb yet to do anything about
but you don't care for it.
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And then you strike one that's a little bit further off and you
get-well, you don't like this, this is a little bit-it's something
that antagonized you a little bit. Then you get one that's bcmbl)'
counteractive-that's anger. And then one that's a little bit tOO
far off and the person isn't angry and it JUSt vibrates badl)" but
these affinity, communication, reality lines are having a hard time
hanging tOgether at that point.
A little bit lower than that, it's obvious that they're nO! going to
hang rogcther and that is loss or grief. And then rhey are/l', hanging
tOgethcr and that's apathy. And then rhey don'r hang rogerher ar
all, rhey null each orhcr and rhat's dearh.
And you can figure rhis our, by rhe way. Ir figures our very
neatly. You can then-you could have rederived rhe Tone Seale
from affinity, communication and reality and have posllliated thar
a preclear would go through rhesc various manifestations as he
ran an engram. Thar is thc backbone and the origin of the Tone
Scale.
Now, the Tone Scale had so much more dara in it thar it had to be
cxpanded, and expanded inro human cvaluation, unril by placing
a person at some position on the Tone Scalc- if you find Ollt where
he is on rhe Tone Scale, you can tell how much responsibiliry he's
going to manifest, how much persistence he's going to manifest.
You can rell how he's going to neat childrcn. You can tell how he's
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going to talk to you, how he's going to listen" to you. You can tell
what he'll do with a message that you give him to give somebody
else. You can also tell just tather autOmatically the physiological
condition this person is going to be in.
If somebody came up to you and said. "This is a 1.1 that I am
talking about," the auditOr could do a forecast in his mind of the kind
of person he was going to meet. He'd figure OUt what this person
Il'Oltld do under any given circumstances. If this person was actively
a 1.1 on the Tone Scale, the auditOr would know immediately what
he was going to meet in the way of personality and would he be
able to predict, more or less, the reactions of this human being all
the way along the line.
Now, that would be a handy thing to have around, wouldn't it?
There's one of the things in it: The ethic level of the human 8
being is established on it very clearly. Get somebody at 1.1 that tells
you, "You know, I'm all in favor of having a board of standards.
\Ve've gOt to have standards because this has gOt to be an ethical
operation. I am very ethical! I won't stand for anything unethical!"
He may la/k like that (and a lot of 1.1s do), but if you look up some
of his manifestations and you see that these manifestations pin
him at 1.1, watch out! I don't care how often this person says that
he is ethical, this person will Cut your throat.
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On the other hand, you have a fellow who is 3.5 on the Tone
Scale and somebody comes up to yOll and says, "You know, this
fellow murdered a man and robbed his dear old mother back in
Keokuk and we have positive and absolute evidence that he did
this." Skip it. He didn't. He juSt didn't do it. that's all!
An auditor, watching this and studying his preclears over very
much of a period of time, would be able to forecast, then, what a
human being would have done in given circumstances. This is a
chan of evaluation and, in processing, it is possible, then, for you
ro pick up the kind of processing this person needs and the kind
of processing which will work on this person by looking him up
on the Tone Scale.
You can evaluate him and find OUt where he lies on the Tone
Scale. And once yOll have evaluated him, it will tell yOll the ratio
of theta to entheta on his case. And on the charts, you don't even
have to know that it tells you the ratio. You look over here in the
processing column and it says, "Lock Scan, don't tun any engrams."
Or it says. "Can run secondaries if you arc careful." You don't run
any engrams, probably. You might nOt do any Lock Scanning on
this case. In other words. it tells you the type of processing you
ought to use on this case. That would be handy to have. wouldn't it?
Once yOll evaluate him, then you can't make a mistake because
we know that, at various positions on the Tone Scale, these types
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of processing can be done. For instance, you can Chain Scan a
3.5. You can Chain Scan engrams at 3.5. You can tun a petson
thtough physical pain and it'll etase juSt about as fast as you hit
it-3.5 though! This petson is a Dianetic Release already. Most all
of the emhera is gone out of the bank already.
You starred ro Chain Scan somebody at 1.5 through
engrams-[whisrle] boom!
Now furrhermore, you starr ro tun an engram on a person who 9
is a 2.5. Thar's fine. You can run this engram on rhis 2.5. You can
get away wirh ir juSt very nicely. Bur supposing you didn't run rhis
engram our and rhere was an action phrase in it thar caused rhe
track ro group. The track mighr possibly, jusr barely, group ar rhar
point, temporarily, until ir's keyed-our by Straighrwire.
Bur if you ran somebody at 0.8 through an engram and you hit
one of rhese action phrases, boy, rhat engram command phrase is
law. And if ir says, "Everything comes in here ar once: rhere goes
the rime rrack, crunch! You've gar a grouped rrack. Furrhermore,
this person hasn'r got enough theta ro invest into rhis thing ro undo
it, so you've jusr made rhe case rougher.
lOW, this rells you. then, what you can do with a case and
what you can'r do with it. And you'll find OUt that the heavy, sl.1g .::L.....
processing-you'll find out as you process cases that you can get
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one that's well up the line and you can start this kind of processing
and you can actually bring him back down the line again.
Now, rm going to draw vou a picture of the four types of
case-really only four types of cases. This is derivational as fat
as the Tonc Scale is concerned. I'm going ro show you the basic
theory of ptocessing. You can read it off of this Tone Scale and
it will tell you what you can do and what you can't do. You can
evaluate human beings very precisely and you can find this. And
you will havc to do this, really, in order ro produce whar you want
and produce people who are good releases and so forrh rapidly.
But there ate four types of cases. The first case probably would
be-here is a rime track. a straight venicalline and now l"m going
to show you the corhcra around this track. In other words. this

thing looks like a plume. I-Jere's birth-conception down here
at the bOttom. I-I ere's present time up here. This is all emheta.
That's type of case number one. This case is very heavily occluded
or rhis case-and boy, gel' this one-may be wide open. This case
might have sonic and visio and everything else. but this track is
-,. ," JUSt shrouded in emheta. If the person has gOt sonic and visio and
has the track complerely coveted and JUSt his whole life span JUSt
bogged down in emheta, why. he's obviously psychOtic. This is the
worSt kind of psychotic you can get. This person doesn't have any
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shut-offs by which he can protect himself Of protect his existing
theta. Well, you've gOt to fish this person up by inches.
Or this could be the occluded case which is actually perfotmjng
well up the Tone Scale but has gOt this section of the analyzer
blocked off and is using that seCtion of the analyzer. This person
would have to have pretty heavy endowment in order to function
and be a 2.5 or a 3.0 as far as conduct is concerned, but his case
wouldn't be. The second you Starr intO that case, you see that it's this
heavily shrouded, why, you've gOt a job on your hands of pulling 0.<"'.:
this case to pieces and doing something with ir.
You understand that a person can function very often-even
low-toned cases with a heavy endowmem-can function way up
the Tone Scale. These people are in danger, by the way, because
when something hits them, there is tOO much there to trap. the
emurbulation resulting in their existing theta endowmem.
All right, here's case two. Here's the time track. That's JUSt 10
circles showing clouds and areas of emheta and you nOtice that
there's blanks in between. This is just representative of less, less
enturbulence on this casco Here is the rime crack and it's nOt
completely covered. These entheta areas are then broken up into
chunks-you see that-instead of onc whole mass of eothera.
Now we get the next one. And here's the time track again and
here are these cigar-shaped blobs here. You see the emheta there 1-"",,,
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is centralized and nat rerribly effective, The incidents are all lying
there separately, They aren'r grear IIlI1JJeJ of entheta on, but these
things are srill kind of hard ro hit.
Now we come to the last case on it-your vertical line for a

time track, with conceprion at the bottOm, present rime at the tOp
and straight lines crossing this, demonstrating rhe engrams and
secondaries.

Now, this would be the four types of case, But don't you see, this
is all progressively the same casco A case can start in anywhere, on

anyone of rhese things. A person can be here, as case number rwo,
with jusr great blobs of entheta more or less separate or a person
could have these areas of cot-heta on the track or the person could
have each incident lying separate, distinct in itself, with all these
/JercejJtics-twenty-six pcrceprics-on every engram.
Now, this could be your four types of case.
1vlind yOll, your individual can be a wide-open casc-a wide-open
case-and can still be number one, [knocks] Everything this person
runs inw on the track is kind of sad. His whole case is enrurbulated.
This is the dangerolls one. Or this person can merely be l-'t1) heavily

occluded, And this person can be heavily occluded and still have
functioning free ..heta and the case still very much snarled up,
You understand how that could be? He's compartmented off his
theta. so it doesn't enturblilate like rhe enthera of the case, He has
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SOrt of split up his brain or his personality and he has laid away a
compartment of it and "I can think with this," he says. And as far
as the rest of it's concerned, "We've put it behind circ";its and walls."
This should tell you immediately nor to tackle circuits. Don't
worry about citcuits anymOte. They fall in and collapse by
themselves.
Now, what's the difference in these four cases? Well, the first
one is terrific quantity of emheta, compared to the existing theta,
and very heavily masked.
The second type of case is more entheta than there is theta but
the entheta is still lying in patches.
And the third type there is-it's getting up around a solid ratio
of about 50/50, but the emheta areas still have a lot of locks in them.
And then you have the last type of case where you have the
precise incident.

Now, you must realize what happens and what an engram looks 11
like as it is carried along through life. You should realize what
an engram looks like. At first it's JUSt a straight line, over here on
case four. At first it's JUSt a straight line. And then one day, the
thing gets keyed in and goes into restimulation and gets a little bit
of a lock. And then the fellow gets a secondary on it and we get

this blob here in three. Now, that engram has gorren SOrt of fatter. t"ch<.[t's harder to reach. Some of the perceptics arc cut off in it. You
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understand? Although the secondary apparently lies much larer
in life. it's actually lying right on rap of that engram. It's charging
it up. That's a charge-up.
And you get a few more secondaries and a few more locks and
that engram starts ra be a great big entheta area and it's pulling all
kinds of experiences imo the thing. And it's gotten so fat by this
time that an auditOr couldn't possibly comaCt it as an individual
incident. In other words, the entheta is so heavy as to repel theta.

The physical pain permitted it ra start ttapping emhera and every
time the fellow got enrutbulated a bit. why, this engram would
grab some more enthera and it gets more and morc cnrheta. And
finally yOll get to a point: where the combination of the audicor

and the preelear in trying to tackle this thing-they JUSt bounce
off of it. That is fO say, they can't come near it, The fellow doesn't
get a somatic on it. He has no sonic on it, there's no reality, there's

nothing. Because affinity, reality and communication below the 2.0
band are down here in this engram band, arc completely reversed
to unreality, no communication and no affinity or hatred or dislike

or hostility, you see? So he bounces off of this vcry mechanically,
without ever a bouncer being there. He can't get ncar rhis engram.

It's more heavily charged. more heavily charged. more heavily
charged and you finally get it and when he's ret/II)' had it laid into him
with secondaries and locks and everyrhing, you ger your first type
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of case here-very hcavy, just practically just a plume of emheta.
All these incidems are jammed up.
Now, this could be called also-although this wouldn't be exactly
true, that this could be called "the four ages of the abenee." Number
four over there, wirh those precise lines, is a litrk kid. Life is still
pretry happy. And number three with the cigar-shaped blobs there, ~~ ~"
that's juSt nat quite so happy-that's teenage. Thats abour the time
they become polirical revolutionaries and subscribe to, oh, Frank
Sinatra and so forth. [laughter! And here your blobs, so on, this could
be called "after she was married" [laughter] or "when he losr his
first job." Over here, this is your successful, [laugh reI'] well-adjusted,
completely occluded, to-hell-with-life-ir's-no-fun-anyhow guy.
All right. understand here I've painted up very extreme varieties 12
because I want to show you that the difference between this
one, number one. and number four is primarily a difference of

getting off locks and secondaries, not a difference of erasing
engrams-converting the cothera to theta.

About all you can do with this first type of case here is take
the existing theta and try by Srraighrwire. JUS," memory. on

till)!

subject you can think of-till], subject-just keep refreshing his mind
and taking what existing theta there is and start to open it up.

just by memory. And when you've opened this case up a little
bit, it'll disemurbulate considerably. The person ((III have affinity,
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communication and reality in his past. He can feel that there is
some reality about these experiences. His perceptics will pick up
a bit. There are various ways of doing this, but what you're trying
to do is hold up a reality level.
You go into this case here and, at a certain level of reality, you
keep on picking up deposits of theta along the line and the fellow
will start to disenturbulate a bit and finally his track should start
breaking up from the heavy coverage mass-it should start breaking
up to these lighter, smaller masses like number tWO.
Then on number twO you're using, by this time, affinity, reality,
communication enforcements and breaks, inhibitions-ARC breaks
and inhibitions, enforcements and inhibitions-and you get the
locks Out of that and maybe even a secondary OUt of that, until
you've

gOt

case number three over there.

And now you try to run off secondaties and more ARC and
some Lock Scan and get rid of locks any way you can possibly do
to streamline this case down to a point where those engrams arc
lying there in their pristine purity.

And at this time you say. "Go back to basic-basic. You will now
begin to scan through all engrams forward to present time. Begin
scanning." Snap! And he gets to presenr rime. You do that a few
rimes and you haven't

gOt

any engrams left.
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Now, out of number tWO, you'll occasionally'find yourself running
an engram without wanting to. Certainly you will OUt of number
three-you'JI occasionally find yourself running an engram. And
certainly out of one. two and three, you're going to get all manner
of enMEST manifestations. Bur if yo" pay any attention to enM EST
manifestations beyond letting them take place, you're making a
serious miStake!

What [ mean by enMEST-gas, solids. energy and such as this: 13
your preclear cries, that's en~'IEST. Those tears are enMEST coming
off the case. When the enMEST comes off, the entheta can convert
back to theta again.
There's the dope-off. All of a sudden, without any volition on
your part or any desire on your part as an auditOr, your preclear
suddenly goes OUt like a light. You've asked him to remember this
and remember that and the first thing you know, he dopes off. You
JUSt let him go into that dope-off and when he comes OUt of it a
little bit, you ask him to remember something else and the first
thing you know, he'll go back into the dope-off again. Then you
ask him to remember something else and he'll go back into the
dope-off again.
Now, you COli do this: You can ask him for a phrase which will
bring on these dope-offs, but you're liable to get him pinned up
on the track if you do, if you're working a very rough case over
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here. So what do you do? You validate his analyzer and him. Don't
validate his engrams. [n other words, there is the theory of: "What
you pay altemion to makes that thing imponam."
You as human beings can create tomorrow's reality by what you

think tOday or what you believe in tOday. If you believed, all of
you, hard enough, that there was going to be a monumem out
here, a hundred feet square and two miles high, to the pionecrs
of aviarion and you all believed rherc was going to be this and
you wanted it to be there and so on, there'd beo1le there one day,

there'd be one thcrc. That's bccausc you believe in it.
But supposing you believcd that, OUt therc, therc was going to
be nothing but a rotten, mucking hole in thc ground and you all
believe this. Well. somcbody builds a tenemem ovcr somcplace
else and thcy throw some dirt someplace else and then they wam
to have a city dump somcplace and you all believcd that this onc
square that we'rc talking about is going to be in horrible shape.
And the next thing you know, it is a rotten hole in the ground. It's
a mess.
It depends, then. on what you validate. If yOll stan validating
a demon circuit, it will st"art taking over the preclear. J f )'ou starr
validating the reactive m.ind exclusively, the analyzer will

ClIt

down

its thinking capacity JUSt that much-if you nnly pay attention to
the reactive mind.
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People who go around saying, "Oh, you're ralking OUt of an
engram," they are validating the reactive mind and invalidating
the analyzer. Supposing people went around saying, "Well, you
couldn'r be possibly talking out of an engram. That must be
an analytical computation" or "You know, you're so prone to
analytical computations. I'm happy to see that you never talk out
of engrams" -first thing you know, he doesn't.
This experiment has been carried out. You know, of course, that it's
nOt necessary to pay any attention to action phrases. Unfortunately,
this does not work in the least below about 2.0. But you can get a
person up there on the borderline at about 3.0 and you can actually
talk him into ignoring action phrases so thar if you talked to him
and said did he have a holder, did he have a bouncer, did he have
this, did he have that. he would actually be held and bounced. But
if you talked to him on the line of" Well, there's a holder there
but of course ir couldn't affect you." it wouldn't have any effect
on him. In other words, way up the line up here at 3.0, the action
phrase can be argued into existence or Out of existence. [n Other
words, validated by the auditot or invalidated by the auditor, you
understand?
But it's not what the auditor ctlJlceao/l1 in the preclear. it's what the

auditor believer ill in the preclear. And get this: II is Ibe Ibillg 10 ,rbicb
the tl/ldiforgivcJ bis affillilY. biJ ,.etl!i~)l aud hi.r (O}//JJlltJliwlirm Iha! becomeJ
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You understand that? Because this is
something on the order of waving a magic wand at somebody and
having sparks come OUt of the end.
You talk to this person and this person says, "I know that's juSt
a demon circuit answer. It couldn't possibly be my file clerk."
Why, supposing you said, "Oh yeah, probably is." Let's see, "Well,
let me talk to the demon circuit then." Well, you couldn't any more
certainly mask off the file clerk. But supposing you said, "Oh, I
think the file clerk could get through that all right, let'S JUSt give
it a try," you would be surprised how many times that file clerk
will come through. It's what you validate!
15
If you believe in tbis human being as a Hille human being, he
live tine! }l)ol'king ill Ibe jJl'edetll'.

will act sane not because you coax him

to.

bur because you are

JUSt

validating this. This is his realiry, then-the sanity. You're telling
him this is reality-his sanity.
All right. But supposing you treat him all the time as a neurotic or
an aberrated human being. Immediately, [his person will become
morc neurotic. J mean, it JUSt works our that way. Even people

who are fairly well balanced, if they are around people who arc
entirely concenuared on nullification, people who arc afraid or

timid, people who count on their own superiority by making other
people less superior, who COUnt on that mechanism to get along in
life-are very dangerous. Because what do they keep validating?
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They keep validating tbe shortcomings and the weaknesses of those
around them. you see? And by validating tbose weaknesses and
shortcomings, they actually bring them intO being and make the
petson weak and make him exhibit more and more shortcomings
and so make the person less and less strong and win.
Of course, the 1.5, he goes at it a little more directly. He JUSt
says, "You're no good'"
All right, you see now, then. if you follow a general rule of never
taking something that isn't real to rhe preclear or never demanding
that he believe something that he doesn't feel like believing, if you
just follow the general rule of entering the case always only on
a certain level of reality-the last limit of reality the preclear will
buy-you will keep pressing tbis case forward, on and on and on,
into the cnthcra with them.

But if you go on forward into tbis case and keep taking things
from the preclear whicb are unreal to him, wby, you're advancing
the entbera back into the thera. You've just reversed it and tbat's
bad auditlng.
Wbat you want to do is pick up high levels of tbera if you possibly
can and sweep out any god's quantity of enthera that you can rcach.
That is tbe forward way of doing it.
Furthermore. you validate-you validate the analyzer. If rhe guy
starts to boil-off. you don't snap your fingers at him and ask bim
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for a phrase, necessarily. Of course you cail on a fairly high-roned
preclear. Bur if you take one that's way down the Tone Scale and you
start to ask him for a phrase every rime he gives a manifestation, the

16

first thing you know, this guy Starts thinking in terms of"[ wonder
what phrase causes this?" instead of saying, "\Vell, of course, that
might be a phrase but [ can overcome thatl"
It's what you validate rhat counts.
Now, your belief in the preclear's ability ro recover is very
important. Your belief in his ability ro think straight and ro know
whar's happened ro him is rerribly important. And on are-evaluation
of what I was doing in auditing and whar audirors were doing in
auditing-a re-evaluation of this calls clearly into view the faer that

I never audired anybody in my life. [ have ro go back over and
review things like this. It's

nOt

because ['m such a terrific auditor,

because I sometimes am a rather bad audiror- [ get experimentally
inclined bur try ro find out what [ was doing thar produced rapid
results and rhen find OUt 11Jb)' they produced rapid resulrs and
rhen find our how to communicate them. And [ found out that [
invariably was trying to coax imo being all of the high-level person
[ could get my hands on and forget and nullify, more or less, the
bad section of the individual-in other words, ignoring the cothera
as being important. DOJl" give it importance but give the theta
importance.
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How would you raise a child using this same theory? Using this
same theory you can derive the Theta-MEST Theory and so forth
about all you need to know about raising kids.
For instance, Indian childten are very obedient, they're vety 17
cheerful. They'te quite something to be around. An Indian tribe
in the old days used to be in connivance on every child. They were
all plotting against this child's insanity because every time this
child, voluntarily or otherwise, would pick up a stick of wood ro
pUt it on the fire, no matter who was there, they'd say, "Oh, what
a good child."
'
Now, the child would go down to the brook and he was really [",S""""
intending to take this little bag of something down there and throw
it away and somebody would say to him, "Oh, you're going to get
some watCt, what a good child." "You're helping your mother, what
a good child." "You're being obedient. You're a good child." And
when they were bad children, they ignored them. They just shut
them off.
Now, it requires pretry steady nerves and a lot of Outdoors to do
this. [laughter) The only reason I'm using it is just to demonstrate
there what you validate in a child.
I've seen Indians work this, by the way-Blackfeet. It's the most
fascinating thing you ever saw in your life.

.
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This kid will suddenly look so bewildered. He's caught off base.
What he was actually intending to do was to blow up Bull J\'[oose's
tent! And somebody says, "Oh, you're taking that over to your
father to give it to him. What a good child."
"] guess [ was." paughter]
So, another thing-and this is particularly important in the
Foundation, which is inundated all the time, juSt from preclears,
with emheta. There's lots of engrams around and so forth-if you
keep validating people, you keep raising them up the Tone Scale!
And if you start raising them up the Tone Scale, they've gat higher
and higher and higher deposits of theta-more and more theta-and
all of a sudden they are liable to disenrurbulate a large area that
they ordinarily wouldn't. And you ger rhis funny kind of Suaightwire.
[ don't know whether any of you've had this happen to preclears,
bur sometimes a preclear-you can get him way up the Tone Scale
and then all of a sudden Start directing his attemion tOward emheta
areas in his life (ARC, something like that) and rhese things will start
ro go out pink-pink· pink. And they have described it ro me like,
well, like somerhing going up in a linle flash. almosr an electrical
impulse.
They suddenly remember this time when they were a litrle kid
and they were kepr in hed and hearen for rhree weeks and rhere's
a lot of somarics on it and everything else, but you've gOt them
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so high lip the Tone Scale to remember this thing Straightwire
and the whole period goes alit-whoosh! And you take them back
thtOligh the thing and ir hasn't any importance' Its gone!
YOLI get the idea of maimaining a high Tone Scale level? If yOll 18
can get the person lip the Tone Scale, then he's reaching higher
and higher levels, there's more and more theta. YOLI get that alit of
locks, occasionally alit of a secondary, the first thing yOll know, the
circllit automatically goes Out. It's made lip of a big compurational
portion of a person's mind that was all emheta, And it's lip against
so mlleh theta sllddenly that it goes whoosh!
And of COllrse, by the way, if he's way lip the scale, it'll blow
our. Blit maybe JUSt the circllit itself caves in. If the eirellit itself
caves in, he'll go clear baek down the Tone Scale. And YOll're
sllddenly working a glly who's way down the Tone Scale, he's jllst
been flooded with emheta. Blit he comes back lip again.
Sometimes a preclear works in a cycle: raising him lip the Tone
Scale to rhe tOp of the Tone Scale, then he'll hit a big deposit of
emheta, he'll get emllrblilated and he'll go down to the bottom
of the Tone Scale and yOll raise him back lip the Tone Scale again
and, each time, his average tOne comes lip a little bit higher. That
is to say, the theta he bfIJ gOt is higher and he's manifesting higher
on the chart all the time,
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When you can really get a fellow where he's functioning fifteen
hours a day at Tone 3.5, boy, this guy is not much trouble to process.
You start in working him and the entheta juSt starts going out,
pong, like breaking electric light bulbs, boom, boom. It's wonderful
to watch.
There is rhe approach to auditing. The best approach that I can
possibly give you to auditing is: do 110/ ttl till)' /illle J7I'{//lIjJ )oltrjm:dettr
with en/he/tl alld en/ltrblt!tt/e "ba//heltT hc:rgo/. Don't swamp him, don't
snow him under, bit/lead him up the scale-anything to get him
up the scale.
As a matter of fact, a motion-picture show is sometimes a better

evening's processing than processing. Some people have had so
little good present times that theit whole life is pretty absent on
the subject of theta. They have had such unpleasant present rimes
because, remembet, that time track is never anything but just a
Stack of present rimes. le's present time, present time, present time.
present time. present time throughout a whole lifetime. They're
consecutive moments of present time.
For instance. this instant with you is a present time and therefore

it's perfectly valid processing to try to contaCt this instant. Why
go through all the mechanisms of merely recalling it? Why live
two minutes beyond it and then go back to it and tecall it? Why
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not experience Ihir minute) It's here! All your perceptics are here.
H ow much ate you recording of this moment?
You get a person who is pretty Iowan the Tone Scale and you
just invite him and persuade him to conract this moment or some
portion of this moment. Why, heavens on earth, if you're successful
in doing that, you can end a psychotic break. in some cases. It's
quite remarkable. Or if you can just get a petson to (Ollie to this
moment.

One sanitarium, some of the psychiatrists wondered what was
this Dianetics and somebody tOld them and they tOld them, "Well,
if you juSt went around the sanitarium ..." [,d done this, many
years ago, went atOund the sanitarium and [,d just say to people,
"'Come up to present rime" and occasionally onc would, boom-that
was all it tOok. You get the most rematkable results.
\'(1ell, the psychiatrist went around and tOld people to come up to
present time and one girl whose face had been-horrible condition,
acne-and who had been very uncommunicative for a long, long
time and never talked to anybody, horrible shape, quite insane.
Somebody walked up to her and said. "Come up to ptesent time!"
That night they were having a party and she gave a speech to the
party on how glad she was to be there. And she really did and she
stayed in present time and her acne disappeared and she manifested
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sanity. That's quite remarkable, isn't it, for a mechanism to work
that way?

20

And yet you could walk thtOugh any insane asylum of any size
in the land and, here and there, you'd find somebody, unless he'd
been electric shocked, transorbital leukotomy and psychiatricized
in general, you juSt tell him to come up to present time and he'd
turn sane. And this fellow might have been there for years.
It's that impOrtant to process or recognize that a present time exists.
Now, all L've given you tonight actually is basic theory. Maybe
I have snowed you under a little bit. I hope 1101. Because although
rhere's an aw fullot of particularities to know about the Tone Scale,
about evaluation, about the tricks of practice and so forth. actually

aJJ there is to know about basic theory I have told you tOnight.
And if you could follow this thtOugh or, thinking it over, follow
it through and understand this, you've gOt a grasp on the subject
and a grasp of the subject on all its dynamics which will be far in
excess of anything that's been known before in Dianetics. And
you'll be able to produce better results and more results and faster
results wirh this kno\vledge.

The main thing that you should remember is, as far as your
preclear is concerned, that life is made to be lived and it's JUSt as
valuable sometimes for you to straighten our this preclear's present

time a little bit or send him our and make him have a good time
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for a while as it is for you to sit down and process him. Because
it's present time that counts. ft's life and living that COUnts.
You can undo yesterday's mistakes for an individual, you can
undo the pain in his lifetime, you can bring about remarkable
results. But if a preclear is very enturbulated in present time, if
present time situmions are tOO much for him and you stan sending
him back down his track, then his past comes up and hirs him roo
and that makes him pretty unhappy.
So you see what you're trying ro do? You're trying to get available 21
in present time all of the theta which you possibly can get available.
Add to it all you can with your own friendliness, with your own
affinity and reality and communication with this preclear and then
knock our nOt engrams, nor secondaries, nor this or that, bUt the
whole thing-knock out enrheta in whatever form you may find
it, whether it's present time enrhcra by prescnt time situations or
whether it's aCtual cothera stored on the case in the time track.
However you can disentUtbuJate it, that is good, valid processing
and that is valid Dianetics.
Any method which illaea.fe.f the amount of entheta on the case
Ot enturbulates present time for the preclear is 1101 good processing.
Now, if you follow what I've told you tonight, if you undetstand
that it's a process of bringing a petson up a Tone Scale, bringing
a petson little by little up this Tone Scale to a higher and higher
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average tOne throughout his day, so that his behavior and his
happiness and his manifesrations arc better and better and better-if
you understand that this is your target, you will also be able to
make your Tone 4s and make people .Itable at Tone 4-nout,tt;c. you
understand, because they'll still get mad when life hits them, but to
make it so they can come up to Tone 4, so they can be happy-you'll
be doing a good job.
One of the reasons why it has been hard, very difficult for people
to bring a person up the Tone Scale was because the auditOr might
have been 1.5-and he's trying to bring the preclear to 4.0? Oh no,
he never will. He might bring his 1.1 precleat up to 1.5, maybe.
But then, by golly, somebody has got to raise the Other one to 1.6
and then they've both gOt to hit a parity on that and then they'd
better get each other up ro 2.0. And if one drops behind, then the
one who is higher had better bring up the guy who is lower. And
in such a way, by the use of tOne jacks, they could get themselves
all the way up ro the rop of the scale.
Now, we have rone jacks for sale. [laughter] They cast a dollar
and a half
Male /lOire: Dol/tlr and a hal/' IVom'
_.. or a smile. As a matter of fact, I jus, sold you one.
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J want to thank you vety much fat listening to me and ['II be
vety happy to answet YOUt questions on this when you've gar it
sttaightened OUt.
Good night. <!r
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Your seminar leaders arc complaining. They gor no questions. 2
Eirher everybody was asleep yesrerday or something, I couldn'r
possibly be l!Jtll plain. Maybe I'm oversimplifying everything. I ger
a kick on rhis oversimplification gag.
Today I'm stepping up your schedules a linle bit because there
have been rhree or four questions asked regarding the formarions
of groups and the running of groups and so on and because it's
very possible that within rhe next few months we will be branching
Ollt into groups (Group Dianetics won't be our for many months
yer). But at the same rime, if [ cover this work in rhree lectures,
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lengthening the Iectutes a little bit. [ can possibly get in on the
fourth day a summary lecture on Group Dianetics.
There's quite a bit about Group Dianetics and there's quite a bit
that could help you OUt in the formation of groups and there's also
quite a little bit that has to do with the formation of the group of
the auditOr and preclear. Thar's a group tOO. And if you would like
that, I can change the schedule, JUSt pUt a little bit more intO these
first three lectures and cover with rhe last one Group Dianedcs.
which also would, by rhe way, cover the future organizational plan
of the Foundation, of groups in the field and so forth.
We arc rather heavily involved here with the formation of a
new organization, the National Association, its relationship to the
Foundation. the individual's relarionship to ir, what it can possibly
do and so forth. There is quite a little bit about groups that one
doesn'r ordinarily suspect and, if you wish. J will cover these lectures
in that fashion. Would you like that?
/I"rlicuce: )£f.
Okay. Now, tOday we rake up this instrument known as the Chart
of Human Evaluation and the Chart of Dianetic Processing. Really.
I will take up tOday, as much as possible. human evaluation and its
relationship to processing and, tomorrow. will take up processing

as such and in particular [his new method of processing.
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The chart here has been designed to overcome certain objections
simply by tunning the chart up from 0 to 100 and then running
it from 100 to 1000-boom-leaving a margin in there which is
sufficient to expand above 4.0. There have been a lOt of criticisms
of the fact thar "Well, you set a finite limit on it" and "4.0 is an
absolure" and so on. Well, let's take rhe absolute quantity of it off
because actually there's quite a little evidence kicking around that
there is material above 4.0-quite a bit of it. It very well may be that
I/IOJ/ of it is above 4.0. But ir says right here, ir says, "Capabilities
only partly explored," there from 100 to 900 in column C and up
there ar 1000 it says, "Ultimate capabilities unknown." Well, this
seems to invite thar one of these days we may get ro a point where
we know them. Then we'll extend the chart to 2000,
Now, rhe reason for this charr is rhe fact thar something had ro 3
be done about spotring people so rhat rhe proper process could
be used on those people so that errors would be less. That was rhe
original reason and it developed from there intO itS own useful
sphere of human evaluation. The way you read this chart is JUSt
as ir says. You really don't have ro have a grear deal of technical
background. You don'r have ro worry about" What is the theta
which is going to be on the case?" or "How much entheta?" or
something of the sort. You jusr srart asking a person questions and
he'll Spot himself on the chart for you, just like thar, You don't have
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to worry about whether you're addressing the analytical side of his

reasoning or the other factors. All you're imerested in is getting
somebody with enough response to tell you.
Of course, if they don't respond and they won't answer your
questions and so forth, you can SpOt them on the chart, tOO, rather
easily.
There's really nothing much to it umil an auditor starts going
into it and asking whys and wherefores. Well, you're supposed to be
experts, so we'd better know the background music to this chart.
If we know the background music, then we will be able to use it,
handle it very adequately, and actually, if you know it well enough,
you can simply extrapolate the whole chart-just do it in your head.
You don't need this chart after you get used to the reasons of why
and wherefore.
Of course, this chart has another use: domination by nullification
can always use a weapon or two. And as a matter of fact, you can
certainly take the wind OUt of almost any preclear's sails merely
by showing him where he is on the Tone Scale. If you care to do
this, stand by to process your preclear immediately because you'll
probably spin him. That's the first thing which somebody does
with this chart, is look himself up on it. [Iaugllter] And then he
goes around and he says, "My God, it can't be that bad!" So he
promptly goes around and starts asking people to say that it in!'/
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that bad. And people very foolishly believe thal he is trying to find
confirmation, so people agree with him. "Yes, I always knew you
were a 0.5. Didn'tyolf know it?" [laughter) Well, that's bad manners.
And where it affects a preclear, it is actually juSt asking him to go
into a very steep decline.
.
The preclear will ask you and ask you and badger you sometimes. c", ,J,r
What he's asking you to do is to say 110. usually, and he will really
keep it up until you say yes and then he'll spin. So don't ever be led
into that trap. JUSt point Out in the book that nobody is supposed
to confirm or negate somebody else's evaluation on himself or
something of the sort and say, "Well, it's true, it's right here in the
book." Very simple. If you do that, you'll have very little trouble.
Now, there's something insidious about this chart, in that if you 4
find a person on the low line of three, four, five colun1ns in human
evaluation, the chances are you will find him actually on the rest
of the columns, but in talking to him, you might nOt spot some of
those other columns. But he'll lie in that banr!. It's terrible.
I mean, let's JUSt talk about, now, interpersonal relations and
human conduct and it's a pretty snide, horrible picture.
If you find somebody down here along the line of depositOry
illnesses, arthritis, range 1.0 to 2.0, you know that this fellow gets
mad quite a bit and sometimes you kind of suspect his dope. You
know that he has a bit of an anesthesia to present time pain. You
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juSt know 'boxe things. You can go across the rest of the list and
you'll find OUt what he's doing or what he's capable of dOing. And
it's true, he is capable of doing that.
We've checked quite a few people on this chart. And we have
in this society what is known as a social veneer. Social veneer is

an inreresting manifestation. It's what the society demands of the
individual. But the social veneer, quite ordinarily, is nOt sufficient
to really damp out the actual behavior level of the individual. That,
one would say, would be the social education to which a person has
been subjected all through the years. "Shut up, you little brat!" -you
know, education. This sort of a life.
S

\'{/e're living in a \vhole social order today \vhich says that the

proper way to enforce social conduct is to knock the hell out of
people. Now, that's a great philosophy. That's the punishment-drive
theory. That is a MEST theory. A society which runs along on that
level is pretty Iowan the Tone Scale. it's certainly got more MEST
in it than theta.

If a person steals, well, the thing to do is to punish him. Now,
we don't take a club to people these days. \Vhar we do is take away
space and time on them-send them to prison, in other words. Take
some 1\1 EST away from them. \'(7e deprive them, in adler words,

of some of their control of MEST. Naturally, if you do this to an
individual, he goes down the Tone Scale. The society is most sarisfied
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when they have a criminal in apathy. But a criminal in apathy, is

a pretty dangerous character to have around. You'd better have a
criminal in anger than in apathy, because when he Starts ro blow
in the apathy line, he really blows. In the anger line, he might take
it OUt in an occasional dramatization.
But where it comes

[0

a punishment-drive society, your social

veneer is a pretty forced proposition. People really get knocked
around. Consequently, your predears can be expected to have been
thoroughly educated imo the fact that they have to be social, they
have to be agreeable, they have to be this and they have to be that.
This runs straight through anybody you're going to process. Now.
you could acwally pick off of this case his social education, you'd
find him coming lip the Tone Scale. But you'd find something else
happening a lirtle bit: you'd uninhibit him a trifle.
h

iso"l" trllC

that you would unbalance him to a point where he

would suddenly Start doing amisocial things. You're JUSt picking
up some of the suppression off of him.
But he is giving a present time manifestation which has social
veneer as irs manifeStation. For instance. if somebody gives you

something, you say. "Thank you." The reason you say "Thank you"
is nOt because you appreciate it, but because you get your head

knocked off when you're a little kid if you don't say "Thank you."
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It's a very simple equation. Not saying "Thank you" equals being
slapped.
So, you've gOt a whole, you might say. an engram line of anion
there. It's reactive. Social conduct is to a large degree reactive. It is
not a training pattern, it's a habit pattern (differentiating between
habit patterns and training patterns), meaning that a habit pattern
is something which is beaten into a person or enforced upon him
or comes from rcacrive commands and a training pattern being
something that is educated into the individuaL So you take a look
at the surface manifeStation of the individual and you'll find there a
great deal of social education. This chart penetrates straight through
this social education, because it compartments the things on which
l~~<:.- a person's conduct really hirtge.
What do you want to know about human beings? Ethic leveL how
they handle truth, their courage level, ability to handle responsibility.
You want to know whether or not, if she says, "I love you," whether
or not she docs. There's a lot of interesting things you would like
to know about human beings. Well, you go througb the "rhank
you" veneer of social conduct and you reach dO'ivn ro this other

level-ethics, [ruth, the reSt of these things that really amount to

somerhing and you'll find tbar rbe little tabs wbicb spar rbem on
rbese columns arc srjcking our all over tbe place. Tbey really srick Out.
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Now, whenever you srarr in wirh a preclear: you're liable to make
rhe error of raking his social educarionallevel. The lady walks in,
She sits down, Her clOthes are very nice, she is nicely kepr, she
carries her pockerbook neatly, she sits down, she crosses her legs
modestly, She sitS there and the makeup on her face is on straight
and it's rhe very best makeup and she says "Please" and "Thank
you." And in other words, she goes through and is a complere social
autOmatOn. And you say ro this girl, "So-and-so and so-and-so"
and obviously you are dealing wirh a "civilized" human being.
Oh, yeah? I-Iow do you know?
Well, rhe trurh of the matter is, you don'r, not until yOll begin to
find OUt a few things concerning this person's agreement, where
do they lie on speech, what is her attitude tOward children, etc.,
etc., righr along rhe charr level. And the firsr thing you know, you
will find somebody who is acmally, perhaps-let's be unoprimistic
about ir-and you'll find somebody who is rerrifically promiscuous,
sadisric and, acrually, who probably will, one of these fine days,

I!!:!!.6

cave in somebody's life for him, knock apart the environment in

general and in particular. This is 1101 a civilized human being. This
is punishmem·drive veneer which is carrying this person forward.
Now, as auditOrs. you're nor interested in social veneer. \Xlhar you're

intetested in is how you process this person and approximarely what
you have ro look for in this person. That's what you're i Ilteresred in.
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You could take this girl and say, "\Veil, she is a civilized human
being. Therefore she probably lies around 2.5, 3.0. She responds
perfectly well. I asked her to run Out a cut finger and she faidthat
she could feel the pain. She moves on the time track. The thing
to do is to find basie-basic and process the case." So you go to
basic-basic and she runs halfway through an engram and she sticks
righr in the middle of the engram and she can't come to present
time, so you decide to run another engram. so she refllly can't come
to presenr time now. So you decide to ger an eatlier engram and
you run that and that's gOt a grouper in ir and her track collapses.
And then you sal' to her, "Come up to present time" and that brings
all the somatics to present time and then you say, "\Veil. I can't do
very much for you" and she walks away. She is a wreck! \Veil, she
was a wreck before she walked in there, of course, but you've JUSt
accentuated the "wreckedness" of the person. [Iaughterl
The point is thar this case will tell you one thing and run another.
If this case has had any slightest instruction on how to be audited,
this case ean pUt on a beautiful show of being audited and never be
audited at all. never leave present rime-trUth level and everything
else JUSt all shOt to the devil. The horrible fact is that this case would
rt7lhertell)'oll.rolJlelhillgIJholl)' than tell you something true. It isn't a
matter of whether or nOt this person is afraid of you finding out
something. It's JUSt mechanically a fact that this person will lie in
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preference ro telling the truth. So you ask this person to run OUt
an engram that has ro do with when her finger was Cllt, she will
go back to a time when she was driving a car. And you say, "Are
you there now with that cur finger?"

And she'll say, "Oh, yes," driving merrily down the road in the car.
And you say, "Well now, where does it hurt?"
"Oh, yes. I can feel the pain" -driving down the road in the car
and by this time she's SOrt of drifted off, she's gotten bored wirh
the whole thing and she's looking at a butterfly or something. It's
wonderful.
After you've processed this person for a little while-(quote)
"processed" (unquote)-you suddenly decide that this case isn't
getting well somehow. It isn't getting along. There's something
wrong here:. And this isn't dub-in like you knew it was. but you

keep on valiantly trying ro do something for this person. l\nd then
one day she's bored with being audited. She's tired of lying on
the couch, really doing nothing and telling you thar she irdoing
something, and so she suddenly shows up as an inaccessible case.
And she says, "I really don't like to be audited. J hate ir. I'm JUSt
doing it ro oblige you."
This case will also make weird cracks at you sometimes about

"You know, I never seem to be able to get any grief off my audiror."
[Iaughrerl Sure! If this person is at a 0.5. the actual truth of what
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this person is trying to do is make the auditOr feel bad. This case
isn't trying to get better, this case is trying to make somebody else
feel bad-"I never get any grief off of my auditor."
So she doesn't consider that her auditing is successful. She's not
able to depress or kill anybody.
Now, you start to get the horrible dangers that you run as auditOrs.
And something else that's very funny about this case: this case
down along-is if the case is a 0.5, the promiscuity which this case
can achieve is much-it says, "1.1: promiscuous." But nuh-uh. a
0.5, it should have a little nOtation in there that says. "much more
promiscuous," because the 0.5 flatly docs nOt give a doggone about
any type of conduct-ethical, sexual, anything else.
You'll read in texts of ancient cults which have been taken OUt of
the ruins of New York: APA and so fOrth-there's an archaeological
study going on at this time, by the way. trying to establish what
type of culture that was. In the ruins there, you'll find notations
to the effect that people. immediately after a death in the family.
become sexually promiscuous or something of the SOrt. This is
really truc! You rake some widow who is crying in her beer or

somebody who has JUSt lost somebody and there's a setup. BUt its
this kind of a setup: irs got beautiful grapes hung around it and a
beautiful festOoned arbor with a land mine sitting in the center of
it. Because you have anything to do with this case-this case has
80
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really one ambition: this case is trying to did But it would be a
little more successful if it could make you die, too.
So as an auditor, the wtong way to open up the accessibility
of this case would be to sleep with her. I merely pUt that in as a
gentle caution, not because anything like that happens in Oianetics,
because it was so prevalent in psychiatry before psychiatry collapsed.
[laughter] As a matter of fact, ! speak with complete authority
on the matter. I would never speak anything about psychiatry
without authoritative references. There's a book by the great Frieda
Fromm-Reichmann (that's the proper way to pronounce her name,
"think). Frieda wrote a book, something about intensive psychiatric
practitioners.

/J/ldieJIre: Prychotbertt/Jj'.
Oh, a handbook of. Yeah. Oh, that's a gteat book, You ought to
read that book someday. It beats a comic book. It goes in there and it
said the psychiatrist should be very, very wary indeed of taking alit
(tl/ of his satisfaction on his patients. [laughterJ It says you shouldn't
do that (/1/ the time. Also says psychiatrists should stay awake. It
said the practice of sleeping around the patient while the patient is
talking is nOt as much prevalent in modern schools as it was a few
years ago and it's gradually dying alit. That's right. It's a handbook
of intensive psychotherapy by Dr. Frieda Fromm-Reichmann.
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You're acwally living in a differenr atmosphete enrirely than
psychotherapy had. [t's a differenr climate in Dianerics and you
really ought to look it over and find our what kind of a climate
psychotherapy had, as an archaeological facr. Okay. \laughter!
Now, the reason why psychotherapy could fall inro these booby
ttaps is that it didn't have its goal well aligned. Bluntly rrue. Its
goal was never defined, acwally. You can look in vain and you
won'r find a precisely defined goal for psychotherapy. You will find
stated in psychopathology and texts on rhat subject and around
in the field, occasionally, that what they're trying ro do is adjust
an individual ro his environmenr. You'll find rhis statement made,
bur you will nor find much of an amplification of that. And rhar,
of course, you recognize to be a very dangerous thing to do, to

adjust a man well to his environment. That is dangerolls because

there's nOthing quite so changing as rhis environmenr.
One of these days, next week, next monrh, next year. five
years ftom now or twenry years from now, somebody is going ro
dump a cargo of arom bombs on America and we're nor going
to have soda pop and so fOrth and the environment is going to

shift ro some slight degree. If everyone were well adjusted ro this
environment of jukeboxes and aU the rest of it and rhe environment

shifted-sudden-and none of us were able ro make a campfire or
broil beans or make a tabbit trap or something of the SOtt; if all of us
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were unable to do this; if there weren't some of us still holding on to
techniques which adjusted them to other environments elsewhere
or if we did nor have the adaptability of adjusting to this brand-new
environment, we would really be dead ducks. So adjusting to the
environment is non-survival. So it's nOt a good goal!
Now, adjusting to the environment, if it's non-survival, would
postulate that it would send people down the Tone Scale in order
to accomplish this and this is exactly what those psychotherapies
accomplished. And it's a very funny thing, bur the modus operandi
of the electric shock, the prefromallobotomy, insulin shock-and
[ told you about this new one we're going to have about dry ice
processing-all of these things depress a person on the Tone Scale
or CUt OUt his endowment to some slight degree. We find that this
is a dangerous rhing ro do.
If a psychotherapy continues along in that line, it will eventually
place. in a country. a preponderance of insane. It might be that the
number of insane in the coumry might get up to nineteen millions.
It just might. As a matter of fact. it has. That is. the goal of that is
going down the Tone Scale. But that goal has nor been evaluated.
There are really practitioners in that field who are trying to help
people. that try earnestly, honestly to help people. That they haven'r
got the tools is another question. But some of the things thar they
use-quite beneficial. [ mean. there are a lor of odds and ends. If
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somebody comes in and he's juSt gOt somebody to talk to and he
hasn't gOt another friend in the whole world and the psychoanalyst
is very friendly to him and so on, he's gOt ARC and he'll come up
the Tone Scale. Beneficial.
Furthermore, he has been told that the person can help him. so
when he goes to this person who is supposed to be able to help
him, he assumes that he's helped! There is that one.
Quite in addition to that, there are numbers of people in the field
of psychiatry and psychoanalysis who are very far from he\\~ing [Q the
line. They arc using anyrhing that comes into their heads in order to
make these people better and happier. These people are inventive,
they're working hard, they're in a highly aberrative environment

and so on and they're trying their level best to do something. And
they're SOrt of picking it our of a hat to do it, tOO. And rhe reason
why they have to pick it out of the hat is because there isn't even an

established line in psychotherapy or psychoanalysis. Every third
practitioner you meet, he's following somebody else and these all
conflict with each other and it's a very confused picture.

What you're trying to do. then, is defined. You have a goal. There
is a goal in your processing-specific. It is nor a "maybe" or"l guess"
goal. You achieve this goal or your preclear isn't being done much
good, thar's all. I mean it's one of these things that's quite sharp.
You either shove your preclear uplhis Tone Scale and keep him
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up there and get him stabilized up here or you're not doing him
any good-blunt and factual.
So when you get him up this Tone Scale, you'll find out that
he's easier and easier to work with, he's easier to live with and he's
doing a more efficient job for himself, his health is better and so forth.
Now, we had a goal, we've had two or three assigned goals. One 11
of the goals, the first one that we staned out with, was "Get rid of all
the engrams on a case." Well, we've still gOt that as the long-range
goal; that hasn't altered. JUSt shon of that was "Get rid of most of
the secondaries and some of the engrams on the case," That was
a Release; that's good. And JUSt shan of that is "Let's see if we can
cheer this fellow up a little bit by running out whar he's worrying
about or getting the engram that's lying there that's really giving
him ttouble," and that's an assist.
But all of those things can be bundled up into the one package
of pushing him up the Tone Scale. You can actually process and
process and process and process and process somebody without
btinging him up the Tone Scale. Now, I hate to have to tell you
that. But what happens is that you stan OUt with 20 percent theta
and 80 percent entheta on the case and then you keep investing
this 20 percent theta into this eorheta and you keep enturbulating
or the environment keeps entutbulating enough of the theta which
is coming back out, to keep this case static on the Tone Scale or
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even depress it on the Tone Scale. In other words, you 're processing
juSt a little heavier than you should be and so-and maybe a little
more authoritarianly. And you mighr nOt think authoritarian II' of
snap ...
[At this point there is a gap in the original recording.1
... low on the Tone Scale, the snap of the fingers and the demand
of a phrase and the request "Who's talking?" or something like that,
boom. Tha,· enturbulates him. So you're taking the 20 percent and
you're investing it to clear up some of the 80. And sure enough,
you get 5 percent of the 80 Out in a session. And you pUt 5 percent
of the 20 back in on the session. At the end of the session, this
fellow might nor have as many psychosomatic illnesses, but this

12

person is no further Up the Tone Scale: this person is still 20/80.
Now. iI he's being processed by a 0.5. I'll guarantee that this case
will slump to 0.5, JUSt by continuous proximity to 0.5. Remember,
yesterday I was talking to you about sympathetic vibration. The
auditor's LOne is a sympathetic vibration for rhe preclear. So if rhe
auditor is at 2.5 and the preclear is at 1.1, JUSt by ralking to the
auditor, rhe preclear cerrainly,

JUSt

during the session. will tend

to come up to 2.5. He will rend w do that, JUSt like rhat. without
any processing. You keep that up, mOnth in and month OUt, and
good ARC coming from the audiwr from a 2.5 level. and your
preclear will come on up the line. In due course. the preclear is
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having a little attention paid ro him and if he's kept talking about
birds, bees, fish, anything in present time, even if he is permitted
ro wander up and down and around his life and tell you about
how he drowned his grandmother's kittens and about that big boy
that said those nasty sexual words ro him and the time when he
had this terrible fixation upon his mothet and he had all of these
obsessions (in other words, a standard psychoanalytic session), you
can even make him well with that, providing- I mean, make him
well; you can bring him up the Tone Scale for a while. You can
bring him up and make him more or less coast along at 2.5. What
happens? After he leaves, he starrs associating with somebody that
he'd picked out earlier as a friend, who is down there around his
1.1 band, and as soon as he starts associaring with this person you
get resonance and what's 1.1 in this individual starts coming OUt
again. And a short time after this has taken place, why, your case
has slumped.
Now, you get the idea? Here's resonance all by itself.
If you go into a case at 1.5 with a 1.5 attitude-if that case is above
1.5, you will bring it down ro 1.5. You will Start ro get incidents
off of this case along the level of 1.5 if the case is above this level.
You'll start ro get data or you'll get a present time dramatization
that is 1.5.
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If the case is belol/! 1.5 and you attack with a 1.5 attitude, if you
attack this case with a 1.5 attitude, this case will drive down because
that is, after all, the ambition of 1.5 is to drive down. And you'll
wind your case up twO or three tenths of a point below where it
had originally been found.
1.5 is of course authoritarianism. Here you do have the electric
shock, the prefronrallobotomy and the test of the thing. This case
1""'<:')\\' 0-

be..

will be more tr"'acrabJe. this case can be

pUt

into a state that when

you put his hand up like this, he will leave his hand up-in other
words, be completely tractable. That case is not well, though. The
only way he can get well and the only way this case can be safe or
the social order can be safe around this case, is to push this case
lIjJ the Tone Scale.

13

What ordinarily happens in a highly fOtceful and dramatic society
during its pioneer days is that people come into a neV·l environment.

They are very much extroverted because of the dangers in that
environment. They act construCtively, creatively and destruCtively
in order to fix up this environment so they can take it over. They
pick up certain habits and customs along in this way that have to do
with a lot off/clio/}. 'I'hat impulse toward action continues, engrams
start to be laid into the coming generations and the first thing you
know it isn't a pioneer society anymore-it's a cream-puff society.

It's a 1951 society or something of the sort and there's aJ[ of this
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tremendous aCtion and its background is now coasting along as
aberration. And people arc depressed down along the line.
For instance. you can't handle this society on the stocks and the
punishment-drive level thar a pioneer sociery was "ying to handle
people on, because, boy, rhey were really handling violent people!
These people were right our rhere railing. These people had lefr
their aberrarions behind them. They were in an unresrimulative
atmosphere. They had a rremendous goal. In orher words, ra keep
rhese boys in line, you could pur a Iremendolls amount of pUnishment
up against them without srapping rhem.
Nor in this sociery. Hold up your little finger and people stop.
Thar's a hell of a nOte, but it's true. r know, the guys rhat a lOt of LIS
served with in the war. we know that it was jtlshi01Jtlh/e to sir down
and say, "j am idle and I do nOthing."
Everybody would say. "He's a grear guy, he's idle, he's
unproductive."

All right. When the society, rhen, gers up to a point where ir
is now. a lor of people are dowlI rhe Tone Scale. In orher words,
rhis action-you've gOt a lOt of 0.5s, a lot of 1.1s, a few 1.5s and
so on kicking around in the society. If you have a third of your
popularion below 2.0, rhey're going ra have a sort of a resonant
effecr upon the sociery.
89
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For instance, in order to suppress the criminal, the police pass
rigorous laws. And then one day somebody steps off the curb
and walks across the street just wrong and he gets arrested. This
enturbulates him a little bit. This is because there arc enough
people around thar are (quote) "careless"-in other words, they're
attempting suicide, purposefully, actually-that step OUt in front
of cars and get run over and so on. The cops pass a law and say.
"That's not nice. You mustn't do thal."
All laws that arc valid laws are directed tOward the goal of
inhibiring conduct below 2.0. So they're 2.0 suppressors. They're
down from 2.0, see. This is the condUCt thar the law and a social
order objects to, up to the poim where it itself drops wholly below
2.0 and rhen everything turns around and these things are very
much condoned, these are the things to do.
But here's your law band from 2.0 down and laws exist to inhibit
this type of conduct. Well, that law has the resonance. It actually
validates that this kind of conduct can exist. "It is against the law
to rape rwo-year-old children." There is such a law. Well. for God's
sakes! [ mean, who'd think of this? But the law says so and you
hear about it once in a while in the newspapers and so on. There's
a resonance going through the society at that band and that makes
it tOugh on the society.
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Now, because of the non-survival activiti' of people on a low
band, more and mOre suppression is put against the society in order
to inhibit such conduct and lower and lower and lower on the Tone
Scale the society goes.
You as auditOrs are auditing in a society which is unfortunately 15
far tOO low on the Tone Scale. And the people you come in contact
with, usually, are way down. They are in environments-let's say
here's a fellow that you're processing and he comes to the session
and he seems to be in perfecrly good order after the session. And
he goes home and you know mat mis fellow's in pretty good shape
and he comes to the session next time and he's down the Tone
Scale again. So you bring him up the Tone Scale and you process
him for a couple of hours and then you send him home. And he's
feeling good, but he goes home and he's down the Tone Scale. So
you bring him up. I mean, you can keep this up for a long time.
Fortunately, you actually can win, eventually. But rhis fellow is
leaving your environment. wherever it is on the Tone Scale and
he's going back to a 1.1 envitOnment. And he goes back to the 1.1
environment, he drops in-Ict's say nvenry-two hours of the day are
spent in this 1.1 environmenL Two hours of the day are spent in
your environment. \X!hkh one is going to win? It's a preponderance
of time. You could take this case and just keep up rhe proposition
of just ttying to process out the last twenty-two hours since you
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saw him and you've almost gOt YOUt hands full. You can keep this
up, on and on and on, because he's going into a lower-band society
than you are.
Now, you take these newspapers that sit on the stands. JUSt
estimate-estimate the level of interest of this society. Take a look
at the daily newspaper. Take a look at the most popular ones and
you'll find out what this society buys. In other words, that is, a
newspaper is a resonance in the society. It's a vibration in the sociery.
It keeps the social order about on thar level. It tries to. All it's really
trying to do is sell papers. So it jusr brings up with more volume
the most inrerested level of the sociery. And that will tell you a
grear deal.
Now, I wenr back thmugh the files of rhe Nflliollalllllelligellcet: The
NaliollrtllJllelligencer was being published about the rime Washington,
DC, was being built. And it came on up almost, I suppose, or maybe
a linle bit past 1900 and then ceased to exisr. But its files are all
on record. And you find such interesting things in the NfllioJlfll
Illlel/(geJlcer as "Barrel of whiskey, aged five years-$5.00." That's
right-1872. I gat fascinated reading those things. But what I was
going thtOugh was the tone level of the society-what sold papers,
when.
Well sir, it wasn't umil after the Civil War that police notices were
published in the NflliwrtllJllelligencerand then they were published
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in a little tiny box on the last page, at the bottom, and they consisted
of JUSt one Ot two small items. But as a little time went on, about
1880, we find that this little tiny item has been stepped up to being
about half a column. But we still find one-sentence recountings of
rather awful crimes. "Last night Maria Georgianna was murdered.
The star from the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York
City, that has been playing in the tOwn, was found murdered in
her dressing room. Period." Next item. In this little tiny script on
the back end of the page.
Now, people are prone to turn around to William Randolph Hearst
and say, "This is the dog that really loused us up by introducing
yellow journalism." Nuh-uh. The society JUSt started buying yellow
journalism and he caught up with the bandwagon. He was qUicker to
recognize it than somebody clse. He gOt to a point where somebody
went down to Cuba and-take some photOgraphs for him, cabled
back, "There's no war down here"-in 1892, something like that.
The fellow cabled back, "There's no war down here."
Hearst said, "You send me the photOgraphs and I'll give you the
war." He did. Because people wanted to buy 1.5 right about then.
[ don't know quite what they'te buying now, but it's sure way down.
Now, when you're dealing, then, with a present time environment
that comes along on this band of the Tone Scale, you recognize
that YOUt preclear is going to be resonating along that band of
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the environment: war with Russia-bang, bang-this, due, Korean

War-yak, yak-Five-percenters arrested yeSterday, twenty-one
,"', ~~ communist leaders indicted, yak, yak, yak, yak. Good valuable data.
<<bff-<;V Good valuable stuff. You're working uphill on this Tone Scale,
then, aren't you? Nor only arc you taking a fellow out of an order-a
social order which finds that kind of news to be the most digestible
news, bUt you're trying to bring him up above this point from a
childhood environment that was way back down and so on. In
other words, you gat a job on your hands. And fortunately, as I
will tell you aboUt tomorrow, we've gOt a technique which resolves
quite a bit of this. And fortunately the human being is a pretty
resilient item.
BUt if you don't pay attention to this Tone Scale, then, what's
going to happen? You'll place this person fairly static, at aboUt the
level of the society or the level of his family or the level of the
auditor. And there he'll sit' And are you going to get a 4.0 OUt of
this? No, you're not.
Unfortunately, a person, in order to run everything OLit of the
bank and so forth, has to be pretty well up on the Tone Scale. If you
could JUSt start OUt with a 4.0 case, boy, would he audit well. That's
an unfortunate thing. You're starring it backwards in Dianetics.
We have to start-the toughest amount of stuff that's on the case
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comes and has to be attacked when the case is lowest on the Tone
Scale. Now, this is bad.
We've gOt a little handy, jim-dandy, supersonic vibrator coming
up. By the way, in Seattle rhere's Manning's Coffee Shop and they
have a grear big fan that blows across their coffee roaster our into
the Street and people go walking by and walk in and get a cup of
coffee.
Well, the Japanese, during the last war, developed quite a bit
in supersonics. They wanted some supersonic hand weapons or
machine guns or something of rhe sort thar could kill people at
several hundred yards. And they did develop, however, and explore
what was known as the black band on the wavelength bands. And
rhey invemed gimmicks and gahoojits that would actually create
vibrations along in this level.

Well, a washing machine company in rhe United Srates picked
this up and found OUt you could wash c10rhes with one of them.
You take a little unit and it vibrates at a supersonic rate and ir
pounds the dirt our of c1orhes. And they manufactured rhese and
one day they found our rhey weren't selling any. They looked at
rhe books and they found our they weren'r making any money, so
rhey went around and asked people why and housewives said, "For
some strange reason I just feel rerrible around that machine." So
the company gOt very smart and went back and figured out a few
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things and a few angles and put out one at a different vibration
rate and now they sell those things rather easily because people
feci juSt wonderful around them. In other words, there's some
lower harmonic, or the actual wavelength of the MEST which is
immixed with theta. is along in that supersonic band someplace.
one could postulate. In Other words, there's a MEST vibration there.
Very interesting. Boy. that really postulates terrific stuff.
But what w~'re going to do is get some of these washing madline
motors and squirt them OUt across the street so people walk past
the Foundation, you see. ilaughter] And then we'll mount a couple
just outside the processing room so the auditOr holds the preclear
there in conversation for a couple of minutes right after the session

and finally says, "How do you feel?"
18 \'(fell, this Tone Seale. all I'm pointing Out. has an actual,
evidently-has an actual vibration rate for its various levels. There is
a wavelength. There's an ARC wavelength all the way up the line.
Now, we maybe can't measure it in theta and we might nor be able
to do anything about it on the theta level fat some time until we
know how to manufacrure theta bur we certainly can approximate

it in the ~lEST universe. Now, it's a good job. Somebody is going
to have to tackle this one of these days, is JUSt go on up the line
and find our exactly what are the vibration rates in j\'lEST for each

one of these points.
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This would make it vety intetesting for an auditor. He reaches
over to the vibratOt and he turns on 0.5, gtief. "Okay, now go back
and blow the secondary." Isnap] Blows!
That's right, it would, too! You JUSt make the fellow's MEST-the
MEST part of the organism vibrate so strongly to this level on the
tOne band that he's there.
What I'm pointing out is, now, that we're evidently playing
around with something which is highly mechanical when we play
around with this Tone Scale. MEST gets along best at about 4.0.
The MEST part of an organism gets along best at 4.0. It gets along
very, very fine at 4.0. I think above that line it starts to evaporate.
Have ~ou seen any saints lately' Well, they get pretty thin, pretty
mangy.

fh,....rQ..o....<:Jt

But down from 4.0, it's less and less an optimum joining up with
theta and the body is worse and ,'Vorse off. But it seems

(0

function

at a certain vibration ratc. This is nothing very peculiar because
people like .lames Jeans and so on, who've done a little rhinking
on rhe subject of whar is reality-anybody that does any thinking
on this subjecr evenrually comes to the conclusion thar he's dealing
with vibration rares. The vibration rates of what, we don'r bother
to say. But all matter, energy could be. really, would be a motion
in space and time, but whar space and time are and if they're a
motion or nat, I wouldn't be able ro figure our just now. It's kind
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of confusing, but the whole thing is, evidently all that reality is, is
a morion, a certain \Va velengrh of motion. If you go on that level,
why, it achieves results. [t achieved tesults in this Tone Scale.
Now, we can't give you the rate of vibration yet and we can't
give you this machine yet. But if a young man that keeps hanging
around the Foundation doesn't hurry up and get me one of those
washing machine motOrs, I'm going to break his skull in because
we've been going on this project now fat some little time.
All these patents are available, by the way. They were ,japanese
patents and they are usable under license through WashingtOn.
Now, theoretically ...
Femctle voice: Ron.

I-lm?
Female v'oice: 1I1'by

CClIl"

)Iou jm'! IlIrn it Oil/be J;redear and eliminate the

tllldi/or cil/age/her?

You mean the vibrating gadget?
10 J....d

reJJlttle voice: .It'J cor;?}.
Well, that's fine.

[t

would put a lot of us out of work, though. We

wouldn't want that.

/1Ilale voice: Bm'ben IIJt il fiJI the timc-thcJi '1lC got a lii.bralol~ )'O/.f know.
They do, huh?
iHale '//oice: /1 scientiJ/ ill Cbiwgo baJ II !Ilf/(hiuc that YO/l ((lJl vibrate the
(/IllOlml ofa !J!ale and call rejJ/YJd/lce em) JtJ7JilliOJl OJ} the .reale-pclill, JlJClrmlh . ..
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Mm-hm.
IHaie voice: ... alld fee/r 1)leamre. 1got a rel)or/ 011 iI. 1((/11'/ relllelllber
,,.bere.
Sure. It's quite unique.
Secollcllllttle ,.oice: Tha/:, right.
And we can really take off with this thing. So something like
that's going to come to pass. But it'll never come to the pass of no
auditOr. For a good reason: not until we find OUt how to bottle
theta. Now, one of these days if we suddenly learn how to bortle
up theta and so on and do other things with it and handle it, that
might be the case. Bur the auditOr actually injects inro it enough to
disenrurbulare. Actually, evidently all that would happen- if you
used a vibratOr of this magnirude-about all that would happen
would be that you would make ir possible for your en~·IEST or
enturbulated MEST, which is holding the enrheta in line, to bleed
off. And all the auditOr would have to do is keep straightening out
the theta side of it if these theories and posrulates arc correct. All
that has to be gone inro considerably.
\Xfhar's important right now is the fact that here we have all this
on a graph. It's derived in advance of the other's arrival. We've had
this graph for some little time and, here, we're making the fullest use
out of it. Now, by observation we find out what the behavior is on
this and we find out the behavior holds constantly. Pretty conStant,
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on this thing. Thete ate various aspects and manifestations of it and
there are certain ways you ask questions about it and I think after
we take a short break, why, we will go into exactly how you apply
it to the preclear. ~.
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kay. So the preclear walks into your office, hitches himself rather 2

haplessly into a chair, groans faintly and you say. "Ah! 3.5."

I want to tell you. in the second half of this talk, ways and means
of sporting people. Acrually, it's tOO easy. [mean, it's hard to talk abour.
Somebody comes in and sitS down and says, ,. Well. [ have been
sick mOSI of my life. As a maner of fact, [ am pretty sick now. They
always said I wouldn't be well and [ guess I never have becn."
You Start looking over this person and you don't have to question

them tOO much to Spot them on thc scale. Here's hypochondria,
glandular disturbances.
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As a matter of fact, a woman-when you start getting up along
the line, if you really sharpen up your powers of observation on
this-girl walks into the office, maybe 23, 24, you look ar her ankles
not for any aesthetic bang you might get out of it, but because it will
tell you something about her endocrine system. You start looking
over people and JUSt look at them at various levels of the Tone
Scale, you'll pick up a tremendous amount of experience.
For instance, right back of the ankle, fat accumulates when the
estrogen is down, even in young girls. A girl walks in, pelvic area
not developed-below 2,0. I mean, that's the end of that. boom.
Now, that's a heck of a rhing. You look at somebody who is retarded,
physiologically, from glandular reasons and you have glandular
malfunction. The body is trying to kill itself. Definitely physiological
2.0. And as you follow alit this case a little bit further, you'll find
Other traces of this. This case might prove to be, on questioning,
a little bit higher than you thought it was, maybe, but sometimes
is a link bit lower than you thought it was, too. But you can SpOt
people pretty well JUSt by looking at them.
For instance. there's really no trick in sporring rhe majority of

male l.Ss who are really chronic male 1.5s. You go around and
look at them, you'll see them. Irs a little bit difficult to describe
to you. And you also follow right up and say what's wrong with
them: They've got arthritis or they've gOt something else that is
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a depository illness. They have kidney stOnes, they have thises,
thatas. so fOrth-depositOry illnesses. Take a look at them and after
that. itS very simple.
If you were a salesman you would have to develop this to a
tremendous degree. because one glance would have to tell you
exactly where this person is on the Tone Scale. And rhen you sell
him the product accordingly. It's like shoOting ducks. Its really
awful. the ease with which you can get agreement by fnllowing
OUt this Tone Scale. Horrible' [ mean. ir makes you feci like a thief
or something! It's JUSt tOO rough! [laughs]
A fellow. walk up to him, 1.5, and you start talking. You want to
sell him the idea of something or Other, you talk about it in terms
of death and destruction. JUSt more or less that line and so forth
and, first thing you know, this guy is in agreement with you and

you're pals right away.
You start talking to a 1.1-you take a look at this 1.1. look at the
covert angle. There's where you get glandular upsets. bad ones.
And if you try ro sell this 1.1 on big. broad. constructive projects.
he's going to sit there and look at you, "Huh?" No. You want to say.
"Well. confidentially, Myers Incorporated, uh, you know, they-they
usc poison in their beverages and we-we don't."

And the fellow will say, "Yeah?" flaughter] GOSSip. Lot of malicious
angle. Old wives' talc SOrt of rhing. This person will buy this pretty
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regularly. Then you sell them something and you seH them an idea
or something like that, it has to be sold on that band.
Or "[ know it's all very hopeless anyway, but of course nobody
will probably ever buy this from you, but I'd like to leave you a
case or twO JUSt in case somebody does."
You know, somebody watch you operating like this, if you were
really trying to sell people something on Tone Scale levels, if
somebody were watching you, he would swear you were trying to
depress people's tone and all sortS of things.
But actually, they alert and they get very much on the qui vive.
I mean, they get more volume of what they are, because here you
are, another theta entity, and you get a cross-resonance going and

boy, he can milly get to be a 1.1 now. His life force, in other words,
exists at his chronic level on the Tone Scale. I mean you can get-if
you want the most of him to vibrate and you want the most of
him to be there and you want to talk to the most of him with the
greatest amount of attendon from him and the greatest amount

of what you would call ARC (only that's ptetty hard to figure how
you got affinity below this line, but it's an actual fact, you get a

sympathetic vibration), you have to talk to the person at his level
on the Tone Scale.
to~cSo don't ever try to rake a 1.1 and sell him the great roseate
dream of becoming wonderful and superhuman and growing gilt
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wings and so on. /-Ie won't buy it. You have to sell him the teasons
why he has to process-they have to be 1.1 reasons: "You could get
a lot smarter. You could trick a lot more people. You could fool
them. You could ger up. with this sruff, up to a poinr where you
could really ger a guy to CUt his throat and he'd never know what
did it." [laughterJ
And the guy will say, "Yeah? Okay, Ids do it." Tha['s horrible truth.
You take an apathy case-don't ever try to sell this apathy case
even a half a tOne higher than apathy. Apathy: "It's no use, anyhow.
It's all given up anyway. So, well, there isn'r much hope for it, but
sometimes preclears die when they're being processed, but we
mighr as well try. anyhow."
And they say, "Well, go ahead and process me." [laughter]
You know, this is nOt poetry. You start our praCticing with this 4
Tone Scale jusr by talking to people, preferably people who are
way our of Dianctics. and you run a nvo-minute psychomerry on
them or a two-minUte Dianomerry or wharever you want to call it.
Now. a lot of this has to do with voice tone. Voice intonation
will carry your message even better than sentimentS or wordS-the
mood. But a two-minute Dianometry. somerhing like rhar, would
merely require rhar you srarr liP ar rhe tOp of rhe Tone Scale and.
with each succeeding remark. come down the Tone Scale undJ you
get a response-and rhar is rhe level. So rhar you Start in talking
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about this great big, wonderful, beautiful world and it's terrific and
so on and then you say, "But of course, a few precautions would
have to be taken in order to carry this forward."

Well, if ar this poim he says, "Yes, rhat's true. a few precautions
would have to be taken," you've gOt yourself a 3.0.
And you say, "Well, but actually, there isn't much use in going
to all that work, is rhere)"
"No," he says-you gOt youtself a 2.5.
And "Well, there are a lor of people around that wouldn't want
you to do rhis, but. "
"Well." he says, "there are too!" You gOt yourself a 2.0.
"You know, a guy that'd do a thing like that, though, ought to
be killed."
"Yep." You got yourself a 1.5. You know?
"Of course, a fellow would have to do this, he'd have to go on
n.tS<.

it-into a SOrt of-slyly. I mean, he wouldn't dare let on n::ally what
he was.
"Yeah, he wouldn',-" You've got yourself a 1.1.

"Well. irs kind of hopeless doing anything about it, but you
might try." so on. ;'Nor that rhere's any future in ie"

"No, there really isn't any future in life, either, is there?" You've

got yoursel fa 0.5.
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Now, there's the way you can run the gamut. But you JUSt lisren
to people as they talk to you and find OUt what they spontaneously
talk about and there you've gOt a Tone Scale level-what they
spontaneously talk about and resonate to most rapidly and
readily-rhere you got it.
Now. if you, however, happen to be way up the Tone Scale-2.5.
3.0, something-and you're laying in a tremendous volume into
this fellow, you're liable to bring him up the Tone Scale to where
yOll are. You're not trying to find out where he is, you're making an
acute 2.5 or 3.0 or a 3.5 out of him, because you make him start
to resonate where yo/( are.
Now, you see what's happening here? Now, that's actually what
a good auditor does. that's riding around 2.5, 3.0, somewhere like
that, he gers this fellow resonating up where he is. He doesn'r want
to process a guy down there at 1.1 if he can process him riding at
3.0. If, every session, this person had the hopefulness (if a little bit
moderated by conservatism) that he was really going to get well
and so forth, he is not behaving during that session like a 1.1, he's
behaving like a 3.0.
So, you see, by JUSt talking to them briefly-and believe me, you
have to talk to them briefly. because you can talk to a 3.0 on a 1.5
basis for three or four minutes and put them intO a 1.5. In other
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words, the variable tOne can be changed and whar you're inreresred
in is chronic tone when it comes (0 processing. Chronic rone.
There are many ways of looking ar this. And I'm going to tell
you how this splirs up, but I think that's what you were going to ask.
The thing the auditOr is interested in primarily is the theta-entheta
S
ratio. He's interested in that. In Other words, the mechanical aspect of
theta and entheta on the case. How much of this case is permanently
(quote) "permanently" (unquote) enturbulated and how much is
variable on the Tone Scale?
Now, reading off these columns and asking the proper questions
will give you some sort of an approximation of that. You understand
that the ratio itself on this charr is a condition. I mean, it's subject to
bener understanding and further adjustment, but you're interested
in 'btll. You're nOt interested in the faCt that this person occasionally
is capable of great constructive actions. Nor arc you interested
in adler variable manifestations. Whar you're interested in is the
entheta manifestation. But you should nOt make the mistake of
believing that you are measuring the [ennive mind solely and that
this person's behavior is going to be something else, because he's
gOt theta to wotk with too.
You're going to find that the case. JUSt as you look at it and as
you test it, as you talk to it and so on, is going to lie along this
band on the Tone Scale. You don't have to know how to subdivide
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it, in other words, to read this case off. But the poim is that the
theta-emheta rario-the only theta on a case, it exists preferably
way up above 2.0 and it rocks around in the upper band of the
Tone Scale from 2.0 up. It rattles around up there. That's what
thera there is, unless a tremendous volume of restimulation hits
the individual and then all the free theta on the case will resonate
at the level of the entheta on the case. And if it resonates there so
harshly and so solidly and so long, you've gOt a case that is spun in.
In other words, there's no free theta left on this case to rock around
on the Tone Scale. And then you've gOt a permanent reactive-mind
manifestation. And there you have what's really considered to be a
psychotic. That is, the psychOtic break, is when all of the free theta
that was able to move around on the Tone Scale and reason. when
all of this free theta suddenly reSDnateS and then stays permanently
fixed at the chronic level Df the case. NDthing is free abDut this
casco It's static. permanent.
Of CDurse, it's up to YDU. then, to free enDugh theta in Drder to
get it back up alDng the line again. These sudden entrapments are
generally done by fear Dr grief secDndaries. Sudden, big fear Dr
grief secondaries is what will spin sDmebDdy in, Drdinarily. They
say, "He had a shDck and he went crazy." DD you ger the idea? It
JUSt spins in what free theta there was. But dDn't think because a
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person has free thera that can move around on his case that he
won't manifest on a chronic level, because he will.
The rone level of the reactive mind. if rhe fellow just has one
engram, is below 2.0 because there's where the reactive mind curs
in, all the way down from 2.0. There's the band of the reacrive mind.
The analytical mind is from 2.0 up. Now, rhere's rhe analyrical
band. Your rheta is functioning almosr always in your ana lyrical
Ievel-almosr always.
But this son of a situation can occur: a dramatization can occur and
the free thera is made to resonate temporarily at that dramatization

level. See how thar could be? A person starrs dramatizing 1.5 and
temporarily this free theta momentarily enturbularcs. It is temporary

entheta. Now. whar happens is the way a life course goes along is
thar because of an engram you've gar a parentialtm/) for free rhera.
So your free theta emurbulates and some of it gets trapped in rhe
engram. And it doesn't get free again. So only a percemage-the
larger percentage of the free theta gets free. And then there's anOther
key-in and another lock and a little more. Now it's all cnrurbulated
ar thar point and then some of it goes free. You see the cycle of
locks and secondaries'
Here's the engram. It isn't hurring very much. It doesn't have
very much free theta in it ro begin with. It hasn't ellturbulated
much free rhera. It doesn'r (fap very much-rhe inirial engram. But
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it goes into a dramatization and it's son of like something that has

hooks on it. And all of a sudden, wham! The next time this fellow
hits that tonc IcveI of that cngtam, a little bit of the free theta that
he has getS trapped in it and you have a lock. Happens again, you
gOt another lock. Happens again, vou gOt another lock. And this
engram finally gets nice and big a~d fat and s;ssy because it's gOt
thc preponderance of free theta on the case with this engram chain
or the reactive mind as a whole. So

yOll

sec \vhat's happening?

The reactive mind, then, fatrens in the absence of processing
at the expense of the free theta. And as the reactive mind comes
on, therc's less energy that plays in the analytical mind. You can
look at it that way.
Now, you can go back to our good old analogy of JUSt analytical
and reaCtive levels of thought. And we don't have

[0

worry about

theta. MEST or anything else. And it's obvious that the more the
reactive mind has poured intO it, the more reactive moments there
are in a person's life. the Farrer the reactive mind gets and the
morc the analyzer shuts down. So it's the person begins as almost
a IOO-percent analytical and comes over here \'lith practically 110
reactive and finally winds up with practically a IOO-percent reactive

and practically no analytical-in othcr words, a "normal." There
is the cycle.
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Now, that's one manifestation, then, that you get on the Tone Scale.
And that is dle one the auditor is imerested in, is the mechanical
aspect of the theta-emheta ratio. That's very important to you.
because what are you trying to do? You're trying to get the emheta
converted back imo theta again. That's what processing is all about.
That's important to you and that gives you the manifestation of the
individual. The most-confirmed opinions of this individual will
be along that band. The things which he has cared to absorb are
along his chronic level. The things which he can remember best
arc at his chronic level. \XI hat he will call pleasure is at his chronic
level.
You've gOt an educational process. You'll occaSionally find a case
that's been way up for a long time and then really gets punched
around for a while and the guy's case will go I/'ayoff I mean, his
tOne level will go way down and become chronic, down here.
and not escape again-a series of shocks. His education is on a
highly constructive level. This guy will.r/ill try to funCtion on the
educational level where he is, but he hasn't got theta enough to
do it and he has a heck of a time. The manifestations that he has
will change and become this chronic level change. But the data
he's gOt to operate on is 3.0 data. He doesn't have much of this
other data and he has a hard time making an adjustment. You'll
see occasionally where this has happened.
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There are individuals who have been raised in a society and
have been given enough locks and pounded around enough-let
us say, at 1.1, is all the educational level they've gOt. And all of a
sudden you bring this petson up the Tone Scale and you find the
guy has got no data. He's OUt of the data band.
Take any person who's been to a univetsity, raise him up the
Tone Scale to 1.5. The guy is a fish OUt of water. He doesn't know
what to do. [laughterJ So you have an educational aspect that comes
in there. I'll mention that again in a moment.
Now, the second manifestation-the first one is just mechanically 8
the ratio between theta and entheta-the second way that tone can
vary is with the current situation. What's the guy's present time?
Let's look over his present time. You'll find the present time has a
tone. Bu t by the way, as you ask him across the boards about general
reactions to life, you'll find his chronic tone level. You won't find
his present time tone level. But if you ask him what he's going to
do about this situation in present time, he will give you the tone
level response of the present time tOne level. If it's a pretty bad
present time, why, and if the tone level of the present time is down
there around 0.5 or something like that, you ask him if he's going
to write a letter about it and he'll say, "No."
"Are you going to read your mail?"
"No,"
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Try and get him to talk to you-he won't, although this person
could quite ordinarily be well up the Tone Scale, But here you have
a present time which is JUSt momentarily hanging at that level. So
you can get" a present time manifestation of tone. And by rhe way,
even though that preseot time extends only for tWO hours, three
hours, four hours, it has in it all the elemellts of the whole tOne
band, right across the line,
So you take a guy and try to process him. You know that this
case-you know this case has been running ordinarily like a 3.0.
You've just been having a grand time with this case and all of a
sudden Mama died or something or orher happened-boom l And
you keep on trying to process him at his chronic level? You're

in trouble, right away. You sec why that would be? You've gor to
process him at the level he's in! This fellow has had a terrific shock,
he's grief, it's leaking out of his eyes. At 0.5 he obviously is, so you
say, "Well, all we'll do is just run out the grief engram." Nl/l/lb,"M
You cannot run a secondary at 0.5 unless it is one of these strange
Co.."p"-.-

~:>c..

flukes that you occasionally get, where a psychotic is actually sitting
in the thing and is running it all rhe rime anyhow and you JUSt run
it on our. Once in a while. you can do that. But it's dangerous.

So all of a sudden, this bird has had a terrific shock, he's a 0.5,
you know that he's a 3.0, so you try to process him as a 3.0 and
you'll hang him up and louse him up and make him worse. What
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you want to do is hit him at the tone level "he's in. not the tone
level you knew he )pOJ in. This would be tantamount to saying,
"We know that this child had a very childishly happy childhood
and JUSt went along fine to the age of five and now he's forty· five
and he's very sad, but he had a happy childhood, so let's process
him at the level of his childhood as a 4.0." Oh, yeah. You'd really
louse him up.
So. your present time situation has somerhing to do with it. As
a matter of fact, a lot of people can become acutely psychotic, just
momentarily. A fellow who getS angry and bUStS things up and
so forth. even though he does it only for ten minutes. for thoJe ten
milillteJ he's a psycho. You have to handle him as such. Just because
the fellow was ordinarily reasonable, does thar mean that when
he is in this 1.5 dramatization that he's reasonable then, too? 1 0,
he's psycho.
Now, three is with rhe tone of specific engrams. Now, that is much
more important than it would seem ar firsr glance. We all know
that engrams can hang anyplace on the Tone Scale. That's easy.
Only it contains some data that ['m sure that some of you will be
very happy to have. A person has been living in a 3.0 environment
and has been passing along very ,veil in this 3.0 environment-nor
toO brighr, maybe. but has been getting by. And you try to have
this case respond well and easily. There's something wrong with it
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but you can't quite pUt your finger on it. This person is riding an
engram with a 3.0 tOne. Well, that's a heck of a rhing. The person
would have t'O be a bit our of valence in it, because certainly hi.rtOne
wasn't 3.0 when he was going through the experience which gave
him this engram, bUt somebady else around him was or maybe
everybody was JUSt tOo happy and cheerful in the hospital for words
and it gives it thjs phony tOne.
Somebody that you run intO that tells you every time you ask
him, "Oh, I feel fine, [ feel wonderful. Isn't it a beautiful day! Isn't
it a beautiful day!" -what do you do with people like that? Yet this
person obviously is responding to the environment juSt exactly
like they ought to respond and you know darn well, the second
you try to go into the case, you're dealing with a psycho. There is
a manic!

I'm going to tell you right now how to bust a manic. You scan
OUt a[1 the rimes when they felr good' [IaughrerJ And you'll wind
up siuing in rhe middle of a manic engram. ow, rhat's a heck of
a nOtc. isn'r if?

I discovered the Other day [hat auditOrs ordinarily didn't fall intO
that onc easily, because it seems tOO reasonable. It's roo reasonable
that this person should feel well. The auditor is tOO prone to accept
his data, too. Much tOO prone to accept it. The auditOr wants this
guy to be at 3.0 and this guy is at 3.0, so the auditOr says, "Thar's
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fine, we won't question it any further. Good, we've got him up the
Tone Scale." And the auditor is dealing with a 0.4. Boy!
Now he starts to run this case like a 3.0 and he's really running
a 0.4 and the case starts enturbulating mote and more and more
and more and then one day picks up a gun and shoots the auditor
and shoots himself-boom! Why? The case was obviously that.
Boy, don't let these manics fool YOLl. There's plenty of them
walking in the society. There's people walking around all the time
that are walking around in a manic! And don't think that mallie is
maniac. It merely-in Dianetics, you know, it juSt means somebody
that is apparently up the Tone Scale who ain't. Simple definition.
All right. Now we've gOt this sort of a proposition, then, that we 10
can be alert for. The point is that by dlecking the person thoroughly,
you discover this, rapidly. And then you'll find, by checking this,
what this person is manic about. And don't think thar because you
break rhis person's manic that you'te going to make this person
feel worse, because you won·t. A person who is walking around in
one of rhese "I've gOt to feel good" rhings feels like hell, actually.
They feel bad. They feel hectic, strained. The guy who's the life
of a party goes to the party. he's the life of the party all the way
through and at the end of the parry he's a rag and he's a nervous ~h-~<:n.."t.
wreck and so fOrth. And he hasn'r had a good rime but everybody
says, "You sure were the life of the parry!" and key it in again on
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him. [laughter] So that semantic content can contain till)' kind of
conduct, till)' kind of conduct.
Now, I repeat the cure for that again. JUSt find OUt what this
person is too high on-Iet's say this person is pretty much across
the boards here at 0.5 but, strangely enough, on the subject of
sex and children is 4.0! Well, you say, "Well, huh, Tone Scale just
erred. Now,let's see, let's go on and uh ... " Nuh-uh. No, sir! You
stOp right there and take a look at that because that's one of your
first shots! Until you've gOt that one, you won't have this preclear
unmanned enough to where he can run, because "'" is sitting over
here in the middle of a circuit, some kind of a manic setu p. And
you're going to have a hard time with this case. This case is going
to be inaccessible to you. So do something about those wild variables!
Now, the way you get one is JUSt scan the guy through all the
times when he felt the way you figure that thing ... "Scan through
all the times you felt you loved children. Now all the times when
children were nice. All the times when you enjoyed children. Now
let's scan through all the times when you really enjoyed sexual
intercourse. Now let's scan through all of those." Over and ovet
and ovet and all of a sudden this person goes boom!-anaten. Of
course, they'll do it for Other reasons, as I'll tell you romorrow. Bur
if you're really working on one of those wild variables, boy, that
guy will go under that anaten quick and boil and boil and boil. And
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you try ro get him OUt of it and then all of a sildden whopping-big ;'-«rn~
somatics turn on and sometimes the person is sitting over there
in present time in the midst of this circuit and really way off the
time track and everything else, but there's a phony track under it
and there's all SOftS of perceptic manifestations that ate all loused
up! Boy, oh boy, these can be really terrific! And you won't get
much distance as an audiror if you don't recognize one of those
when you see one, because you'll give him roo heavy a process
and you'll keep him enturbulated and the next thing you know,
why, you won't have any preclear or something. And that's awful
unfortunate.
Now, the Other manifestation that you find on this, then, is with
the rone of specific engrams, is the reverse of this. You can have
a fellow who is hung up in a low·roned engram, who has got lots
of theta but he's hung up in this low-roned engram, and ir'll go
into restimulation. And he'll go around feeling like the last rose of
summer and awful hangdog and so on. He'll go into these depressive ?,J'''-''><l
states which are quite unlike him. That's JUSt a low-roned engram
that kicks in and you handle that the same way. You JUSt knock every
time that he felt like that and you'll finally uncover the engram.
So. it varies with the tone of specific engrams.
Now, four is according ro phrase manifestations. Well now, we've 11
more or less covered that when [ talked ro you about manics. You
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can have a dictated line of conduCt by the engrams themselves and
you can pUt him semantically on the Tone Scale-semantically. And
having put him on the Tone Scale with words, you will find, oddly
enough. that his actual behavior does nOt vary an iota from number
one up here. mechanically, with the ratio of free theta-entheta.
He'll talk and act, for your benefit, at some Other level on the Tone
Scale than he really is. But JUSt by going across these columns and
finding what his actual behavior is, you will discover what his
actUal lOne level is. [n other words, the words don't change it that
much. \'(fhat has senioriry here is the mechanical aspect of the free
12

thera-enrhcra ratio. That has seniority over word com-cnr.
Now, the tone level of education and general environment is

number five. You really ought 10 take these down. These aren't in
the book. They will be in the hardcover edition.
Now, with the lOne level of education and general environment.
you get somebody. you clear up every engram OUt of the bank and
this person all his life has lived in a 1.5 family. society. something
like that. His education has been along in this band and you're not
going 10 have a person who is going to easily manifest. I-!e's going
to have a tOugh time trying to adjust himself to his own ccluc3rionaJ

level. \'(fhat do you do about this fellow? Pull his education up and
throw it away! Nothing to that. Nlost educations are fixed enrhcra
anyhow. Theytlrel
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You start working a case, one of the quickest things you can do
for the case is to start back on the educational line-pick up the
last school he went to, scan it out, pick up the school he went to
before that, college, scan it Out. Class by class, knock it all out. Go
back to high school. knock it all Out. Go back to grammar school,
scan it all Out. And then you'll find Mama and Papa.
All of this formal education is actually sitting on top of, in lots
of cases, and occluding his early life uaining and education, which
is the most effective because it came first and had priority and
because he was smallest then and he couldn't fight back! He had to
do it. So if you want to uncover early childhood, that is, by the way,
one of the quickest toutes into it 1 know of. Then he can reevaluate
his educational data according to the reasons which he now has
and can see in his sociery, toward a survival direction. He doesn't
have to believe everything the professors tOld him. Now. that's
impOrtant.
By the way, there's another trick associated with this that, as
professional auditOrs, you can always pick up a quick buck JUSt
before examinations for any student. All you have to do is just scan
him through the course he's JUSt had-scan him through the course
a few times and then send him in to take the examination. The data
is now "live" to him. It hasn't been reduced, it's been restimulated
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13

and a lOt of the suppressors, the emheta, has come OUt of the line
and he has less inhibition about writing it down. It's worth doing.
All right. There you have those five ways that tOne varies on
the Tone Scale. I'll repeat them now:
One: Mechanically. The ratio between theta and emheta. That
compares also to analytical and reactive.

Two: With the current siruation. The present time tOne.
Three: With the tOne of specific engrams.
Four: According to phrase manifestations.
And five: Tone level of education and general environment.
There is another one which has less serious effect than some of
the others.
Some person who has been restricted physiologically or glandularly
from certain types of activity will have been forced to assume a

cerrain level on the Tone Scale for cerrain subjects, which will
have influenced his conduct at Other poims of life. Now, this is
something that an auditor can square up and should square up
rather readily and rapidly. After you've straightened out something
like this or it's been straightened

OUt,

for heaven's sakes, go back

over the sruff again and Lock Scan the data on it. Lock Scan a lot
of the data on it, otherwise rhe person's liable to keep operating
with certain inhibitions which they really don't need to observe
now.
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You takc a chronic psychosomatic illncss. Somc fellow who has
had sinus trouble-hc's busily traincd into himself thc mcchanisms
whctc hc shouldn't sit in a draft. So hc'lI go around bcing catdul
not to sit in a draft. Wcll. birth has bccn crascd, God knows whcn.
Docsn't nccd it anymorc! And you'll find OUt that if you JUSt say,
"Scan through all thc training pattcrns rcsulting from your nosc
condition," or something of thc SOrt, that you'll clear up and give
him a lOt morc flexibility in life. Until you do that. the environment
has c10scd him in a little tightcr than it should.
What we're talking abom now, mainly, is dressing off of a case
or straightening a case up after you've run quite a few engrams
off of it. That's important.
Now. I want to show you the way that you can graph the shapes
of cases. I told you wc had a changed vicwpoint on processing.
\\fhar we"re trying to do is convert emheta to theta or get more
theta on thc casc or less cntheta on the casc. That's what we're
trying to do. That's diffcrcnt than running cngrams. Thcrc arc
several manifestations of cl1rhera. The first manifestation of cothera
is. of course, the engram. Dynamic Six comes intO collision with
dynamic Scvcn-crunch-you've gOt an engralJl. Theta impinges tOO
hard against MEST. That's number one.

Thc ncxt is thc key-ill and a Lock ChClill. all being mOte or less
thc same brccd of cnthcta.
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And the next is the Secolld",)', which is actually Six and Seven
coming apart with a shock. Loss.
Now, those are the three general types of entheta-the engram,
the lock, the secondary.
There's one way of running these that is really basic and that doesn't
change an iota from the optimum way to run it as known-\vell,
heck-August, July, of last year. No change. "The file clerk will
give us the engram necessary to resolve the case, the first phrase
will flash" -wham, bam-you know, whatever patter you finally
develop that you find highly efficacious.
Well, there's a development on running engrams in-another
development forward of that is Chain Scanning of engrams. As
far as activity is concerned, Chain Scanning of eng tams has been
found most beneficial and not dangerous way up the Tone Scale
about 3.5 and boy, it's really something to finish off a case with. But
be sure you're finishing off the case when you do it. The people
who developed the Chain Scanning of engrams scented the facr
that action phrases did not need to be effective on the case! It's the
theta-entheta ratio, actually, which establishes the effectiveness,
but the auditOr can actually educate or persuade out, to some slight
degree, his preclear from obeying action phrases. But if his preclear
is pretty badly down the Tone Scale, he hasn't got any say about
it. But you take around 3.5, finishing up a case, boy, oh boy, oh
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boy, you can really do ([icks with Chain Scan'ning of engrams, But
below that level, let's run them individually and be on the safe side.
All right. Engrams, as you know, exist in chains. You get thc first
anaten off of a case, you get the basic engram off of the case, it's
worth fighting for because it loosens up all the anaten on the case.
Of course, every rime any anaten is restimulated in any engram,

it is more or less resrimulared in every other engram. And if you
can pull the bo([om, the common denominaror ro all engrams,
basic-basic, rhen you're really off ro rhe races. You're actually jusrified
in trying ro reach basic-basic on low-roned cases, if you can get
it. Bur boy, don'r emurbulate this case very much and make sure
that you don'r hand rhis along as a rechnique to a Book Audiror.
Savvy? Ir's very fine ro ger basic-basic off of a case because rhen
you loosen up all the engram on it and you can get good anarcn.

You rake our a half a dozen engrams in the basic area-if you can
get them ro crase or anaten ro come off of them, you're doing
well.
Ordinarily, your low-roned cases will only reduce. And if you
as professional audirors go on running engrams to reduction on
some case. you ought to be shot anyhow!
There's only one reason why engrams keep on jus!' running to
reduction and that's because there's roo many secondaries. About
the third engram you start running on a case jll,r/IO rccllle/ion. you
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get the hell out of the prenatal area and you find that secondary
that's ready to pull, because there's a secondary on the case-fear
or grief or even an apathy secondary that's ready to pull! I can't
say that strongly enough to you! It was an error I didn't know was
being made. It's in the First Book. But the error is being made quite
generally rhar auditOrs are running engrams in the prenaral area to
reduction only. Sure, you can improve a case by running engrams
to reduction. But how many years do you want to work on this
case? You gOt to go all over those things again, you know. So that's
no good. The second they start to run to reduction, you've gOt
toO many secondaries on this thing and it isn't those secondaties
are nOt ready to pull, either. They (/I'e ready to pulP That's what
establishes it. Soon as you run some secondaries on this thing, tty
it Out. You'll find out you can go down in the basic area and get
some etasutes. Or you'll find a whole new brand of engrams down
there waiting for you to fun.
If you ever start a case erasing and get it up to a point whete it's
getting a little bit sticky on these erasutes-the first three or four,
yes, you can understand how the first three, four, five engrams in

the basic atea of a case will have a tendency to be slow. But afret
that, by golly, those things ought to start erasing with a couple of
passes- if there's no secondaries to interrupt you. But if you have
five. six, seven passes and the thing goes down to teduction, boy,
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Stop that erasure right then and go on up here on the time track
and find that secondary and bleed it off and Ibell come back and
fool around down here. Don't make that error! Hell, [ feel like I'm
teaching kindergarten with that one.
Now, this next kind of entheta is the lock. Actually, this possibly
has a different physiological aspect. Probably the trapping of it
is a little bit different than the trapping of a secondary. But the
similarity would be of leaving a little bit of rubber on the highway
as you stamp on your brakes and leaving half of your car in a roads
department repair ditch. I mean, that's about (he similarity between
the two.
Locks, however, being existing in tremendous numbers on a
case, can, as an overall aggregate, trap an enormous amount of
theta and make entheta out of it. But if they're juSt locks-are SOrt
of married intO these engrams and they're all more or less part of
a chain, so on-get (hem apart.
You start running a lot of engrams on a case without ever scanning

off any locks. by the way. why, your case will get top-heavy after a
while. There's such a trick as unburdening. You run an engram and
then you run all the locks that were on the engram. Then go back
to the engram again, you'll find a couple more perceptics waiting
for you. You can keep this up ad infinitum. Now there are your
lock chains. Of course. these things exist laterally.
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The next type is YOUt secondary. If you want a case to get well
in an awful hurry. well, of course, you pull a secondary. But if you
start to pull a secondary. for God's sakes, pull it all. Don't leave
any of it around all mixed up because you'll pUt a lOt more entheta
on the time track, up later, by only running it OUt halfway. So you
better run out all of it.
However. you will get into this son of a situation: that you can
Lock Scan a case that's pretty Iowan the Tone Scale and all of a
sudden he'll hang up and on one phrase, without knowing where
it's from or anything else, start to cry. One phrase! He doesn't
know where it's from or anything. You get some tears off on this
thing and come on up the chain and he seems to feel a lot better.

That's using Lock Scanning down tOo far on the Tone Scale but
can produce some resulrs. Oh, it's cured somebody from having a
bad hip and somebody else from having something or other. Bur
the reality level of the operation is very poor and it's very bad. So
you shouldn't have a lot to do with it.
Secondaries. if you can contact them with some reality on them,
you ought ro

JUSt

contact them and run them. Run them all the way

off. Keep the guy going through it. Don't be supersympathetic or
with lOts of advice, because when a guy runs into a secondary-your
preclear runs into a secondary-he's in an hypnotic trance to all
intents and purposes, JUSt as in a boil-off he's in an hypnotic trance
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ro all inrenrs and purposes. And what you say' can go in as positive
suggestion. But. God almighry! Don'r avoid secondaries because
you've gOt one to run yourself! Don't do that! And don't n'er go
off and leave one partly run! Somerimes you may make a misrake
and get rhe fellow spotted wrong on the Tone Scale and try to run
OUt a secondary that he won't be able to get all the way off. That
is a very bfld error because you'll leave rhe fellow parked on rhe
time track at that point and. by golly, he can sray there for momhs!
Pretty hard to undo an auditing blunder of rhar magnitude on rhat
low on the Tone Scale. Shouldn't run a secondary, in orher words,
unless you're pretty sure this person can run a secondary. Take
locks. Get your entheta off of ir in locks.
Well. there are your three manifestations of entheta permanently
fixed in the bank. These permanently fixed in the bank-permanent
except for Dianetic processing and occasional bleeding of affect
as is occasional. accidentally done in psychoanalysis (when the
psychoanalyst isn't looking).
Therc's really what you would call. then, lelll!'m",)' enrheta, too.
which would be the entheta of present dme-confusion-which

doesn't nail down. /...1ost of it doesn't park on the track. You generally
don't get any real manifestation on JUSt present rime confusion
unless the thing goes in as a lock. But you can create a present rime
of temporary enthera for the preclear. Then you start trying to

JUSt
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work him through this fog of temporary enth- in other words,
get him confused, say, "Well, let's go back to basic. Oh, now just
a minute. who died in your family)" I//'OOOO/ll! As a matter of fact,
you get a fellow who's liable to go down into apathy, low on the
Tone Scale, and you can spin him in juSt by doing that.,just change
your mind.
18
Now, don't think that ARC breaks form a special kind of emhera,
because they don't. All rhe entheta there is, is ARC break. I mean
it's ARC-that's theta-the three manifestations of it and so forrh.
But if you really want to go in on a case highball with Srraightwire,
starr pOinting up only enfotced and inhibited ARC, boy, you can
do a fast job on straightening up a lor of things for this person. In
orher words, we're pinpointing the target. But ARC doesn't form
a special kind of entheta. All entheta is ARC emheta. The real
break of affinity between theta and a MEST is crunch! A break of
communication or an enforcement of communication of theta and

is crunch! It's disagreement. They don't wam to bOth be there
in that Stale. So there goes your reality-crunch.
Now, on a secondary. you pull them apart when they ought to
be together and you get a similar manifestation, but that's inhibilerl.
so that you could sayan engram is enjorced ARC and a secondary
is inhibited ARC A fear engram is fear of loss-a fear thar Seven is
going to parr from Six! A grief engram is recognition that Seven
MEST
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and Six have come to part. And of course a lock is: "It's liable to
happen again."
Secondaries have their own breed of locks and engrams have
their own breed of locks. The secondary type of lock says, "It's
liable to happen-I'm liable to lose it again" and the engram says,
"It's liable to go crunch again."
The phYSical universe and the theta universe, in other words,
have a certain harmonic intermingling with each other at about
4.0 and below there on the Tone Scale neither one of them like it.
All right. That's what you're tackling. That's your target.
And cases-I want to draw you a picture of cases. Here is a
case way down at the bottom of the Tone Scale. This is the time
track. Here is conception. And here is present rime. This is your
case. That's your time track. That's the individual. There he is.
That's entheta. That's Iowan the Tone Scale and also practically
missing on time track. This is for your occluded case.
All right. Here's a second kind of case. What you've got here is
an occasional time track showing up, see? Not that solid in. Now
this case is up the Tone Scale a couple of points.
Here's your next kind of a case. This is the kind of case which
you most ordinarily handle. This is the one that says, "What present
time?" And this is the one says, "I-rm sure my father beat me.
131
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I-I know he did-he-many times. I'm-I'm juSt sure that ... " And
then you find out his father died when he was born.
And here's your next kind of a case. Engrams, secondary,
secondary, engram, engram, engram and lot of locks scattered in here.
Now, your job is to make case number one into case number
four when you find a case number one. Or case number tWO intO
four or case number three into case number four, before you start
processing engrams and secondaries as such. GOt that clear?
FeIJ/ale voice: Number/ollr ha.f1l" dJl)/limc track.
Well, number four has a time rrack. I'm JUSt showing you what
you're tackling on it. You've gat a time track on four, very definitely.
And these incidents arc separate. And the command phrases on
number four are nOt such that ir will collapse the whole case JUSt
because you hir one phrase, a grouper, something like that. Also,
over on number four, you don't hit a holder and restimulate it, tell
the guy to come to present time and he can't! That's case three or
two. This fellow wouldn't know present rime if you showed it to
him. YOll gOt the idea?
Now. I'm showing yOll the look of cases.
Now, you're going to find some low-level cases, way down at
the bottom of the Tone Scale, and these cases are JUSt in a-they
gOt a time track and they can run this and they cry and they tell
you they've gOt some pain once in a while and everything and
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they're fhiJcase. They're apparemly a wide-open case but boy. the
stuff that's really obliterated on that time track shouldn't happen
to anybody! They'll run dub. they'll run anything. Fortunately for
you, their somatics are very seldom heavy unless they've gOt some
phrase in the vicinity of the engram which enforces the somatic.
And then it'll be very heavy and it'll be all over the track.
What you're tackling is emheta. And what you wam to do is 20
convert-you take a case [hat's like this. You take enough emheta
off of that case till you gOt fhi! case. And then you take enough
off of this one to get fhi! case. And then you take enough off of
this one to get fhaf case. You get the idea? That's the way you go
up the line on these things. Clean up the case. Occlusions. Bring
them up the Tone Scale. You start cleaning emheta up on this case
and you'll find [his case will go up [he Tone Scale. You try to run
engrams off of that case and it'll stay static or go down on the Tone
Scale. You try to run engrams, and secondaries even, off of fhi! case
and it'll have a tendency to do so, but occasionally you can hit a
secondary. once in a while if it presems itself. Here yOll definitely
can hit a secondary once in a while. And over there. why, you've
gOt engrams that you can run. secondaries yOll can run and so forth
and you can do most everything you want with this case.

All the data of how that comes abollt is righr here. This is your
0.5, YOllr chronic 0.5. This is your 1.1. [here's about your 2.0 and
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rhere's about 2.5, something like rhat. About what you'd do. It tells
you over in the columns what to do.
That's your new target. Does anybody see any better what he's
trying to do in Dianetics? If you hold with this and practice along
these lines of picking up the emheta wherever it may be found
or however you may get it-and there's other ways of picking
up emheta, by rhe way, than hining eotheta-I'II tell you about
tomorrow. You're trying to clean up a lifetime here a little bit.
Trying ro reduce the an;vity of action phrases. You're trying ro
make the case-put the case in shape, bur don't think thaI' you're nor
doing Srandard Procedure, because you are. Standard Procedure
is nor running engrams and secondaries by snapping the fingers.
Srandard Procedure is any process which firs in with the Tone Scale
and is provably useful in increasing the position of the preclear
on rhe Tone Scale.
21 You keep breaking down sections of emheta umil you get them
down ro where rhey belong. You see, here's whar happens ro an
individual. He's got an engram. Then this engram, well, [ should
draw it like rhis, very lightly, light line. Here's an engram. He goes
along, rhe thing keys in. Now. ir's all very well to draw this key-in
as another line on rhe track. Acrually. what happens is, because
ir's filed in the reactive mind, is you've got thaI' with the engram.
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You've gOt rhe nexr one wirh rhe engram and you've gar locks, locks,
locks, locks, locks, secondary, locks, locks, locks. locks, locks and
prerry soon you've gar rhis big far rhing and rhe guy can'r ger ro any
perceprics or anyrhing else. Why? Because of rhe repulsive effecr
of enrhera on rhera! Thera tries ro arrack enrhera, ir can'r ger inro it.
[[ JUSt enrurbularcs in its vicinity. You try to arrack this darn engram
and it is JUSt a fat blob of sausage! You canOt get into anywhere on
irs perceprics, There's no realiry on it. Why isn'r rhere any realiry
on ir? Because rhar Iowan rhe Tone Scale, enrhera doesn'r have anv
realiry! Of course, rhis big blob of a case wirh all rhis rremendou;
amounr of enrhera on ir doesn'r have a sense of realiry. He doesn'r
ger realiry on very many rhings-of course, he doesn'r have good
recalls! And of course he disagrees wirh you and wirh himself and
wirh his case conrinually, 50 you've gOt ARC is low.
Saying a case is Iowan realiry says rhar ir's high on enrhera.
Psychorherapy has for a long rime been recognizing rhis. They
said, "Whar you gOt ro do is make rhem face realiry." That was a
good idea. Bur what we've got to do is pick up enough curtain so

rhe fcllow can get some faint conceprion of whar realiry is.
ow, ro you who have a great deal of experience in running
preclears, rhis subjecr doesn'r have to be beaten over rhe head
conrinually, or very long.
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You shift your viewpoint, all of a sudden you remember a case
that you tried to run. And boy, this case was milo' a rough one. The
case JUSt wouldn't move. Couldn't get anything on rhe case, couldn't
run an engram, so he didn't believe in Dianerics. And although
he camc ro you originally, you worked him for a linle while and
rhen he went away. And you didn'r do anything for this case. And
you thouglu, "Oh, I really failed rhar time." You didn't fail, really.
What

yOll

were doing was rrying

(0

attack more eorhcra than you

had rheta available ro do rhe arracking.
22 There are rechniques now which will clean rhis case up to a point
where you have a much berrer chance of doing something for rhis
case. You can rake JUSt ARC Srraighrwire-if a fellow comes in to
you long enough and you ralk ro him long enough JUSt on ARC
Srraighrwire, you're going ro bring him up along rhe line. You can't
help it-if you were really running ARC Snaighrwire on him.
I've seen an auditor or tWO trying [0 take an occluded case and
rhey don'" run ARC Suaightwire, rhey run Srraightwire thar has
nOthing ro do wirh, really. Straighrwire. They want to remember
this and remember thar. Bur somerimes a case is so bad off rhat
you can't direcr the Straighrwire. You're lucky if he can remember
(1ll)'lhil(~ wirh any degree of reality. Bur if you can direct his recalls
on good ARC Srraightwire. you can sran bringing this fellow
up rhe line quite rapidly and the next thing you know. you'll be
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Lock Scanning him and picking up emheta on very light areas
and the next thing you know, why, you'll have him high enough
up the Tone Scale. a lot of occlusion OUt of his life and so on.
You would hold him down on the Tone Scale if you start to go .>"""'_
in and slug and then act peeved or puzzled as to why his case didn't "'::c«.
resolve overnight. It took this fellow maybe forty years to get a
case as loused up as he is. Well, you're not going to undo the case
in tWO hours. You may turn off a chronic somatic or something by
a fluke. but it's not very possible.
You hit these cases with this attitude, then, you might have a
much higher level of success. fnaccessibility. And of course. if you
can'r even run ARC Straightwire on the thing, you've got to do
Mimicry. That's great stuff, that is. He smokes a cigarette, you
smoke a cigarette. J\ilimicfY-. trying to get him in present time.
Additionally, in this book we have a process known as Present 23
Time. We had a tendency to overlook the fact that all the time track
is. is the composite and consecutive moments of present rime and
the recorded perceptions of that and conclusions that were along
that line. This present time is going to be, tomorrow. yesterday's
time track. It's quite important to know that and to ger the concept
of Present Time Processing.
There if Present Time Processing. If you can pur some theta on
some preclear's rime track or get him to pur more theta on it. in a
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few weeks you will be able to use it, you'll be able to use his time
track. You get the idea? You'll actually be able to use his time track.
And the precleat that's really gruesomely loused up is the preclear
who doesn't have very much theta presem time in his whole life.
But of course, this works both ways. The more loused up this case is,
the less chance you have of haVing theta moments back on the time
track and the more you need them-the more you need them. So
you could actually go OUt in a field of processing of just processing
the present" rime environment. trying to straighten it up for the

preclear a little bit so that it isn't quite as emheta or it's a little bit
better order than it was in, and then finding ou, what he'd like
to do and encouraging him to build up moments of present time
consecutively on his time track.
That's processing, oddly enough. That isn't something that you
would son of apologetically say, "\Vell, we'll fix it up and then we'll
process him." No sir, you're processing him right there. That's all
valid. A valid process is anything which brings the individual up
the Tone Selie. I don', care whether it's temporarily or permanenrly.
But you Stan bringing him temporarily up the Tone Scale and
that amount of theta will stan to compound itself and the next
thing you know, you've got enough that keeps bumping him up
the Tone Scale.
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You know these fellows that go fishing ai1d hunting a couple
of weeks and they come back and fat some peculiat reason their
health has picked up. Well, we say, well that's because he was OUt
in an unrcstimularive environment. Yeah, that's one of them. But

a more important one of them is that. shucks, he picked up rwo
weeks' worth of theta on the time track. And of course, ir banged
into and knocked our entheta because there's a natural cycle going
between theta and emheta, bur ['II tell you more about that tOmorrow.
You've been very patient this afternoon. Thank you very
much. ~
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Words often have several meanings. The definitions used here
only give the meaning that the word has as it is used in these lectures.
This glossary is nor meant to take the place of standard language or
Dianetics and Scientology dicrionaries. which should be referred
to for any words. terms or phrases that do nor appear below.
aberration: irradonal behavior or computation (thinking). It is
srimulus-n::sponse in nature and may be pro-survival or cancra-survival.
The engram is the basic source of aberration.
abcrrativc: causing or producing aberration.
abcrrec: an aberrated individual, sane or insane, containing unrelieved

engrams.
absolutc(s): a thing, concept. idea, CtC., which is free from rcsuiction
or condition: something that is perfect or complete.

accent uated: emphasized; intensified.
accessibility: the desire of the preclear to be raised on the 'l"one
Scale by processing. (In a past publication, lhe word accessibility was
lIsed to mean nOt only the above bUt also the (/((eJ.ribi/i~JJ of enthcta
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on the case ro various methods of processing. This last meaning is
not used in the present work.) A case is considered accessible when
it will \'lork willingly with rhe audiror, no matter how occluded the
case may be.
action phrases: words or phrases in engrams or locks (or at 0.1. in
present tin1c) which cause the individual to perform involuntary
acdons on the time track. Action phrases are effective in the low-tone
ranges and not effective in the high ranges. As a case progrcsses up
the scale, they lose their power. Types of action phrases arc bouncer.
down-bouncer, grouper, denyer, holder, misdirecror, scrambler
and the valence shifters corresponding to these.
actuarially: in terms of statistical calculation, mathematical probability.
acute: brief: having a shorr CDurse.
ad infinitum: ro infinity; endlessly; withom limit.
aesthetic: by fll!.fIbelk is meant solely and only beautiful. IJe(III~)! is theta.
Any wave close to theta is raken by theta for beauty.
affect: emotion or feeling attached to an idea, object, etc.
affinity: the attraction which exist:S berwcen rwo human beings, or
between a human being and anOther life organism. or between a
human being and MEST or theta or the Supreme Being. It has a
rough parallel in the physical universe in magnetic and gravitic
atuaction. The affinity or lack of affinity between an organism and
the environment or between the thefa and 1\01 EST of an organism and
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within the theta (including enthcta) of thc organism brings about
what we have referred

[Q

as emotions. in the past. The affini[)' scale

includes most of thc common emotions, apathy, grief, fear, anger,
hostility, boredom, relief, contentment, enthusiasm, exhilaration,
inspiration.

aggregate: a whole; a coral or gross amount. Formed by the collection
of many particles into onc body. mass or amount,

alert: become clear-headed and responsive.
ammonia seas: a reference ro an evolutionary theory that life arose
through a series of spontaneous chemical reactions involving various
substances including ammonia. The theory surmises these compounds

fell from the atmosphere intO the sea creating a k.ind of prebiological
soup, interacted and grew larger and larger. Somehow, cells wefe
formed which eventually led to the life-forms that inhabit Earth
today, including Man.
analogy: :J. similarity between like features of rwo things on which
a comparison may be based.
analytical mind: that portion of the mind which perceives and
retains experience data to compose and rcsolve problems and dircC[
the organism along the eight dynamics. It think.s in differences and
similarities.
analyzer: another name for the dll(/(r/;m! "';I/(/'
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an atcIl: an abbreviation for rmtilJlliralfllleJIIlfltioll. a weakening or reducing
of the analytical awareness of an individual for a brief or extensive
period of rime.
anesthesia: lack of feeling or sensation.
angle: a position from which something is viewed; pOint of vicw.
antagonisnl: at the level of Tone 2.0, affinity is expressed as
antagonism, ~l feeling of annoyance and irritation caused by the
advances of odH:r people coward the individual.
antisocial: against the basic principles of society; harmful 1O the
welfare of rhe people generally. /Jllii means opposing or hostile to,
in opinion or practice.
Al)A: the abbreviation for the AmericflJl PJ)'chologictil/lJJodrtlioJl.
arbitrary: based on personal decision or random choice rather than
on any [uks, principles or system.
arbor: a crisscross framework or other Strucrure used to suPPOrt plams
such as grapevines.
ARC: affiniry·realiry-communicarion, the triagonal manifestation of
thera. each aspect affecting the other two.
ARC break: a sudden drop in affinity, reality or communication.
archaeological: of or having to do with the scientific study of ancient
cultures through the examination of their material remains, for
example, buildings, graves, tools and other objecrs usually dug up
from the ground.
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ARC Straightwire: a process that utilizes ARC to pUt one into better
communication with his m.ind and the world. It is so called because

the preclear is being directed, much like a telephone wire, directly to
a memory in the pase. Communication is opened between the past
and d1C':: present. The person undergoing processing is in present
time and in contact with present time and he is asked questions
which restOre to him certain memories.

artificially: in the manner of something that has been done through
human art or effort and not by natural causes.
Asia Minor: the peninsula in western Asia that forms the Asian part
of Turkey. (A /JeJliJlwla is a long narrow piece of land which sticks

OUt from a larger piece of land and is almost completely surrounded
by water.) Asia Minor was the scene of early developments in the
hiswry of civilization.

assist: any process or processing done to remove a surface difficulty
or alleviate a present time discomfort and help a person recover
more rapidly from an injury or illness.
asyluln: an institution for people with psychiatric disorders.
atmosphere: a surrounding or pervading mood, environment or
influence.
atolnic and Inolecular phcnomcna: the subject of the structure
of atoms and molecules and the relationship between these. An
alol/l

is a very small particle which is considered the building block
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of physical matter. All the material on Earth is composed of various
combinations of atOms. A IIIolemle is one of the basic units of maner,
consisting of one or more atOms held tOgether by chemical forces.
auditing: applying Dianetics techniques (called processes). Processes
art directly concerned with increasing the ability of the individual
to survive, with increasing his sanjry or ability to reason, his physical
ability and his general enjoyment of life.
auditor: a person applying Dianetics processes to another.
authoritarian: characterized by, or enforcing unquestioning
obedience ro authOrity, rather than individual freedom of judgment
and action.
authoritarianislll: authoritarian principles. which include favoring
absolute obedience to authority, rather than individual freedom of
judgment and anion.
authority, with cOlllpletc: in the manner of one who possesses
adequate knowledge of a subject, and whose opinions or srarcmcllts
may be relied on; a [Oral expert.
autolnaton: a human being aCting mcchanically or without active
intelligencc in a lllonoronous routine; a robot.
axionlS: S!rHemcnrs of natural laws on the order of those of cl1C physical
sciences.
background music: figuratively, the circumstances or data
surrounding, preceding or intimately related ro an evcm. situation,
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development, etc., especially in regards

to its causes or history.
Literally, the term means music playing ar the back or behind

something else, such as music which accompanies some other activity.
The term especially refers to music that accompanies the action
and dialog of a film, television show, radio show, etc., but also can
include the music played over a loudspeaker system in a Store,
elevatOr or resraUI:mt that is intended co provide a soothing

background.
badger: to harass or pester persistently especially in a manner likely
Or designed to annoy or wear down.
band: a more or less well-defined range of something, such as qualities
or emotions.
bandwagon, canght np with the: joined what appears likely to be
a successful endeavor or enterprise or to attempt to join the winning
side, used in reference to social, political or cultural movements,
fashionable or current trends. etc. A bfU/dllwgoJl is a large wagon mat
is capable of carrying a band of musicians, as in a parade or en route
to a political rally. To jump (climb, get, ere.) on the bandwagon
originated in rhe early 1900s when supporters of presidential
candidate William Jennings Bryan (1860-1925) climbed on his
bandwagons as they rolled through tOwn. to show their suPPOrt
and enthusiasm.
bang: sudden or intense pleasure; thrill.
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bank: reactive mind, that ponion of the mind which files and retains
physical pain and mis-emotion and seeks ro direct the organ_ism
solely on a stimulus-response basis. It thinks only in identities.
barber: a man, or more rarely a woman, whose business it is to shave
or trim the beards and cur the hair, of custOmers.
basic area: the time track from the first: recording on the sperm or
ovum track to the first missed menstrual period of the marhee.
basic-hasic: the first moment of pain, anaten or discomfon in the
current life of the individuaL
basic engraln: the first engram on :I given chain of engrams.
bear out: prove or suPPOrt the truth of.
better: rather; preferably.
biological: of or pertaining to the science of life or living maner in
all its forms and phenomena. especially with reference to origin,
growth. reproduction, structure and behavior.
biologist: one who studies the life and strucrure of plants and animals.
bird: a persoll.
birth: the engram concerning an individual's birth.
black band: a reference ro a certain range of wavelengths that arc
destructive to living organisms. For example. there is a black band
of sound r.hat is beyond human hearing and is so intense thai it can
destroy living tisslles.
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Blackfeet: a tribe of Indians living in t.he plains of the nOrthwestern

United States and Canada.
bleeding: draining or drawing something such as sap, water, electricity,

etc., off or away from (somecl1ing).
bleed off: to drain or draw off or away from (something).
blow: burst from internal pressure. Used figuratively.
blown: cause something to dissipate or disappear.
blows (his) brains out: shOOts (himself) in the head.
Board of Certification: a board in the Dianeties Foundation tha'
examined and certified audim[s. It existed co raise and maintain
high-level srandards on the pan of certified auditors.
board of standards: an official group of persons who direct or
supervise the morals, ethics, habitS, etc.. that arc established as
acceptable by a group or society.
boards, across the: including or embracing all classes, categories.

areas. groups. The expression comes from horse facing and refers
to the notice board at a racetrack which displays the chances of a
horse winning the racc. \'<'hen a person bets "across tht: board:'
he wagers the same amount of money on a Single horse to win the
race. come in second or finish third. Thus, if tht: horse places first.
second or third, the bettOr collecrs money. The sporting usc of this
term originated in the 1930s and around 1950 had comc [Q be
used more gcncrally.
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bogged: mired down, sunk in or as if in a bog (wet, spongy ground).
boil-off: to manifest former periods of unconsciousness, accompanied
by grogginess. In its English usage. boil-offrdcrs to the reduction
of quantity of a liquid by its conversion to a gaseous state, such as
steam.
booby traps: hidden rraps set for unsuspecting individuals.
Book Auditor: an auditor without any professional training who audits
based on information he has read in the book, Dimu:liCJ: The J\!lorlenl
jdellce ofIHeli/rd Nerd/b.
books: the written records of money that a business has spent or
received.
borderline: a line of demarcation; the boundary between areas or
classes.
borne out: supported, backed up or confirmed.
bounce: send the preclear lip the track toward present time. (Get
up, get Ollt, don't touch me, leave me alone, ['ve got to get ahead.)
bouncer: sends the preclear lip the track tOward present time. (Get
up, get OUt, don't' tOuch me, leave me alone, I've got to get ahead.)
breed: son: kind: group.
bribing: giving or promising money or any Other valuable with a
view to corrupting the behavior of a person.
broil: to cook by placing on the fire.
brook: a small natural Stream of fresh water.
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Bull Moose: the made-up name of a Blackfoot, Native American.
byproduct: a secondary or incidental product, often unforeseen or
unintended.
byroad: a side road or a minor road. Used figuratively.
cabled: sent a message by undersea Ctlble (a bundle of wires in a
protective cover) that is used for transmitting telegraph or telephone
messages.

Cadillac: a tOp-of-the-line, expensive American luxury car, known
for its spacious interior and smooth ride.
California: reference to the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation
of Los Angeles. California. formed in 1950.
cared to: fdt interested in or thought something was important enough
to

do.

cargo: a large amount. From the load that a ship or plane carries.

caves in: collapses. A US Western term which symbolized mental
or physical collapse as like being at the bottom of a mine shaft or
in a tunnel when the suPPOrtS collapsed and left the person under
tOns of debris.
Chain Scan: to audit by chain scanning. ChaillSctl1luillg is :l technique
whereby an early engram on a case was located and then subsequent
engrams on a chain were scanned forward ro present time. A cha;"
is a series of incidents of similar types.
Chain Scanning: see Chain Scan.
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charge: the accumulation of cntheta in locks and secondaries which
charges up the engrams and gives them their force to aberrate.
charged: containing an accumulation of enthcra in locks and
secondaries which charges up the engrams and gives them force
co aberrate.
Chart of Human Evaluation: a comprehensive chart developed
by L. Ron Hubbard which consisrs of many columns containing
the majority of the components of the human mind and all those
necessary [Q process an individual. The chan gives the reaction and
behavior of human beings at various levels of aberration and with ir
onc can precisely diagnose. evaluate and predict human behavior.
Sec the book J'drnceo!S"rl1il'(/!.
check (soJ11cthing) up: examine Gleefully or in detail.
chemistry: the branch of science that deals with the identification
of the substances of which matter is composed.
Chicago: a city in the northeast pan of Lhe State of Illinois. It is rhe
third largest city in the United States. It was the location of a branch
office of the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundarion, formed in

1950.
chronic: long·lasling; always prescnt.
circuit: a pscudo·pcrsonaliry our of a facsimile strong enough to
dictate to the individual and BE the individual.
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Civil War: in US history, conflict (1861-1865) between Northern
states (Union) and Southern states (Confedetacy) in which the South,
wanting to maintain slavery, attempted to form an independent
country but was defeated, forced IO end slavery, and reunited with
the United States.

clear: all the way (to the end); entirely; completely.
cleared: brought to the State of Clear. A Om" is an unabetrated person.
He is rational in that he forms the best possible solutions he can
on the data he has and from his viewpoint. He is called a "Clear"
because his basic personality, his sdf·dettrminism. his education and
experience have been cleared of abcrrarive engrams. secondaries
and locks. See the book Dirlllelics: TheiHodemScieliceofll1en/tl1 Hmllh.
codified: arranged (laws, rules. etc.) in a systematic colleCtion; reduced
to a general system.
contc to pass: happen; occur.

COlnnlon dcnonlinator: something in common among similar or
dissimilar things; shared characteristic.
cOl1l1nunication: communication with the recorded past (through

recall and memory). the present (through perception) and the
future (through imagination andlor other mcchanisms). communication bctween people by writing, talking, touching, seeing. ctc,
Also. communication as in groups and the technology thereof
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(Group Dianetics). There are emotions on the communication scale,
but they have not commonly been named in our society.
cOlnmunist: of COIJlIll1l11;.r1ll. the political theory or system in which
aU property and wealth is owned in a classless society by aU the
members of a community. It enforces extensive negative controls
on personal liberties and freedom and collective needs of the masses
overrult individual rights,
cOlnpound: increase or inrcnsify.
cOlnputation: something that is the result of calculation and processing
of data.
cotnputational: that which calculates. computes or determines by
logical methods.
conduit: to pUt into a channel, passage, pipe. rube or the like.
congealed: became or caused to become firm and strong.
connivance: overlooking or ignoring (an offense. fault, etc.). COIwire
is to pretend ignorance, [Q take no notice.
conservatism: the tendency to oppose change or preserve what is
established.
cosnlic consciollsness: universal knowledge and the belief that
the universe is made of one spirit and everything existing in the
universe receives its vitality from this spirit.
counteractive: tending to act against, in opposition to, or contrary
to; to oppose.
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covert: hidden; nOt open.
cracks: clever jokes or rude remarks.
cre~tln·puff: weak or ineffective.
crying in (one's) beer: feeling a lOt of pity for oneself.
crystal clear: absolutely clear.
Cuba: an independent republic in the Caribbean Sea. south of Florida,
comprising {wa mai.n islands and over 1,000 smaller islands.
cull: an organization of some son which depends upon a class or a
priesthood to determine its course of action by consulwtion with

omens or procedures of some SOrt. Used sarcastically.
culture: the pattern (if any) of life in the society. All factOrs of the
society. social, educational, economic, etc., whether creative or
destructive. The culture might be said to be the theta body of the
society.
curtain: figuratively. anything that shuts off, covers or conceals.
danlp out: (0 check or retard the action of; dull; deaden.
data: pieces of knowledge, things that 3fC known.
dead duck: a person or thing that is beyond help or hope.
deal It: the withdrawal of theta from an organism. leaVing only MEST.
in order 10 conquer new [I.-lEST and form anOther organism which
can better survive.
delusion: a fixed false belief; a perception that is perceived in a
way different from the way it is in reality_ From the word delude,
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which means to mislead the mind or judgment of, and illnrioll. which
means something that deceives by producing a false or misleading
impression of reality.

dCll10n circuit(s): a Diallet;cdellloll is a parasitic circuit. It has an
action in the mind which approximates another entity than self,
and is considered in Dianctics to be derived entirely from words
in engrams.
deJlository illness: an illness in which deposits of material are
formed in some parr of the body, such as arthritis where hardened
bits of cartilage form in the jointS, causing swelJing and deformity.
derive: to trace from a source or origin.
Dianetic Helcasc: an individual who has rcached a point where he
no longer has psychosomatic illnesses, where he has good stability
and where he can enjoy life.
Dianotnctry: that branch of Dianetics which measures thought
capacity. computarional ability and the rationality of the human
mind. By its axioms and tests can be established the intelligence,
the persiStency, the ability, the aberrations and existing or potential
insaniry of an individual.
digestible: casy to understand.
disenturbulates: causes someone or something to cease being agitated
or disturbed.
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dissonant: OUt of agreement, accordance or harmony, in any respect;
harsh-sounding, unmelodious.
doctrines: principles or bodies of principles in any branch of
knowledge.
dog: a person regarded as unpleasant, worthless or wicked.
doggone, does nol give a: to be nOt at all concerned or worried

about something.
done for: defeated, ruined or destroyed.
dope: a slang tefm for information, data or news.
dope-off: the state of being groggy and seeming to be asleep.
draft: a current of uncomfortably cold air penetrating a room or Other
space.
dramatization: a whole irrational Set of actions. They come about
when an engram is thoroughly restimulated. so thoroughly that it
takes over the organism. \X/hen it is in full parade, the engram is
running off verbatim and the individual is like an aetOt, puppetlike
playing his dictated part.
dranlatizing: thinking or acting in a manner that is dictated by masses
or significances com:ained in the reaCtive mind. \X'hen dramatizing,
the individual is like an actOr playing his dictated pan and going
through a whole series of irrational actions.
dressing off: adjusting; serring right.
drive: to urge on, incite to action; to force to work.
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dry ice: cold solid material, usually in the form of blocks, that turn,
to gas when it absorbs heat. It is used to keep things very cold or
to produce an artificial fog effect.
dub: shan for dub-ill.
dub-in: a term used to charac[(::rize vision or recall which is imaginary.
The term comes from the motion-picture industry where "dub" is
to create and add sounds to a picture aftcr filming is complete. This
process results in a fabricated soundtrack that.reems to the audience
like it actually took place when filmed. But in fact, it was created

in the studio after filming was finished and was then "dubbed-in."
Hence, "dub-in" is something pur there that seems like it happened.
dynamically: in a manner that is active, energetic. effective, forcdul,
motivating. as opposed (Q static.
dynalnics: the dynamics are the urge to survive, expressed through a

spectrum, which is here given with eight divisions. (1) self, (2) sex,
the family, and the future generation, (3) the group, (4) Mankind,
(5) life, all organisms, (6) MEST, (7) theta, (8) the Supreme Being.
efficacious: producing or capable of producing the desired result;
having the intended result: effective.
efficacity: the capability, power or capacity [Q produce a desired
result or effecc; effeCtiveness.
electric shock: a reference to eleclrocolllwhil'c "lhcr({/~)I." a barbaric
procedure used by psychi:ucists, wherein an electric current is
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administered through elecuodes placed on the head. This scars the
brain and kills its (tUs. causing convulsions. II results in memory loss
and permanent physical damage, leaving the person an emotional
"cgelable.
Elizabeth: a city in northeastern New Jersey, USA. which was
the location of the fitst Hubbard Oianetic Research Foundation,

1950-1951.
emot iOIl: this word is redefined in Dianerics and is given an opposite
for comparison. "mis-emotion." Previously the word "cmotion"
was never satisfactorily defined. Now it is defined as an organism
manifestation of position on the Tone Scale which is rationally
appropriate to the present time environment and which truly
represents the present time position on me Tone Scale. Rational
affeCt.
empirical: based on observation and experiment rather than theory.
endocrine systenl: a system of glands rhat secrete hormones (chemical
substances) from certain organs and tissues in the body. These glands
and their hormones regulate rhe growth, devdopment and function
of certain tissues and coordinate many processes within rhe body.
endowed: equipped with a desirable quality, ability or characteristic.
endowlucnt: an attribute of the mind or body: a gift of narure.
cngraln: an encystment containing cotheta and cnMEST. A recording
(possibly cdlular) of a period of pain and unconsciousness (or anaten).
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Not available [Q the analytical mind as experience. The sole source
of aberrations and psychosomatic illnesses.
enMEST: MEST which has been enturhulated by enrhera or crushed
tOO hard intO thera and rendered less usable.
enthcta: theta which is enrurbulared with MEST (enMEST) in an
inharmonious combination. Irrational thought.
entity: being or existence, especially when considered as disrinG,
independent or self-contained.
enturbulcncc: the state or condition of turbulence, agitation or
disturbance.
enwrapped: wrapped, enfolded closely in a surrounding medium.
erased: recounted until it has vanished entirely.
erasure: the recounting of an engram until it has vanished.
erudite: knowledgeable; haviJlg or showing great knowledge gained
from study and reading.
estrogen: a hormone (chemical substance) that develops and mainrains
female characteristics in the body.
ethic level: rationality tOward the higheSt level of survival for the
individual, the future race, the group and Mankind, and the other
dynamics taken collectively. Ethics arc reason. The highest ethics
level would be long-term survival conceptS with minimal destruction,
along any of the dynamics.
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evaluated: considered or examined (something) in order to judge
its impOrtance, extent or condition.
evolulcd: un.folded or developed by a process of namral. consecutive
or logical growd1.
evolution: there arc fouf evolutionary tracks, evidently. Organism

evolution. through natural sekction, accidem and (evidence suggestS)
outright planning. MEST evolution. brought about through the
agency of life organisms. Theta evolution, a postulated process
of learning in theta as a whole or as entities. And present time
ladder-of-support evolution, in which less complicated organisms
suPPOrt morc complicated organisms.
evolutionary linc: the continuous series of organisms that has
changed over time, from earlier forms to present-day ones. See
a/sf} evolution.

expense of, al the: at the sacrifice of: to the detriment of.
extrapolate: (0 usc known facts as the starting point (rom which ro
draw conclusions about something unknown.
extroverted: having one's interest and attention ounvard or to lhings
outside oneself.
faculty: one of lhe powers of the mind.
faint dcad away: figuratively. to become compktdy unconscious.

fall into: to be tricked or deceived by.
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false four: the laughter and gaiery which the preclear exhibits when
he has thoroughly exhausted an incident of charge. There is nothing
really "false" about false four, except that it is often of very shan
duration.

federal: of or pertaining to the central government as disdncr from
its member units. Federal is a form of government in which a union
of states recognizes the ruling power of a central authority while
retaining certain powers of their own.
festooned: decorated with an ornamental chain of flowers. leaves,
or ribbons hanging in a loop or curve between twO points.

file clerk: a response mechanism which is instantaneous. One

could postulare thar the file clerk is a group of attemion unirs wirh
ready access to the reactive mind and to the standard memory
bank and which in common mental operation forwards dara
through "I" as memory.
finger on, put your: know or be able ro explain exactly what
something is.
First Book: reference to Oitmelkr: The l\!lodcr/l SciellCf ofIWeu/l/! /-Iea/lh.
writren by L. Ron Hubbard in 1950.
First Dynalnic: is the urge tOward ultimate sun'ival on the part of
the individual and for himself. It includes his immediate symbiotes
(any or all life or energy forms which arc mutually dependent for
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survival). the extension of culture for his own benefit, and name

immortality.
fish out of water: a person out of his Ot het proper or accustomed
environment.
five·pcrcenters: persons who seek to influence government agencies
at politicians on behalf of a friend or client (for the purpose of
obtaining government contracts for them), usually in return for 5
percent of the value of the deal.
flatly: blundy; plainly.
fluid: flowing or moving readily; not solid or rigid; nOt fi.xed, firm
or stable.
flukes: things that are surprising or unexpected that happen by
accident; chance happenings.
forecast: to estimate or imagine beforehand (the course of eventS
or future condition of things).

fortuitously: by accident or chance rather than by intention, plan

or deSign.
Foundation: a reference to the Hubbard Dianedcs Research
Foundation located in Elizabeth, New Jersey, USA (and later,

separately established in Los Angeles, California), which was formed
in June 1950 to funhcr Dianetics research and, mainly, to offer
training.
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4.0: the numerical designation for the level of enthusiasm on the Tone
Scale.
l'romm-Reichmann, Frieda: (1889-1957) German psychoanalyst
and psychiatrist who immigrated to the United Stares and wrote a
book, Prillci/1kr ofIli/emil'e PJycbotberct/!J'. in 1950.
Funk and Wagnalls: an American firm founded in 1891 which
specializes in the publication of dictionaries and encyclopedias.
gadget: a small device that performs or aids a simple task.
gag: joke; humorous remark, situation, action.
gahoojits: a made-up word for a mechanism.
Galilee: a region of ancient Palestine, now pan of northern Israel.
situated between the Jordan River and the Sea of Galilee. It was
the scene of Jesus Christ's work in the field of healing.
gamut: the entire scale or range of something.
get a kick on: get a thrill of pleasurable excitement.
giant-fern area: referring to a period of time on Earth (360 to 245
million years ago) where giant ferns and other vegetation were very
Widespread across northern and soUthern continental areas.
gilt: a thin layer of gold that has been applied to a surface.
gilnmicks: tricky or ingenious mechanisms or objects.
given: definitely stated; specified.
god's quantity, any: a large amount or abundance of something.
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golly, by: used to express surprise. amazement or for t:mphasis. B)'
go!!)' is a milder way of saying by Gor!
gradicllt scalc: me tOol of infinity-valued logic. It is a tenCt of Oianetics
that absolutes are unobtainable. Terms like good and bad, alive and
dead. right and wrong are used only in conjunccion with gradient
scales. On the scale of right and wrong. everything above zcro or
center would be more and more right, approaching an infinite
riglHness. and everything below zero or center would be more
and more wrong. approaching an infinite wrongness, The gradient
scale is a way of thinking about the Universe which approximates
the actual conditions of the Universe more closely than any Other
exiSting logical method.
grammar school: a school usualIy fat the first six to eight years of
a child's formal education.
group: collapse the time track and bring many incidents together.
Group Dianctics: that branch of Dianetics which embraces the
field of group activity and organization to establish dlC optimum
(best or most favorable) conditions and proccsses of leadership and
intergroup relations.
grouper: collapses time track, brings many incidentS tOgether. (I have
no time. pur them all tOgether, it's all up to 111t: all the time. I have
to do everything around here, you're all alike, I'll get even with
yOll. solidarity forever!)
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habit: a stimulus-response mechanism similar to the training pattern
but set up by the reactive mind OUt of the coment of engrams. It

cannot be changed at will by the analytical mind.
handy, jim-dandy: of superior quality; excellent.
hangdog: having a somewhat dejected appearance.
haplessly: in a manner that is marked by the absense of good luck.
hard knocks: hardships, sufferings or misfortunes. Hard means harsh
or cruel, difficult to endure or bear. A kllock is a sharp, heavy blow
or stroke, as with a fist, hammer, etc. The expression refers to the
practical experience of life, including hardship and disappointment,
and considered as a means of education or insuuction as in learning
from onc's mistakes.
harnlonic: used ro describe a frequency (number of vibrations per

second) which is a multiple of a "fundamental" frequency. If one
stretches a string or rubber band, and strikes it, a tone or note
is produced. One can measure the number of times per second
that string is vibrating. Another string, vibrating at cenain, but
different, multiples of that vibration rate will sound pleasing. This
is calculated out mathematically such as 1, 1/2, 1/3,1/4, etc. Such
can be seen with strings in a piano. each one different in length and
vibrating at different rates per second. By striking tWO or morc at
a time. simultaneouslv. one can hear which nOtes are harmonious
(pleasing), when played tOgether, and which are disharmonious
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(harsh or not pleasing). Thus, by extension, something which repeatS
characterisdcs at a higher or lower point on a scale will be harmonic
and seem to be similar and agreeable.

harmonious: agreeing or being in accordance with: consistent. A
combination of pans in accord with each other, so as to produce

a pleasing effect. The word comes from the field of musie where
a combination of tones played tOgether sound pleasing.
hal, picking it onl of a: bringing forth as if through the use of magic;
thinking up. The expression comes from the magician's uick of
spontancously producing unexpected objectS (especially live rabbitS)
from an cmpty hat
Hearst, William Randolph: (1863-1951) controversial American
publisher who established and built up the largestehain of newspapers
in the United States. His papers were noted for journalism that
gains or holds the interest of readers by printing or headlining
nc.:W5 scories that arc sensational, scandalous or ordinary news that
is sensationally dislOrted.

heavens on earth: an exclamation used to show surprise. etc.
heck of a: used to indicate that something is particularly large. intense
or impressive.
heck of a note: a variation of helloftll/ole. meaning something surprising
or amazing.

hell of a note: something surprising or amazing.
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hell with, to: used to express dismissal. rejection, contempt,
disappointment or the like.
hewing to the line: obeying someone or doing something according
to me rules or instructions.
highball: at full or high speed.
holder: holds preclear at a point on the track. (Stay here, don't leave
me, hold on to this, doo't let go. keep quiet, rake this it'll make you
feci better.)
hold up: maintain; keep from falling, suppan, suswin.
hold with: persist or continue with.
hOlllCly: something that is familiar or commonly seen or known.
hillnanitics, the: the branches of learning concerned with human
thought and relations, as distinguished from cllC sciences: especially
literature, philosophy, histOry, etc.
hUlnan thought: a process of perceiving and stOring data, computing
conclusions, posing and resolving problems. The purpose of this
is survival along all of the dynamics.
hung up: stUck or held so as to be halted or suspended in one's
progress.
hypnotic trance: a state, as induced by hypnosis, in which somebody is
dazed or stunned or in some other way unaware of the: environment
and unable to respond.
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hypochondria: an excessive anxiety over one's health, often with
imaginary illnesses.
"I": the awareness of awareness center. Organisms are aware of
their environment. Higher organisms arc aware, also. of this very
awareness. The "I" of the human being may be said to be the ceOter
or monitor of this awareness of awareness.
imbued: permeated, pervaded or inspired with opinions, feelings,
habits, etc.
immixed: mixed in (with something else); to mLx intimately. mLx up.
impinged: caused to have an effecl Ot impact.
imponderable: something that cannor be precisely determined or
evaluated.
in: within something; enclosed. surrounded or covered.
inaccessible: nOt desiring ro be raised on the Tone Scale by processing.
A case is considered accessible when it wiJl work willingly with the
auditOr, no matter how occluded the case may be.
Indian: Native American.
indicted: formally charged with having cOffimiucd a crime.
inherently: existing in something as a permanent. essential or
charaCteristic feature or quality.
insulin shock: a form of psychiatric shock treatment introduced
in the 1930s. The so-called treatment consists of injecting a series
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of shots of an excessive amount of insulin intO the body, thereby
inducing convulsions ancl a coma.
intangible: without material qualities, and so nOt able to be
tOuched.
intensive psychiatric practitioners: a reference to the book
PrilJcipleso//!lft'llfi/;e PSJ'c!Jot!Jt:rtl/D\ written by Frieda Fromm-Reichmann
in 1950. SeeaLro Frolnm·Reichmanu, Frieda.
intents and purposes, to all: for all practical putposes; ptactically
speaking.
intonation: the tising or falling pitch of the voice when somebody
says a word Ot syllable, or the rising and falling pattern of speech
generally.
inundated: overwhelmed with a great amount of something.
invalidated: criticized, discredited or deStroyed the validity of. It's
the statement: "You and your conclusions are wrong."
invariably: unchangingly, constantly; without exception, in every
case alike.
iota: the least or a very small quantity.
jacks: any of various portable devices for increasing or raising
something. Used figuratively.
Jeans, James: (1877-1946) British mathematician, physicist and
astronomer, best known for his successfuJ application of mathematics
to problems in physics and astronomy, for his work in cosmology
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(study of the origin and struCture of the universe), and for his
research on the kinetics and radiation of gases.

jukeboxes: coin-operated machines that autOmatically play selected
records or compact discs.
Kansas: a scare in the western pan of the central US. OJ) is the second

moSt valuable product of the Kansas mining industry.
Kansas City: a city in northeast Kansas, USA.
Keokuk: a small city located on the Mississippi River in southeast
Iowa, in the L\IidweStem United States. The term Keokuk is often
used to refer to any small, our-of-rhc>way location.
keyed-out: literally, a key is a small manual device for opening,
closing or switching electronic contacts. Keyed-out is used here to
describe engrams being deactivated and going OUt of circuit.
key·in: liter~dly. a k,'J' is a small manual device for opening, closing
or switching elcce[onic contacts. Ke.J'·in is used here to describe a
dormant engram that has activated and is now thrown intO circuit.
kidney stones: small hard masses that form in the kidncy, consis<ing
mainly of minerals.
knocked off, (onc's) bead: hit hard in the head.
Korean War: (1950-1953) the wat between North Korea, aided by
Communist China, and South Korea, aided by the United States
and other United Nations countries.
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laid into: attacked forcibly (with blows, etc., or with words); beat
(repearedly). Used figuratively.
land mine: an explosive charge concealed JUSt under the surface of
the ground or of a roadway, designed to be detOnated by pressure,
proximity of a vehicle or person, etc.

last rose of summer, the: alone and unhappy. From the famous
poem "The Last Rose of Summer," wrinen by [rish pocr Thomas
Moore (1779-1852). The poem includes these lines:
"Tis the 111ft rose oj.rllll/Iller.
Left bloomil/g alol/i!:
/UI her lorciJ! cOIJI/JllJlionJ
Are/t/{kd (Iud gfJl/l'.
No f/o,,~r 0//xl' hl/dra!'
No tOJeblld is nigh.

To refll'{/ back her blwhes.
Orgire .righ/or sigh. ..
laterally: at the side; havi.ng a posicion that is different bur equivalent
or roughly equivalent in status.

level best: one's very best; the utmost one can possibly do.
lichen: an organism mat consiscs of certain algae and funguses living
as a Single unit and usually forming a crustlikc or branching growth
on rocks or trec trunks.
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life energy: a vital impulse or life force. at which we arc aware
intuirively: a crearive principle found in all living beings.
life force: same as life energy. A vital impulse. of which we arc aware
intuitively; a creative principle found in all living beings.
life of the party, the: ro be rhe person who brings fun and excitement

to a social graup or occasion.
light, out like a: having lost consciousness, or gone co sleep at oncc.
locks: analytical incidents of greater or lesser enturbulence of theta
which approximate the perceptics of an engram or chain of engrams

and rherdore become trapped due ro the physical pain recorded
in the engram and remain as an encystment of enthera.
Lock Scan: ro audir wirh Lock Scanning.
Lock Scanning: an auditing procedure where the auditOr startS the
preclear at the first time a parcicular type of incident occurred. and
jusr brings him forward up rhrough the locks.
louse lItl: to make someone or something worse rather than better;
to spoil.
loused up: messed up, destroyed or ruined.
luang)': figuratively, having many worn-oue or bare SpOts.
lnaniac: a raving or violently insane person; lunatic.
lnanic: a person characterized by mania, abnormal excitability,
exaggerared feelings of well-being, etc.
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manic engram: in a manic (highly complimentary pro-survival
engram), the person's life force is channeling straight through
the engram and his behavior, no matter how enthusiastic or
euphoric, is actually very aberrated.
manifest: display (a quality, condition, etc.) by aCtions or behavior;
give evidence of possessing, reveal the presence of.
Inanifestation: ont of the forms in which someone or something
is revealed.

Manning's Coffee Shop: a well-known coffee shop at the time that
began in Washington Stare and grew to a chain of Sixty-five locations
along the western coast of the United States.
tllcchallical: from the word mechanics which means the proceduraJ or

operating details (of something). When applied

to

theories, "",brllliral

means explaining phenomena by the assumption of mechanical
action; the explanation of how something works.

mechanics: the procedural or operational details (of something).
mechanislu: process or technique for achieving a result; any system
or means for doing something.
megaphone: a cone-shaped device for magnifying or directing the
voicc, chiefly used in addressing a large audience out-of-doors or
in calling to someone at a distance.

Mendeleev: Dmitri lvanovich Mendeleev (1834-1907). Russian
chemist. He developed the periodic law of the propcrties of the
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chemical clements. The law states that elements show a l)(lriodici~)I

(regular parrern) of properties when they arc arranged according
atomic weight. His chart, called the periodic table, was published
in 1869.
MI,ST: Marrer, Energy, Space and Time. The physical universe.
MEST universe: the physical universe. From the initial letters of
Matter. Energy. Space and Time, which arc the component pans
to

of the physical universe.

Metropolitan Opera Conlpany: the foremost opera company in
the United States, founded in 1883 in New York City./HetrojJolilfll/
means of or rdating to a large or major city and sometimes its
surrounding areas.

InilcstollC: a significant or imponant event or stage in the life. progress,
development or the like of a person, subject. -Mankind, etc. A lIlikrtolle
is a sWlle or pillar sel up [Q show the distance in miles (0 or from

a specific place.
Inission: a duty or function imposed on or assumed
thing.

by a person or

tllodus operandi: a Latin «::rl11 meaning mode of operation; way
of doing or accomplishing something; procedure.
Inonocclt: an organism composed of a single cell.
Inooth in and ll10nth out: a variation of d(~lli1l. dfl)'OIl/. every day
without exception and all day long.
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lllucking: of or like Jllllck.. a moist, sticky, slimy mLXtllfC of decomposing
matter.
1\lyers Incorporated: a made-up name for a company.
myth: a srory. belief or notion commonly held to be true but without
factual basis.
nail do,,'n: become fLxed to a certain place or in a certain position.
nailed down: settled or established clearly ancl unmistakably.
j\ralional Jllielligencer: an American political newspaper founded
in 1800 and published in WashingtOn, DC. (llIfeiligellcer means a
person or thing that gives news or intelligence, and was formerly
often used to mcal) "a newspaper.") The NfllimwllJlklligclJcercDvCfcd
congressional actions and debates and primed government notices,
proclamations and advertisements. The paper was highly influential
during the first half of the 1800s; however, by the late 1800s it was
no longer in circulation.
natural selection: the process by which forms of life having traits
that better enable them to adapt to specific environmental pressures,
such as prcdam[s, changes in climate. competition for food or mates,
will [end to survive and reproduce in greater numbers than others
of their kind. This ensures the perpetuation of those favorable traitS
in sllcceeding generations.
Nebuchadnczzar, a reference to Nebuchadnezzar IL(?-562 B.G.),
a king of Babylonia and conqueror of Jerusalem in 586 B.G. StOries
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of N ebuchadnezzar are found in the Bible, including one that tells
of his spells of madness where he would imagine himself to be an
ox and would go out in the field and eat grass.
Neocene: of a geological time period beginning about 31 million
years ago and lasting approximately 29 million years. Toward its
beginning, primitive rypes of elephant were in North America and

apes appeared in Asia and Africa.
nervous wreck: onc who is worried or afraid and easily upset.
neurotic: affected by JleitroJiJ. an emotional state containing conflicts

and emotional data inhibiting the abilities or welfare of rhe individual.
A neurotic individual is mainly harmful to himself by reason of his
aberrations, but nOt to the point of suicide. This tcrrn can also be
used as a noun to refer to a neurotic person.
null: cancel, make void.
nullification: the aCt of depriving someone of value or effectiveness.
nullify: cancel out, make ineffective.

Nylon area: a made-up term for a geological period.
oblige: do something that someone has asked for; do a favor or service

for.
occluded case: a case that has a hidden area or incident on the time
track. The exiStence of a curtain between ," I" and some datum in
the standard memory banks. Occlusions arc caused by entheta.
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occlusion: a hidden area or incident on the time crack, The existence
of a curtain between "1" and some damlll in the standard memory
banks. Occlusions arc caused by emheta.
odds: chances of probability in favor of something being the case.
off base: unawares, unprepared, by surprise or off one's guard. This
phrase comes from the game of baseball where if a player is caught
nOt on or tOuching a base, he can be pUt OUt of play. When a player
is on or touching a base he is "safe" and cannOt be pUt OUt of play.
Thus to be «(flight Ollb(fse means by surprise or off one's guard.
old wives' tale: a foolish StOry such as is told by talkative old women.
1.0: the numerical designation for the level of fear on the Tone Scale.
1.1: 1. the numerical value assigned to the emotional state on the
Tone Scale of covert hostility. Some of the characteristics of such a
person afC ingenious perversions of truth and artful covering of
lying.
2. 3 person displaying the characteristics of 1.1 on the Tone
Scale.
1.5: the tone level of anger on the Tone Scale. At 1.5, the individual
is mainly concerned with the dcsIflIcrion of opposing realities,

wrecking or changing them, knocking apart the realities of other

people.
operation: process. or manner of functioning or operadng.
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order: a body or society of persons living by com.mon consent under
me same moral, or social regulations and discipline.
order of, on the: resembling to some extent: like.
organic: relating to or affecting organs or an organ oi the body.
organislu: any individual animal or plant having diverse organs and
pans mat function rogether as a whole ro maintain life and irs
activities.
ornery: bad-tempered and ready or eager to fight or argue.
ostensibly: wall olltward appearances.
out like a light: having lost consciousness, or gone to sleep at oncc.
pain: the alarm reaction to theta which has been crushed tOO severely
intO l\·IEST. The penalty of non-survival activity.
painted up: depicted in words; set forth as in a picture: presented
vividly to the mind's eye, called up a picrure of.
parity: the state or condition of being equal, or on a level: equality.
party, the life of the: [Q be the person who brings fun and excitement
to a social group or occasion.
patents: exclusive rights officially granted by a government to an
inventor to produce. usc or sell an invention.
palter: the words or language peculiar to a group or class. In Dianctics.
me special words and phraseology used by the auditor to guide or
ditect the preclear.
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patty-cake processing: of or pertaining to auditing that ignores
secondary engrams and circuitry and merely permits the preclear
to run anything Ollt of the case which he can get his hands on and
run it out of valence or any way, without even being pushed into it.
peeved: irritated. exasperated, annoyed.
pelvic: located in or near the pelvis (the Strong basin-shaped bone
near the bottom of the spine formed by me hip bones on the front
and sides, and a triangular bone on the back).
perceptics: specialized dara from me standard memory or reactive
banks which represent and reproduce the sense messages of a
moment in the past. The sense messages of present rime, also.
(Formerly, the word jJercc/Jls was used to mean the sense messages
of present time. but usage has dropped this distinction.)
periodic chart: a table illUStrating the periodic system, in which the
chemical elements. formerly arranged in the order of their atomic
weights and now according to their ~Homic numbers, arc shown in
related groups.
philosophers: those who study philosophy.
physiological: of or concerning the organic processes or functions
in an organism or any of its parts.
picked off: detached and taken (anything) from the place which
contains it; to pluck, gather.
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picking it ont of a hat: bringing forth as if through the use of magic;
thinking Lip. The expression comes from the magician's trick of
spontaneously producing unexpected objects (especially live rabbi(5)
from an empty hat.
pin: to fix by proof or strong presumption.
pink pills: a reference to one of many medicines used during the
nineteenth century and continuing on into the 19505, which did
nor require a prescription and which were sold in storc:s. by sales
represcntmivcs or through the mail. These medicines promised to
CUfe a wide variety of ailments.

pinpointing: loc:1ting or describing exactly or precisely.
Pliocene: of a geological rime period beginning about 13 million
years ago and lasting about 11 million years. I[ is the last major
geological rime period prior to the appearance of humans.
plotting: planning or devising (something to be carried Ollt or
accomplished).
plUlllC: something that resembles a feather. as in shape. appearance
or the like.:.
pocketbook: a woman's handbag or other COntainer for bank nOtCS
or coins.
point of no return: the time or stage in a proccss beyond which it
becomes impossible to Stop or discontinue it.
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polarity: that quality or condition in a physical body or system that
manifests opposite or contrasting properties, as in a magnet where
one cnd is positive and the other negative. I-fence, in a generalized
sense, the condition of having opposite properties or powers from
something else.
Political Dianctics: a branch of Oianerics which embraces the field of
group activity and organization to establish the optimum conditions
and processes of leadership and intergroup relations.
Pollyanuish: of or haVing to do with someone or something that is
excessively optimistic or cheerful. The word Po/6!(,lIl1lrl itself comes
from the principal character in the book POlfytflllltl by American
author Eleanor Pofter (1868-1920). Written in 1913, il is the srory
about an orphan girl of boundless enthusiasm who finds cause for
happiness in even the most disastrous situations.
ponderolls: of grave importance, seriousness, weightiness (used
figuratively).
positive: clearly expressed; causing no question; definite, precise.
positive suggeslion: in hypnosis, a suggestion or command which
is given to J hypnotized subject who then obeys it unknowingly.
Also, any phrase or command in the mind aCting like one given to
a hypnotized person.
postulate: assume (something) to be true, real or necessary. especially
as a basis for reasoning.
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power: the multiplying of a number or quantity into itself a specified
number of times. The first power of a number or quantity is the

number itself; the second power is the number multiplied by itself,
etc. For example 2 to a power of 4 is: 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 - 16 or 2 x 2
~ 4 x 2 = 8 x 2 ~ 16 or 2 4
power(s): a mental or physical ability or aptitude.
preclear: an individual entered intO and undergoing Dianetic therapy.

prefrontal lobotomy: a psychiauic operation carried OUt by boring
holes intO the skull, entering the brain and severing the nerve
pathways in the two frontal lobes, resulting in the patient becoming
an emotional vegetable. The prefrolltalloberare lobes situated at the
front or forepart of the brain. A lobe is a roundish projection or
subdivision of an organ of the body.
prenatal: occurring. existing or raking place before birth.
preponderance: great amount; majority.

present tilne: the point on anyone's time track where his physical

body (if alive) may be found. "Now." The intersection of the

MEST

lime track with the (postulated) theta time track.
pressing: pushing, driving. thrusting; move something in a direction
by pressure.

processed: having Diancric procedures applied
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processes: exact series of directions or sequcnces of action applied
by a Dianetics practitioner to help a person find Qut mocc ahout
himself and his life al1d to improve his condition.
processing: same as auditing, applying Dianetics techniques (called
processes). Processes arc directly concerned with increasing the
ability of the individual to survive, with increasing his sanity or
ability to reason, his physical ability and his general enjoyment of life.
professional auditor: a Dianctic auditOr certified by the Foundation.
who has been trained at the Foundation.
pronliscuity: behavior characterized by casual and indiscriminate
sexual relarions with a number of partners.
proofed: made resistant or not capable of being affected.
propitiation: the action of making someone favorably inclined
or preventing someone from being angry or impatient by doing
something to please them.
proximity: fact, condition or position of being near or close by.
psychiatry: a system of mental merapy haYing co do with the insane
developed chiefly by a Russian veterinarian named Ivan Pctrovich
Pavlov (1849-1936).
psycho: shOrt for psychotic. See psychotics.
psychoanalyst: onc who practices psychoanalysis.
psychology: modern psychology, developed in 1879 by German
professor Wundr (1832-1920), Leipzig Ul1iversity in Germal1y
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who conceived that {vian was an animal without a soul and based

all of his work on the principle that there was no "psyche" (a Greek
word meaning spirit). Psychology, the study of the spirit (or mind)
then came into the peculiar position of being "a study of the spirit
which denied the spirit."
psychometrist: one who delivers psychometry. Jl-eO/SO psychometry.
psychometry: testing of individuals to find out their intelligence,
aptitude. various personality traits.

psychopathology: the study of the causes and development of
psychiatric disorders.

psychosomatic: having

to

do with psychosomatic illness. Psycho

refers to mind and JOllltltk refers ro body: the term psYChosolllilfic means

the mind making the body ill or illnesses which have been created
physically within the body by derangement of the mind.
psychotherapy: from the Greek meaning literally "soul," "mind"
and "medical treatment." HistOrically it has involved the brutal

trcatment of the insane by psychiatrists'and the usc of electric shock,
drugs and other inhuman practices.
psychotic break: a mental collapse or breakdown whereby a person
is severely disoriented and/or introverted and likely to display
violent outbursts of action or emotion.

psychotics: persons who arc no longer able
in the environment.
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punishment-drive: the psychological practice of inflicting pain,
deprivation or other unpleasant consequences on an individual
to make him or her avoid what is considered by the practitioner
undesirable aedoo or behavior.
qui vivc, on the: alert and vigilant.
quick buck: money gotten quickly or easily; a quickly earned dollar.
The word bllck is an American term for dollar and probably comes
from buckskin (deerskin) which was used by frontiersmen and
Indians in the 1800s as a unitof exchange in dealing with merchants.
races, off to the: a phrase used to mean up and running, making
a good start, progressing well and energetically. This alludes to a
race, such as a horse race, where the horses bolt out of the starting
gate to get a head start on the other competitors.
racial: concerning all Mankind; the human race.
radical: extreme, especially as regards change from accepted or
traditional forms.
rag: a person of exhausted or shabby appearance.
reactive Inind: that portion of the mind which files and retains
physical pain and mis-emotion and seeks to direct the organism
solely on a stimulus-response basis. It thinks only in identities.
reality: reality of the past ("1'''s reception of the past agrees with the
recorded data, and "I" agrees that it does). Reality of the present
(''1'''s reception of the present agrees with the data impinging upon
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the organism from the environment. and Hi" agrees that it does).
Reality of the futute (HI"'s concept of the future agrees with past
and present data. and "]" agrees that it does). Reality between twO
people (they agree on something). Reality in a group (the majority
in agreement). Physical. "actual" reality-the only kind considered
by many people-is merely agreement between MEST conditions or
life conditions and some person's perceptions of those conditions.

If these do not agree. we say that he does not know the realiry (ours.
that is, for we have only our own perceptions by which to judge
the MEST conditions). There are emotions on the reality scale. One

of them is shame.
reduce: have all the aberrative material removed from an incident

as far as possible

to

make the case progress.

reduced: had the abcrrative material removed from an incident as
far as possible to make the case progress.

reductio luI abSllr,lll1ll: to continue a proposition up to a point
where it is absurd. Ants have legs. people who have legs have feet.
therefore ants have feet. People who have legs have feet wear shoes.
Therefore ants wear shoes. Rer!lfetio fir! "bf/lrr//lII/.

reduction: the action of taking all the charge or pain our of an
incident. To reduce means. technically. ro render free of aberrati"e

material as far as possible ro make the case progress.
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reevaluate: to evaluate again; a second or further evaluation. .5£'e
evaluated.
rejuvenation: restoring the appearance, powers or feelings of youth
to; making as if young again; tenew; refresh.
release: :m individual who has reached a point where he no longer
has psychosomatic illnesses, where he has good stability and where
he can enjoy life.
repel: to drive or force back.
resonance: the state or quality of vibrating or echoing.

resonant: vibrating or echoing.
restimulated: having some past incident reactivated through an
approximation of its content perceived in the environment of the
individual.
rcstimulation: the perceptics of an engram arc approximated by
those of the prescnt time environment.
retarded: nOt fully developed.
roads departnlcnt repair ditch: a long narrow excavation (ditch)
on or at the side of a road made for or while doing a repair. A rot/dr
is a section of a ciry or county government that is overall

dejJtlrllll£'1ll

responsible for the condition of the tOads (repair or lack thereof)
in that area.
rolling: proceeding forward and usually gaining in momentum,
intensity, or effectiveness.
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roseate: optimistic or idealistic, especially to an absurd degree; rose-colored.
rosy.
rotund: (icefally, round. AJso refers to an individual with a greater
body weight than is advisable; plump; rounded.
rub it in: (informed) to emphasize or reiterate something unpleasanc.
run out: in Dianctics. run our means ro exhaust the negative influence
of something; to crase.
running out: exhausting the negative influence of something; erasing.

sadistic: gaining sexual pleasure through causing pain or degradation
to others or any enjoyment in being cruel.
sassy: rude or disrespectful; marked by contemptuous or cocky
boldness. Used figuratively.
savvy: 100 youl understand: get the idea)
schools: people associated by common theories or beliefs.
script: a kind of rypc devised to imitate the appearaoCt: of cursive
handwriting.
Seattle: a major city and seapon in west central \X!ashingron state,
in the United Stares.
secondary: a lock of such magnitude that h muSt be run as an engram
in processing. A lock with great magnimde of en mew.
seesaw: to move up and down, or backwards and forwards. ASf:eSfl/l' is
a board or piece of timber balanced so thar the ends move alternately
lip and down when a child sits at eadl end. Used figuratively.
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semantic: of, pertaining ro the meanings of wotds and other symbols.
session: a period of time during which processing occurs.
setup: a prearranged situation or circumstance, usually created to
fool or trap someone; trick; scheme.

sharp: clearly defined; distinCt.
sheet lightning: lightning in a sheet·like form due to refleCtion by
the clouds.
shooting ducks: easy or simple; nor difficult.
shortcomings: faiJures or deficiencies in conduct, condition, thought,
ability, etc.
shot to the devil: destroyed.
shots: attempts or tries at something.
shrouded: concealed, veiled.
shucks: an expression used for emphasis.
shut-offs: engramic remarks and emotional situations which deny
the preclear his recall.
Sinatra, Frank: (1915-1998) popular American singer and acror.
skip it: drop the subjeCt, ignore the mancr.
skull in, break his: figuratively, to injw"c someone badly by hitting
him in the head.
slug: 1. hard, steady work.
2. ro do hard. steady work.
snow under: to submerge, overwhelm, overpower, etc.
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to

sOlnatic: the word SOllltllic is used in Dianetics denote physical pain
or discomfOrt of any kind. it can mean actual pain, sud1 as that caused
by a CUt or a blow; or it can mean discomfort, as from heat or cold;
it can mean itching-in short, anything phYSically uncomfortable.
I t is a non·survival physical State of being.
sonic: the recall of something heard, so that it is heard again in the
mind in full tone and strength.
spin(s): go intO a State of mental confusion.
spontaneously: by natural action; without apparent or obvious
external cause or influence.
spun in: in a state of mental confusion.
square up: a coined variation of Sqllt'll"efl1l'il)'. meaning pUt in proper
order for usc or action; son OUt, straighten up. organize or make
ready.
staff of life: litetally, bread. Used here to mean the basic sustaining
food for a life-form.
static: fixed; unmoving.
stepped 11 p: increased the amount, speed or intensity of something.
stocks: an instrument of punishment consisting of an adjustable
wooden StrUCture with holes for securing a person's feet and hands.
in which criminals were locked and exposed to public ridicule or
assault.
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Straightwire: a process that utilizes ARC ro pur one intO berter
communication with his mind and the world. It is so called because
the::: preclear is being dirccrcd, much like a telephone wire, directly to
a memory in the pasl. Commun.ication is opened between the past
and the present. The person undergoing processing is in present
time and in contaCt with present time and he is asked questions
which restOre to him certain memories.
supcr-: above or beyond, more or higher than, above the range,

capacity, scope, etc., as in J"lfjJer1l1oml. being moral
or beyond the norm.

011

a level above

supersonic: produced by, capablc of rcaching, or relating to a speed
that is faster than the speed at which sound travels through the air.
5upcrson ics: the science or study of supersonic (faster than sound)
motion or phenomena.
suppression: a harmJul imcmion or action against which one Gi1U10t
fight back.
swanlp: ovcrcomc or overwhelm, especially overwhelm \vith an cxcess
of someth i.ng.
sweep out: to rid of whatever is impure or cxtraneous.
symbolic logic: thc branch of formal logic that Studies clle meaning and
relationships of 5talcmenrs through precisc mathematicalmclhods
and a standardized system of symbols.
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sylnpathctic vibration: a vibration produced in something as the
direCt result of similar vibrations in something dse.
tactile: the recall of touch perceptics.
take down: to write down so as to use or preserve (what is said); to
take a written report or notes of.
take the wind out of (one's) sails: to deprive of one's means of
progress, put a check upon the action of, pUt at a disadvantage.
tantamount: the same as or equivalent to a particular thing in effect,
outcome or value.
Technocracy: a rheory and movement from the early 1930s that
advocated con trol of industrial resources, rdorm of financial
institutions and reorganization of the social system, based on the
findings of technologisrs (specialists in technology) and engineers.
It was based on the belief that the advent of science and technology
had made the traditional economic system obsolete.
tenement: a run-down and often overcrowded apartment house.
tensor calculus: an advanced form of mathematics that deals with
calculations. laws and relationships involving tensors. TCll.rors arc
quantities that arc made up of several componclUs that represent
such things as the stress or suain placed on a body by external forces;
for example, the strain in a piece of wire that is being stretched.
C,dCllliIJ is an advanced form of mathematics dealing with things in
a state of change. such as the rate of growth of an individual, the
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acceleration and deceleration of a bullet and the area of curved

figures. as opposed to the steady speed of a moving object at the
measurement of a regular shaped object. such as a square.
theoretically: in a way that is based on or related to theory or theories.
proposed explanations whose starus is not fully proven as faeL

theta universe: thought matter (ideas), thought energy, thought
space, and thought time, combining in an independent universe
analogous to the material universe. One of the purposes of thera

is postulated as the conquest, change and ordering of MEST.
theta: (El) thought. pOtemially independent of a material vesscl or
medium. Life Force. £/(lIIl'iIO/.
Third Dynalnic: is the urge of the individual tOward ultimate survival

for the group. It includes the symbiotes (any or alllifc or energy
forms which ate mutually dependem fat survival) of the group and
the extension of its culture.
3.0: the llumcrical designation for the level of conservatism on lhe

Tone Scak.
3.5: the numcric:lI designation for strong interest on the Tont: Scale.
tiff: a slight outburst or fit of temper.
tittle track: a representation of the fact that a person exists during a
period of MEST time. The present·life time track begins at the: firSt
moment of recording and ends at present" time, or at death, and if
includes all consecutive moments of "now" and the perceptics of
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those moments. The theta body evidently has a t-,·lEST time track of
its own.

Tone Scale: a scale of emotional ranes which shows the levels of
human behavior. These mnes. ranged from the highest [Q the loweSt,
are, in pan, enthusiasm. (anSen'3ri5m, boredom, amagonism. anger,

covert hostility, feat, grief and apathy.
top-heavy: having the upper pan so heavy as to overbalance the
lower: hence, unstable and inclined to fall over.
topology: a kind of geometry dealing with how surfaces can be
stretched, twisted or bent from one shape into another.
2.0: the numerical designation for the level of antagonism on the
Tone Scale. From 0.0 (body death) to 2.0 is the band of operation
of the reactive mind. From 2.0 to 4.0 (enthusiasm) is the band of
operation of the analytical mind.

2.5: the numerical designation for the level of borcdoll1 on {"he Tone

Scale.
tractable: easily m:maged, taught

or controlled.

training pattern: a stimulus-response mechanism set up by the

analytical mind 10 carry out activity of eithcr a rOUlinc or an
emergency naturc. Thc training pattern may be said to be held in
the somatic mind. bur it can be changed at will by the analytical
mind.
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transorbitalleukotolny: a psychiatric operation in which an ice
pick is forced through the back of the eye sockets, piercing the thin
bone that separates the eye sockets from the fromallobes. The pick's
point is then inserted into the frontal lobes and the nerve fibers
connecting these to the reSt of the brain are severed. resulting in
rhe patient becoming an emotional vegetable.
tricks of practice: special skills or expert knowledge associated with
any trade or profession; ingenious devices or expedients llsed in
performing a task or activity. Variation of "tricks of the r[;Ide."
trifle: to some small degree.
two-Ininutc psycholuetry: a test done on a preclear to determine
their tOne level. One starts talking to the preclear at the highest
possible tOne level, creatively and constructively, and then gradually
drops the tone of one's conversation down to the point where it
achieves response from the preclear. An individual best responds
ro his own rane band: and an individual can be lifted only about
half a point on the Tone Scale by conversation. One sho~dd nOt
carry any particular band of conversation tOO long, nOt more than
a sentcncc or two. PIj'chomelly is the testing of individuals to find
OUt thdr intelligence, aptitude and various personality traits.
United States Public Health Service Gerontological Society: a
reference to the GerontOlogical Society of America, which consists
of physicians, nurses and other professionals who arc intcrcst<.:d
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in improving the well-being of elderly people. Geronl%gy is the
sdentifie study of old age as well as the aging process and problems
associated \Vi th aged people.
unlnanned: lessened or weakened the force or effectiveness of
something.
unoptinlistic: not taking a favorable view of events or conditions
and not expecting the

mOSt

favorable outcome.

uphill: against resistance or in spite of difficulty.
up the line: at a high position or state, referring specifically to the
Tone Scale.
valiantly: in a manner that is boldly courageous; brave.
validate: suPPOrt, approve or accept someone or something.
variable: having a tendency to change; changeable.
veneer: an aruacrive appearance that covers or disguises someone or
something's true nature or feelings. From a thin decorative covering
of fine wood applied to a coarser wood or other material.
vie,vpoint: a point of view; mental position or attitude from which
subjects or quc;stions are considered.
virus: any of a group of disease-producing agentS thar arc usually
roo small (Q sec under an ordinary microscope and arc dependent
upon living tissue for their reproduction and growth.
visio: the recall of something seen, so that it is seen again in the mind
in full color, scale, dimension. brightness and detail.
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volition: the aCt of using the wi.ll; exercise of the will as in deciding
what ro do.
Washington, DC: the capital of the United States of America. The
location of a branch office of the Hubbard Ojanetic Research
Foundation, formed in 1950.
\vavelength: a wavelength is a charancristic of motion..Many motions
are ton random, tOO chaotic to have orderly wavelengths. An orderly
wavelength is a flow of motion. It has a regular, repeated distance
between its crests. Take a rope or a garden hose and give it a flip.
You will see a wave travel along it. Energy, whether electrical, light
or sound, has some such pattern.
,veil-adjusted: emotionally healthy and able ro deal well with the
problems of life.
'wherefores: causes or reasons.
whopping: extremely; exceedingly.
wide open: a reference to a case in which a tremendously heavily
charged track brings rhe individual inca a psychotic Ic::vcl. The
inability of rhe mind lO occludc and cncyst charge gives us the
strangc picture:: of an individual who can move on the rrack and
who can run through engrams and who has sonic and visio bur who
is psychotic.
wild variables: Iitcrally, quantities or numbers which throughout
a mathcmatical calcul:uion or investigation <Ire unsrcadily or
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uncontrollably varying, making accurate: conclusions or answers

impossible. IVile/here means lacking in restraint or control; unsteady.
Variable is something changeable. especially in the malhematical
sense; some quantity that varies, which must be taken into account
in a situation. Used figuratively.

wince: to make an expression of pain with the: face because of seeing
or thinking of something unpleasant or embarrassing.

\vind out of (one's) sails. take the: to deprive of one's means of
progress. put a check upon the aClion of, pUt at a disadvanrage.
with cOluplctc authority: in the manner of one who possesses
adequate knowledge of a subject, and whose opinions or statements
may be rdied on: a tOtal expert.

work: something that has been produced or accomplished Ihrough
the effon. activity or agency of a person or thing.

World War II: (1939-1945) conflict involving every major power
in the world. On one side were the Allies (chiefly Grear Britain.
the US and the Soviet Union) and on the other side A.xis powers

(Germany, Japan and Italy). The conflict resulred (rom the rise of
miliwristic regimes in Germany.Japan and Italy after \\lorld \'(Iar 1.
It ended wilh the surrender of Germany on May 8,1945, and of
Japan on Augusl 14, 1945.
yellow journalisln: the unrestrained use of shocking and sensationalized news in newspaper publishing to attract readers and
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increase circulation. The term was coined in the 18905 to describe the
tactics employed in a heated competition between two newspapers,
the Ilv"rld (owned by Joseph Pulitzer) and thcjo/lrJ/(I/(owned by

William Randolph Hearst). The rivalry led to press sensationalism
and resulted in inaccurate, exaggerated rcponing. The word.Jdloll
came from an immensely popular comic strip series called "The
Yellow Kid," whose creatOr had first drawn the strip for the If/orld
bur then deserted and drew it for thcJollnlfll.
0.5: the numerical designation for the level of grief on the Tone Scale.
l
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A
aberration
disenturbulating, 20
socie')' and. 89
pioneers leaving behind,
89
validation of. 56
aberree
four ages of. 51
ability
belief in preclear and his, 58
accessibility, 81
action phrases
grouping track, 45

affinity
below 2.0 and no. 50
broken with MEST, 17
affinity, reality and
communication, fee ARC
age
aging roward optimum poim.
14
fouf ages of

d1C

aberree, 51

agreement. 103
analytical mind, 110
analyzer
invalidating, example, 55

shutting down, 111
validating, 57
anaten
loosening up, on case. 125
scanning and, 118

reduce activity of, 134

theta-cnthera ratio and. 124
validated or nOt, 55
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anesthesia

Stcaight\\'irc, past and. 52

present time pain and. 73

anger, 40
antagonism. 40
apathy
ARC lines and, 42
criminal in. 75

engrams and. 28, 40
secondary and. 126
spin in or complete. 32

ARC
auditOr's. with preclear. 55, 65

Tone Scale and. 42. 104
wavelengrh, 96
ARC breaks
emhe", and, 130
inhibitions, enforcements
and, 52
ARC Straightwire. 136
occluded case and. 136
arthritis, 73
assist. 85
attention

below 2.0, reversed, 50

importance and paying, 54
talking with greatest amount

break between theca and

MEST.16
coming up 'rone Scale with.
84
component pans of tht.:ta, 22.
25
death and. 41
description. 22
enforced and inhibited. 130
low, dcscripdon. 135

of. 104
auditing
authoritarian. 31. 86
bad. description, 57

best approach to. 62
gradient scale: of. 5
auditor(s)
4.0 preclear and 1.5. 66
good. 107
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group of preclear plus, 70
theta and, 99
lOne, 86
variability of skill in, 4
what he beliel'eJ iI/ in preclear,
55
what (rying to do with cases,

19
authoritarianism, 88
axioms, ]

B
bank
educacion and. 120
enthcta and, 45. 129
,ret' "iff)

reactive luind

basic
getting engr:lffiS off area of.

125

basic-basic
common denominatOr to all

engtams. 125
getting off case. 125
scanning to present time

from, 52
behavior
holding constantly. 99
tone level and. 120
Blackfeet Indians, 59
Board of Certification, 4
boil-off. 128
Book Auditor. 125
boredom
engram running hitting. 40

c
case histories
Come up ro present lime. on
insane girl. 63
lady whose husband died. 15
cases

different kinds. 131

secondaries run. then. 126
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enMEST coming off, 53
en meta on
percentage of theta and, 85
ratio of theta to, 44
secondaries and bulk of,

28
turning to theta from, 19
first type, description, 51
four types, 46-54
difference in, 49
inaecessible, 79
low-toned
heavy endowment and, 47
reduction and, 125
occluded, ree occluded case
reality level and enrering, 57
rough, description, 53

telling you one thing, running
anorher, 78
10 percent theta to work with
on, 32
tOugh, descriprion, 136
tOughest amount of stUff on,
95
rrying to die, example, 80
wide-open. Ieewide-open c.1.se
chain
lock chains, 127
Chain Scanning
of engrams, 124
Tone 1.5 and, 45
Tone 3,5 and, 45
ehapel down in South America,

20
charge, 50
charge-up

running case like 3.0 when it's

0.4,117
scanning OUt schooling, 121
slumping, 1.1 friend and, 87
spun in, 109

definition. 50

Chart of Oianetic
Processing, 70
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Chart of Human Eval uation.
34, 70
reason for, 7 I
sporting people on, 10 1
trouble nOt following, 35
children
ages of aberrec and, 51

Come (up) to present time
case that can't, 132
sanitariums and, 63

communication
below 2.0 and no, 50
mimicry and getting into, 33
conception, 48
conduct, social. 76
conquestofMEST,12
criminal
apathy and, 75
rigorous laws to suppress, 90
crutches, 21

attitude tOward. 77

Theta-MEST Theory and
raising, 59
Tone Scale and treating, 42
validation and, 59
chronic tone

change in, 112

D

present time shock versus,
114

data
accepted of 3.0 versus 0.4,

processing and. 108
circuits
demon, see demon circuit

enthera and, 61
not tackling. 49
Clear
definition, 37

116

Tone Scale and, 113
death
ARC and, 41, 42
case trying

[Q

die. 81

description, 13
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necessity of, 10
none, 13
theta and no, 12
demon circuit
file clerk versus, 56
validating, 54
Dianetic Release, 45
Dianetics
definition. 1
good and fast, 2
erasure of pain and, 17
Group. see Group Dianetics
picking up entheta with, 134
Political Dianetics, 23
Dianometry, two-minute, 105
disagreements, 135
domination by nullification, 72
dope-off, 53
dramatization
criminal and, 75
free theta resonating and. 110
psychotic, 115

dub-in, 36
dynamics, 38

E
education
constructive, 112
social,74-77
chart penetrating, 76
picking off of case, 75
tone of, 120, 122
electric shock, 64, 83
authoritarianism and, 88
emotion, 25
endocrine system, 102
endowment
low-tOned cases with heavy,
47
psychotherapy cutting OUt, 83
energy
thought and, 5
life as, 25
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enforcement
ARC breaks, inJ1ibition and,
52
engrams
action phrase and, 45
chain, 125
Chain Scanning of, 124
Clear and no, 37
Dynamic Six colliding with
Seven, 123
enforced ARC and, 130
entheta and, 27, SO

Tone Scale and, 1'15
running, 39, 40, 44
uapping secondaries, YI
crying to crase, at 1.5 or 2.0,
34

enI\'lEST,99
definition, 18
description, 53
entheta. 18-21,27-29
ARC breaks and. 130
areas on time track. 47

auditing and, 62
bring up Tone Scale, take off.

erasing, but nOt moving up

133
case Iowan realify, high on.

Tone Scale, 33
four types of cases and, 49
liabiliry of. 38

135
convening to theta. 27. 51. 53.

pOlcnlial lrap for free thera,
110

definition, 18

restimulating low-tOned. 119

discnrurbulared by theta. 19.

semantic content, 118
rone of specific, 122

frcc thcta-entheta ratio. 120

112

20
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gening environment not so,
138
ignoring, as imponanc. 58
knocking our, in whatever

form. 65
largest deposits on case of, 28
locks "nd. 127

rhera knocking OUt. 139
three general t)'pes of. 124
three manifestations of. 129

track shrouded in. 46
unhappiness and. 19
enturbulence
authoritarian auditing and. 86
impact of theta against MEST.

most, gone from bank, 45
repelling theta, 50
Straighnvirc on areas of, 60
sweeping Ollt from case. 57

9
on case, 47
theta in vicinity of cnthcta,
135
theta, MEST and, 12, 18

taking off cases. 133
temporary, 129

10 percent thera and 90
percent. 31. 32
theta and
case and ratio of. 44

environment

adjuSting to, 83
psychotherapy and. 82

cases and. '108

processing present dOle. 138
processing, rhen going inro.

compared to existing. 49
percentage 011 case of, 85

91
tOne of. 120. 122
Tone Scale and, 93

ratio between. 122
theta cnrurbulating in vicinity

of. 135
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erasure, 126

free theta

converting en theta to theta,

engrams, potential trap for,

110
Tone Scale and. 109

51

Tone 4.0 and. 39
ethics, 76
ethic level. 1.1 and. 43
evaluation

Tone Scale and, 73
evolution, 11

F
false four. 41
fear
engrams and. 28
fear engram. 130
secondary and. 126

file clerk
demon circuit versus. 56
engram necessary to resolve
case and. 124
First Dynamic. 27

wide-open case and. 48
see also theta

Fromm-Reichmann, Frieda, 81

G
generation, 16
geriatrics, 14
glandular malfunction, 102
God,8
gossip. 103
grief
engrams and. 28
grief engram, 130
loss or. 42
secondary and. 126
group, 21-27
description. 25

forming, 26. 70
theta and, 26

Foundation. 60
National Association and. 70
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Group Dianetics, 23, 69
ARC and, 25
formation of groups, 70

importance
giving, to theta, 58
paying attention and, 54
inaccessibility, 79,118,137
incidents
entheta on, 48
inability to contact, 50
Indian children, 59
inhibition
ARC breaks, enforcement
and, 52
insanity
Come up to presenr time. 63
Indians plotting against
child's, 59
triggering enough engrams
and, 33

H
habit pattern, 76
happiness, 2
health
theta and, 22
Tone Scale and, 85
u!1rcsrimulativc environment

and, 139
hypochondria, 101

I
illness
depositOry, 103
chart and, 73
psychosomatic, lee

psychosomatic illness
impact of theta and MEST, 9

K
key-in, 123
kidney stones, 103
kids, .ree children
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L

Lock Scanning. 52
inhibitions and. 122
ocel usion and. 137
Tone Scale and. 44
roo far down. 128
locks. 122-137
description. 111
emhera and. 124. 127. 129
invested lot of theta in heavy.

laws. 90
lies. 78
life
absent on theta in one's

whole. 62
ARC and. 22
energy and, 25
made to be lived. 64
single span of. 10
lifetorce. 104
life form
definition. 12
lifetime

33
rcstimulation and, 49
running engrams without
scanning. 127
secondaries and
engrams and. 28. 31

consecutive moments of
present time. 62
erasing all pain OUt of

gerring off. 51
theta gotten our of. 61
,hera trapped as. 28

person's. 2

rypes nf. 131
loss
fear engram. fear of. 130

morc and morc enrhcra

during. 29
lock chain. 123
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M

Mimicry, 137

manic, 36
auditing of. 116
definition. 117
mathematics
ARC and. 22
memory, 51
MEST

punishmenr·drive theory and,

74
break of ARC with thcta. 16,
130
definition, 6, 18
getting along best at about 4.0.
97
organism colliding with. 17
theta changing, 8, 12
theta impacting (impinging)
against. 9.10.123
thcta-l'.'lEST combination, 9

vibration. 96
MEST Clear
definition. 37

auditor getting case in
communication, 33
mud-to-man theory, 7

N
NalioJlalltllelligellcer. 92

natural selection. 10
neurotic. 56

newspapers, 92
normal
Chan of }-luman Evaluation

and. 36
description, 11 I
nuUification

description. 56
domination

by. 72

o
occluded case. 46, 48. 131
example, 29
occlusion
ages of aberrcc and. 51
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formal education and. 121
gelling off emheta and, 133
wide-open case and. 48
organism
cycle of thcta-MEST
and. 10
MEST and. 97

pereeptics
corheta and can't get to. 135
present rime and. 63
Straighrwire and picking up,

52
persistence, 42
phrases
action. Jee action phrases
handling of, 58
manifescations of. J22
physical universe
description, 6

collision with, 17
theta and, 12

theta and, 8
Third Dynamic and, 24
out of valence. 116

theta universe and. 131
sre (/IJO MEST

p

pleasure. 112
Political Dianeties. 23
preclear
audilOr's belief in abilit), of,
58
educated intO being social. 75

pain
anesthesia to present time. 73
erasing
DiaJH.:tics and. 17
lifetime of. 2
past
Straightwire and ARC in. 52

error of taking social

educational level. 77
group of auditOt plus. 70
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Chan of I-i urnan Evaluation
and proper. 71
Lock Scanning. see lock
Scalming

psychOtic break and, 19
shoving, up Tone Scalc, 84
variabiliry of stare of. 4
what audiror beliel'eJ in in, 55
prediction. 43
prcfrontalloboromy, 83

Mimicry. 137

Present Time Processing. 137

authoritarianism and. 88

running roo heavy, 119
Standard Procedure.

prenatal. 126
prescnt time

Jee Standard Procedure
Straightwirc. Jee Straightwirc

contacting. 33

emhera of. 129
evolution in, ] '1

i\1imiCL"Y and. 137
preclear enturbulated in. 65
scanning from b~lsic-basic LOt

valid. 138
processing
age and. 15
angle of, description, 29

basic rheory of. 46

52

chronic tOne and, 108
experiencing this minmc. 62

situation, auditing and. 115
time uack and ......8
tOne. t 13, 122

goal. 8+. 112. 123
grow up or get younger in. 16

unplcasanc 62
Prescnt Time Processing. t 37
processes
ARC Straighrwire. 136

motion-picture show and. 62
permanent cnthcta excepl for,

129
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presenl' dme environment,

138
reactive mind in absence of.

11 I

psychotir. i 09
Chan of I-luman Evaluation
and. 36
description. 46
momentarily, aCLIlely. 115

rejuvenation and. 14

Tone Scale and. 44
valid. 65
promiscuity. 80
propitiation. 17
psychiatrists. 81
psychometry
Chan of Human Evaluation
and. 34
cWQ-minlltc, 105

psychosomatic illness
auditing of. 123
theta and. 20
Tone Scale and. 86
iee /llio iUncss
psychotherapy. 82

psychotic break
description. 19.109
ending. 63
punishment-drive. 89
theory. 74

R
reacti vc mi nd
absence of processing. 111

tOnc level of. 11 a
validating. 54
.ref alm bank
reactivity. 76
reality
case high on enthela. Iowan.
135
concacting secondaries wich.

128
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level of
cases and. 52
entering case at, 57
Iowan Tone Scale and no,
135
validation and, 56
recall, 135
reduction. 125
Releases
description. 85
producing. 46
resonance
auditOr. preclear and, 107
cross-resonance, 104
dramatization and. 110
responsibility. 42
restimulation
description. 49
low-taned engram in. 119
tremendous volume of. 109

s
sanity
Come up to present time and.
64
Dianetics and
converting pain to. 2
increasing. 1
validation of, 56
secondaries. 49
bulk of enthe'" on case. 28
definition, 28
example, 124
fear or grief, 109
getting off locks and. 51
inhibited ARC and. 130
reduction and tOO many. 125
running, 128
Tone Scale and, 44
trapped by engrams. 31
shocks
chronic tOne versus present.
114
tOne level after series of, 112
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INDEX

social veneer
auditOr not interested in, 77

description, 74
punishment-drive society and,
75
society
aberration and cream-puff, 88
general tOne of, 36
lower and lower on Tone
Scale. 91
newspapers and, 92
punishment-drive, 75
theory and, 74
somatics
none, 50
turning off chronic, 137
wide-open case and, 133
sonic. 50
soul. 8
spin, 109
complete apathy and, 32
example of putting preclear
in, 130

spirit, 8
SL1ndard Procedure, 2
description, 134
goal,3
Straightwire
ARC Straighrwire and, 136
description, 61
enforced, inhibited ARC and.
130
first type of case and, 51
key-out and, 45
validation and, 60
students, 121
succumb, 38
suicide. 38
suppression, 75
suppressors, 90
survival, 38

T
teenage, 51
theta
action phrases and. 45
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analytical level and, 110
ARC and
break between MEST and,
16, 130
component characteristics
of,22
auditing and never
enrurbulate. 62
auditOr and, 99
bad auditing, emheta and, 57
cases and
en theta and, 108
racio of entheta to, 44
componem pans of, 22
converting en theta to, 27,51,
53, 112

definition, 5. 18
disemurbulating, 14, 19
enMEST.20
doesn't die, 12
educational level versus
insufficient, 112
emotion and, 25
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endowmem, 47
entheta and
percemage on case of, 85
ratio between, 122

enthcta compared to existing.

49
emheta repelling, 50
enturbulating in vicinity of
en theta, 135
emurbulence of MEST AND,
18
free thcta-CnthCt3 ratio, 120
free, fer free theta
getting available, in presem
time, 65
giving importance [0, 58
gotten OUt of locks. 61
handling case and high
volume of, 34
impact (impinging) against
MEST, 9, 10, 123
insanity and trapped, 33

INDEX

locks trapping enormous

amount of, 127
mission of changing MEST, 8
preclears and. 29
10 percent, and 90 percenr
emhera, 31, 32
thera-(\'IEST combination, 9

three manifestations of, 130
rone and. 37
Tone Scale and, 138
low on, 74
trapped as lock, 28
validation and, 60

theta universe, 131
theta-entheta ratio, 108, 109,
112

Third Dynamic
Group Dianetics and. 23
organism and, 24
theta-MEST and, 27
thought
ARC and, 22
energy and, 25
pain converted to useful,

forceful, 2
theta and, 5

time track
action phrase grouping, 45
description. 137
differenr types of cases and.
132
corneta in, 47

knocking

action phrases and, 124
Theta-MESTThcory, 5, 13.69,

Out.

65

leaving secondary and parking

on, 129
phony. 119
picking up deposits of theta

101
illustration of. 16
raising kids and, 59

00,52
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shrouded in emhota. 46

example. 106
gossip and, 103
preclear going to

stack of present times, 62
wide-open case and, 36

environment of. 91

tone
frcc thCta-cl1lhcra ratio. 120

promiscuity and. 80

phony. description. 116

reasons for processing and.
105

present lime. 122

process of bring up one's. 66
varying with situation, 113

Tone 0.5
auditing from a. 86

2.5 auditor of prcclear at. 86
Tone 1.5
bringing from Tone 4.0 to. 37
depositOry illnesscs and. 102

ethical, sexual or any conduct

driving down and. 88

and. 80
example. 106

example, 106

promiscuity and. 80

trying to crase; engrams at, 34

Tone 2.0

sccondary and. 97

analytical and reactive minds

suicide and. 38

and. 110
below

Tone 1.0
illncssl.:s in range of. 73
loaning your car to a. 39

action phr3scs and. 55

ARC reversed. 50
example oL! 02
third of population. 89
example. 106

Tone 1.1
description, '17
ethic level and. 43
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INDEX

illnesses in range of. 73
survival and above. 38

making

trying ro crase engrams at. 34

MEST

ont: stabk at, 66

material above. 71
getting along bese at. 97

Tone 2.5

physical and theta universes

dropping funning engram at.

and. 131
1.5 auditor and preclear at. 66
tone level
series of shocks and. 112
lee (lIfO chronic tone
Tone Scale, 83-98
agreement and. 103
ARC and. 42
coming up. 84

40
example. 106
normal being below. 36
pc at 1.1 and auditor at. 86
Tone 3.0
action phrases and, 5S
example. 106
loaning your car to at 39

of valence and engram at.
116
Tone 3.5
Chain Scanning and. 45
OUt

bringing one up. 65
case slumping after. 87
clean cl1rhcta off case and,

Chain Scanning engrams and,

]33

124
fifteen hours a day at. 62
Tone 4.0
description. 37. 41
getting preclear to. 94

cycle of. 61
keeping and. 84
temporarily. 138
chronic level on, 104
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engrams and. 115

Srraighrwire and high on. 61

emotion in funning. 39
MEST

and.

survive, succumb and. 38

rhera and. 109

17

erasing engrams but not

theta endowment and. 47

moving up. 33
free rhera and. 109

validation and raising on, 60
wavelcngrhs and. 96. 98

Lock Scanning
128

tOO

far down,

ways tonc varies on. 1 l2. 122
training puttern
habit pattern versus. 76
scanning, 123

looking self up on. 72
Iowan

contacting

present

time

transorbital leukotomy, 64
truth

and, 63
no realily, 135
occluded case and, 131
society and. 74

occluded case and. 47
prediction of being and. 43

process of bringing one up. 65
processing :md, 4'+. 91
psychomcrapy depressing on.
83
semantically pUt on. 120

sparring on.

lying in preference to. 79
SpOtting ont: on columns and.

76
two-minute psychometry. 105

u
unburdening, 127

unhappiness, 19
unreality
bad auditing on case and. 57

below 2.0 and. 50

107
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INDEX

V

viewpoint
trying [Q live or die and. 39

valence wall. 29
validation. 54-60
analyzer and. 57
children and. 59

W
wavelength. 96
rhera and MEST shifring. 18
Tone Scale and. 96. 98

descriprion. 54

weakness

example. 56
realiry and. 56
vibration. 98
MEST.96

validaring. 57
wide-open case. 35. 46. 133
descriprion.48

newspapers. society and, 92

y

symparheric. 86. 104

yeUow journalism. 93
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FURTHER STUDY
BOOKS & LECTURES BY L. RON HUBBARD
The materials of Dianedcs and Scientology comprise:: the largest body of
information ever assembled on the mind. spirit and life. rigorously reHned and
codified by L. Ron Hubbard through five decades of research, investigation and
development. The results of that work arc comained in hundreds of books and
morc than 3,000 recorded lectures. A full listing and description of them all can be
obtained from any Sciemology Church or Publications Organization. (See Guide
to /be Material.... )

The; books and lectures below form the foundation upon which the Bridge to
Freedom is built. The}f are listed in the sequence Ron wcQ(c or delivered them. In
many instances. Ron gave a serics of lectures immediately following the release
of a new book to provide funhn explanation and insight" of these milestones.
Through monumental restOration efforts, those h:ctures arc now available: and
arc listed herein with their companion book.
\X/hilc Roo's books cOlllain the summaries of brt:ak{hroughs and conclusions
as {hey appeared in the developmental research track. his lectures provide the
running day-tQ-day record of research and explain the thoughts, conclusions,
tests and demonStrations that lay along that roule. In that regard. they are lhe
completc record of th<: c:mirc research track, providing nOI only the mOst important
breakthroughs in Man's histOry, bur the II'/~J' and !Jon' Ron arriv<:d at them.
125
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Not the leas! advantage of a chronological study of these books and lectures
is Ihe inclusion of words and terms which, when originally used, weft defined
by LRH with considerable exactitudt:. Far beyond a mere "definition," cmire
lectures are devoted to a full (kscriplion of each new Dianetic or Sckntology
term-what made Ihe breakthrough possible. its applicalion in auditing as well
as its application (0 life itself. As a result, one leaves behind no misunclerstoods,
obtains a full conceptualuodersranding of Dianetics and ScientOlogy and gr,lsps
the subjects at a level nor mherwise possible.
Through a sequcntial study, you can see how the subject progressed and recognize
the highest levels of development. The listing of books and lectures below shows
where TbeJcienceoj'.\/fr/!hwl Lec/{f/iiJ [it within the devdopmenlalline. From there
yOll can determine your 1Ie.-.;/ step or any earlier books and lectures you may have
missed. You willlhen be able to fill in missing gaps, not only gaining knowkdge
of each breakthrough, but greater understanding of what you've already studied.
This is the p;llh 10 knowing how ro know, unlocking the gau.:s to your fUlure
eternity. Follo\v it.
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DI:\NHIC.5: TilE OIUGI~'\lTIIE.'iIS • Ron'sjirstdcscription of Dianedcs. Originally circul:ncd
in nl:lnuscript form. it was soon copied and passed from hand 10 hand. Ensuing word
of mouth created such demand for morc information. Ron concluded Iht: on I\' wa\' to
answcr the inquiries was with a book. That book was Dialledcs: Thc Modern"Science
of Mt:llIa) !-fc:lllh, now the all-lime self-help btSlseJlc:r. Find Out whal staned it all. For
here is the bcdrock foundation of Dianeric discoveries: the Orig,iutil/l.\ioIllJ. the Djll(/lIIir
PrilldpleojE..\"iJleJ/{e. the /II1lItOIl~1 O/I/;{' /lllil()'liM! and Relll7il'e /tlillfl. the IJrIJIIIlI;eJ. thc TOile
Srt/le. the //IIf/j/O,.:rCode and the first description of a Clear. Even more than ,hat. here arc
the prirn3q'laws dcscribingboll'and J1'b)'3Uditing works. It's only here in Dj:ln~ljcs: The
Original Thesis.

--------~

This is the swry of boll' Ron discovered t-he
r~activc mind :tnd dcveloped thc procedures to gCt rid 0'( il. Originally wriucn for a
national magazine-published to coincid~ with the rde:lsc of Dianclics: The rVlodern
Science of Mentall-lealth-il started:l wildfire movelnt:nt vinu:llly overnight upon that
book's public:llioll. Here then arc bOth Ihe fundamcllIals of Dianetics as well as the
only :ICCOUllt of Ron's two-dccadc journey of discovcry :lnd how he :lpplkd:l scientific
methodology to the problcms of the human mind. I-Ie wrote il so you would know.
Hence. chis book is:l must (or evcry Diallcticist and Sciclltoiogisi.
OI,\."IIEl"ICS: TilE EVOI.l;TION 01':\ Scm,,"cE •
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---------~
OLoIJ':ETICS: TilE MOIlElto'" SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALTII • The:: boll from the blue thai began
a worldwide movement. For whilc: Ron had previously announcc::d his discovery of the
reaClivc mind. it had only fuded the fin.: of those waming more inform~lIion. More 10 the
point-it was humanly impossible for one man ro ckar an entire plane!. Encolllixissing
all his previous discoveries and case histOries of those breakthroughs in applic:J.tion.
Ron provided the complete handbook of Dianedcs procedure to train auditOrs 10 usc it
t:verywhcn;. A bcsIsdkr for more than half a ccnrur~f and with tens of millions of copies
in print. Di:lIlctics: The Modern Science of Mental Health has been lransl:ltcd in morc
than fifty languages. and used in more than 100 countries of Earth-indisplIl:lbIY.lhe
mOSt widely read :lnd influential book about the human mind ever written. And that
is why it will (orevcr be known as Book Olle.
Qj D"'''''iI,IlCS LECruIU"~i\''ljU Dr.. .\IONSOl.\·nONs • Immediatdy following the publication
I
of Dill/1£I;cJ. LR I-f beg:m lecruring to p:lckc::d auditoriums across AmericL Although
addressing thousands at a time. demand cominued 10 grow. To me<:1 thtH dc:mand,
his presenration in Oakland. California. was recorded. In Ihc:sc: four lectures. Ron
related the eVC:llIs thai sparked his investigation and his personal journey to his
groundbreakingdiscovcrics. He followcd it all with a personal demonsff:ttion of
Dianerics auditing-the only such demonstration of Book One :lv:til:tblt:. .j lullm:J.
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A.U[)I1"QIlS· Following six momhs of coaSHo-cOaSt travel, lecturing to the first
Diam::ticisls, Ron assembled auditors in Los Angeles for a new Professional Course.
The subject W<lS his next sweeping discovery on lifc-dlt.: /lRCTritlngle. describing
the interrelationship of Affinit)'. Redl;~)' and COJIIIJ/tm;raiioll. Through a series of fifteen
Iccrures, LRI-I announced many firsts. including the Spcc/rum of Logic. containing
an infinit~' of gradients from right ro wrong: ARCtlnd the D)'I!{/IJI;a; tltt: Tone S({I!n
o[ARC: the /Imlilor iCode and how it rdates 10 ARC; and the:: /lcce.tJibili/)' CfAtrJ that
classifies a case and how to process it. Here. then, is both the final statt:mcnton Book
One Auditing Procedures and the discovery upon which all further research would
advance. The dara in these lec1ures was thought to be lost for over fifty years and
only 3vailable in student nOtes published in Notes on Ihe Lectures. The original
recordings have now been discovcred making them broadly available for the firsl
time. Life in its highest state, Vuderst'lluJing. is composed of Affinity, Reality and
Communication. And. as LRH said, the best description of the ARC Triangle to be
found any when:: is in these lectures, J5/('(tllre.r.
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Tht: most useful book VOli
Science of Survival
provides the first" a(curall,; prediction of human bc.;havior. Included on the chart arc;
all the manifestations of an individual's survival potcntial graduated from highC::SllO
lowcst. making this the complcte book on rhe Tone Scalt:. Knowing only ont: or tWO
char~ICtt:ristics of:1 person and lIsing Ihis chan, you can plOl his or her position all
the Tone Scale and thereby know the rest. obtaining an ,lccUratc; index of their til/in:
personality. conduct' and character. Bdore this book rht: world was convinct:d that
cases could nOt improve but only dcn:rior:m:. Science: of Survival prese:lHs the idca of
difkrent Stales of case.: and the: brand-new idea that ant can progress upward on rhe::
Tone Scale. And therein Iic.:s the basis of wdav's Grade Chart'.
~ TilE SC'''~CEOI;SUIt\'IVAI.LliCrulUiS • (T'l.7i;amr:lIl.rerie.r.) Unckrlying d,e: de.:vclopmem
~ of the Tone Scale.: and Chart of Human Evaluation wasa lllonul1H::mal breakthrough:
The Tbelll-/Hf.JT Theorl'. containing the explanation of the interaction between
Life -Ibela-with the physicaluniversc of 1\·1atter. Energy, Space and Timc-,II/.:T!: 1n
these lectures, ddiven:d 10 student's immediately following publication of the book,
Ron gave the.: most" expansive description of all that lics behind the Chan of Human
Evaluation :tnd its application in lifc itsdf. i\'{orc;ovc;r. here also is the c;xpbnarion of
how tilt: ratio of the/a :1I1d en(t"rb"/rltedj-thehi detcrmi nes one.:·s position on the Tone
Scale and the me:tns ro ascend to highc:r States. .; krillres.
SCIENCE 01' SUUVIV,\!.-PUHJlCTlON OF HlJ.ll.-t.V BEII/IVlOU •

will t:ver own. Bui It around the: !-!,d;b"rd Cbllr' of HII/lhlll
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SPECIAl. COUItSr: IN HU.\tA/'Ii EV.-\LU,\TIO;'l;-.-t Sl'I:'CIM. COl.'USH OS TJlIJU) D )".\'..U IIC

In the last chapH:r of Dianctics: The: fI,'fodcrn Scit:nce
of Mental J-kahh. Ron WrolC of the broad application of Dianctics to \ht: Third
Dynamic. with tht: ultimate aim of a world without war, wheft: Man could aspire
10. :Ind reach. higher goals. By the fall of 1950. and with hundrcds of Oiallclics
groups and organiz:uions expanding into a vcry abcrr:ucd pbnci. the: need for such
technology was acme. Thus Ron began a codificuion of the fUllc!amcniallaws of
G fOUp Dianctics. As he explained at the time: MDi:lllCtiCS h:IS kepI on advancing.
nOt only in the lint: of individual processing. but all the othc:r dyn:tlllics. You should
rt:alizc th:1l erich dynamic is a full subject. And tWO or duec mOlllhs ago 1 woke
up to the fact that we have not thoroughly examined yet rhe Third Dyn:lmic. A
whole scicnce lay in the Third Dynamic-a whole science." His bn:::tkthroughs on
IIlC Thcla-MEST Theory provided those answers and upon publication of Science
of Survival, for use by auditors. Ron next addresscd local civic kaders providing
the samt: breakthroughs but with tcchnology for application of the C/x,,.f ojillilWIII
EM/lit/firm across (II~II Third Dynamic. Hen: then an: the answers for group sanity
and Survival. /O/txlllrrJ.
rl/'/·I.lerl nus IN GUOl/PS •

---------~--------The barriers of life are really JUSt shadows. Learn 10 know yourself-nol
shadow of yourself. Containing the most complete dcscription of consciouslH::ss.
Sclf Analysis t:J.kcs you through your pasi. through your pOIC:llIials, yOllT life:. Firsi.
with :l series of self-examinations and using a special version of thc Hubbnrd Chan
of Human EV:lluntion. you 1'101 yoursdf on the Tone Scale. Theil, applying a serics of
lighl yet powerful processes. you embark on Ihc grcat advclUure of self-discovery. This
book funhcr COntains embracive principks Ihal rcach (111)' casco from IIle lowesl 10 Ihe
hight:st-including auditing techniques so dft::ctive they arc rdcrn:d 10 by Ron again
;uld :lg:tin through all following yt::ars of research intO Ihe higheSt st':ltes. III SUnt. Ihis
book not on 11' moves one up Ihe Tone Scale bUI call pull a person OUI of :lImos! :lllything.
51:1.1' A.l.... ,\!.ySIS •
jUS1:1
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~-------ADVANCED PltOCF.OUltE ANn .<\..'\10~tS • With new breakthroughs on rhe nature and anatomy
of engrams- ~Engrams afe effective only when rhe individual himsc.:!f determines that
they will be cffectivt:"-camc the discovery of the bdng's usc of a S"nice F.lCJimile: a
mechanism emplo)'cd ro explain away failures in life. but which thcn locks a person into
detrimental pancrns of behavior and further failure. In conscqu<.::ncc:: came a new type
of processing addressing Tlx)//gbl. Emofioll and Effort detailed in the MFifu.:en Acts" of
Advanced Procedure and oriented 10 the rehabilitation of the preclear's Se/fdelermilli.flll.

Hence, this book also contains the ali-encompassing, no-excuses-allowed explanation
of FilII ReIpollJibilil)'. the key t'O unlocking ir aIL Mor~over. here is the codification of
lJejilli/ioll.f. Logia. and A ..'\:iolJu. providing borh rhe summation of lile entire subject and
direction for all future: resc:lrch. See Ht/udbookjOr PredMr.f. 11'rillt'lf (Il" comjJ,,"iouJdjpr()(wiug
I1ltl1l1u,1 /0 /ld{'{/uced Procedfll't!"JIf! Axioms.
~ TI-IQUGIIT. EJotO"10N '\.~O EI'fOIH • \'(fith 111(:: codification of the Axioms came
':i: rhe means to address key poinrs on a case thar could unravel:lll aberration. Basic
Pomt/aJe.r. Prime ThoflgbJ. GIII.rc fwd Effea and their effect on everything from "WIlO')'
and responsibility to an individual's own role in empowc.::ring cllp.rimu-these.:: maners
are.:: only addressed in this serie.::s. Hcr~, roo. is rhe mosrcompletc description of the
St:rt"ire l~mimile found :lI1ywhc:re-and why its resolution n::lllOVCS:1O individual's
self.imposed dis:lbilitics. 21Ift/lIre.f.
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The -Fifteen Acts" of Advanced Procedure and Axioms
paralleled by the fifteen Sdi-processing Acts given in Handbook for Prcckars.
Moreover. this book COntains sc\'cral essays giving lhe IllOSt expansive description of the
Metd Sff/leo/Alm}. Discover why behavior patterns become so solidly fixed: why h;lbilS
seemingly can 'I be broken; how decisions long ago have morc powc::r over a person than
his decisions IOday: and wh~' a person keeps past negative experiences in the pn:scllI. h's
all clearly laid Qut on the Chan of Attitudes-a milestone breakthrough that complements
the Chan of J-I uman Evaluation-ploning the ideal Slate of being and one'S ,,"Hllder ~md
retlrliollJ to life. In Jelfpmrening. Htl1ldbrlokfor Preclean i.r //Jed ill fOlljlllwiolll1'ilbJe!f/llItlh'Jis.
~ TlII: LIIlr: CorHINUIJM • BeSieged with rt:quesls for lectures on his I:ltcst
~ breakthroughs. Ron replied with everything they wanted and more 3t the Second
Annual Conference of Dianeric Auditors. Describing tht: technology that!ics behind
d1e sc::lf-processing steps of the / Itllld~x;k~ here is the 0011' and wbJ' of it all: the discovery
of UjeCollliJllllrllJ-the mechanism by which an individu:11 is compelled 10 carryon
the life of anOther deceased or departed individual. generating in his OWI1 body the
infirmities and m:lIlnerisms of tht: departed. Combined with auditor instruction on
lise of the Chart of "nitudes in dctermining how to ellter every case at the proper
gradient. hen:. too. :lrc dirtctions jor disscmin:uion of thc Htllldbook and hence.
lilt: means to bcgin widt:-scak clearing. IUlut"re.r.
HA/'Ii()1I0()K 1'01( IJltECI.MUS •
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~ SCIENTOLOGY: MII.ESTOI"E ONE·

Ron began the firs!" lecture in this series wilh six
words that would change til(: world forever: "This iS~1 course in Sriclllolu,/!,J':' From
there. Ron not only described the vast scope of this, a then brand-new subject. he also
derailed his discoveries on pas I lives. He proceeded (rom there co the description

7

of the firSt E-Mct't:r and its inidal use in uncovering the tI~ftlli"e(thc entire tTack of
a (heran's exiStence). as entirely distinct from thcgCllflirhod.r1iur(the time track of

bodies and their physical <::\'OIUl ion). shanering rhe -one' life" lie and revealing the
whole/nick of spiritual existence. Here. then, is the very genesis of ScientOlogy. 221t1111rr:s.

~ TilE ROUTE TO INFINIn': 1t:OI~IQL"r:80 LECllJRES •

As Ron explained. "Technique

~ 80 is the To l3eorNot 10 Be Tcdmiquc. \'(/ith dUll. he unveiled the crucial foundarion
M

on which ~lbjJjty and S3n ity feSt: the he;IIg'Htlpllr;t)' /0 lI1i1ku,,!eris;oll. Here. IhcD. is
rhe anatOmy of "maybc. lhe 1I~/t'eleugJbsof/JRC. the T,me SalleojDeds;oll.f. and the
means ro rchabilitmc a bdng's ability To Be . .. almosl tllI)lh;lIg. 7Iee/llrer. (KlloJ1,ledge
o/Techll;qIlC 80;J retjlliredjOr 7erhu;fjJle 88'l.Idesrr;!;ed ;1I.fdellhJlogl~·11 JIiJtOIJ'O!Jl Itill-beloJ1~)
w
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"A cold-blooded and factual account of your laSl
76 trillion years," So begins A HistOry of 1\'lao. announcing rhe revolutionary Techniqlle
88-rcvcaling for the first time rhe ("ruth about whole track experience and the c:xclusive
address. in auditing, to the thcr:m. Here is history unraveled wich the first E-lvlett:r.
delineating and describing lhe principal incidems on the whole tfack to be found in
any human bdng: Eler/rol/ic impltllllJ. en/ifies. I he genetic trtlck. hell1·UIl·!il'e.r i"riden/s. bfj'1'
!JodieJ erolzoed and I1'b)' )'0/1 g6llmp/Jttl in/bem-they're all derai led here.
~ TECII~IQUE 88: li'i'CIDENTS ON TilE l1L\Ch: DEFORE EARTH • *Tcchnique 88 is
I the mOSt hyperbolical. effervescent. dramatic. uncxaggeratabk. high-flown,
superlative, grandiose, colossal and magnificent technique which the mind of Man
could conceivably embrace, It is as big as the \\,'hole track and all the incidents on it.
It's what you apply il to; it's what's been going on. Irconrains the riddles and secrets,
the mysteries of all lime. You could banner/inc this technique like they do a sideshow,
bur nothing you could say, no adjective you could usc, would adequately describe
even a small segment of it. It nOt only batters Ihe imagination, it makes you ashamed
to imagine anything:' is Ron's introduction 10 you in this nevcr-bdore-availablc
kcwrc series. cxpanding on 311 else containe.::d in HistOry of Man. \Xl hat awaits you
is the.:: whol<: track itsdf. /5Icrlllra.
SCIE:'o/TOI.OG¥: A HISTOIlY 01' MAN·
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SCIE:'oITOI.OCiY 8·80· Thc/iJ:l'! explanation of the electronics of hUllun thought (lnd rhe
energy phenomena in any being. Discover how eVen physical universe laws of n1Olion
are mirrored in a bdng, not to mention the electronics of aberration. Here is the link
benveen rhera and .\IEST n;vcaling whal energy iJ. and how you crMfe it. It was this
breakthrough that n:vcalcd the subject of:1 rhc:ran'sjJol1'Jand which, in turn, is applied
in er'e,)! auditing process raday. In rhe book's tide. "S-8" slJnds for Iflfillil)'-lllfilli~l" and
"0" represents the sratic,lbe/fI, Included aft the lI'if/t'e!mglh.rojElIIl)/ion. /JeslheJir.r,l3erillfy
tllld UgfillesJ. 11/11011' IIIlfl 01(((10'" and the Sub-zero Ti.me .lade-applicable only 10 the Ihclan.
,Q, SOl)nCI: 01' 1.11'13 ENEHGY • Beginning with the announcement of his new
~ book - Scknrology 8-80- Ron nOt only unveiled his brcakthroughs of theta as the
Source of Lik Energy. but derailed the: fHethodro/ge..r(:flr(h he ust:d ro make that and
every other discovery of Diane:tics <lnd Scientology: the: QJ and Logio-l1H.:rhods of
thinking applicable to any universe: or lhinking process. Here. t'hen. is bath hOlr /0 think
and hOI/ltv (/Hdlf((te,rli da/a lind l',)}oJl'led,..f!,l'. and thus, the linchpin 10 a full understanding
of both Sckl1lology and life itself. J-JIe(/If/"U.

~ Till, COMMAND OF

Til ETA • \Vhilt: in preparation of his newest book and the
DoclOrate Course:: he was about to deJivc::r, Ron called tOgether auditOrs for a ne:w
Professional Course. As he said. "For the firsll'ime with this class we arc; stepping.
really. beyond the:: scope of the word .5imilld." From that valltage point, the Command
of The::ta gives the te::chnology that bridges the knowledge from 8-80 to 8-8008.
and provi<ks Ihe first full explan:llion of the subject OfClllfS{' and a perlll;ull:1lt shift
of orientation in life from !IIEITIO 'I'helil, IOlciflm:s.
J..
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SCIf:NTOI.Olil' 8-8008 • The complete description of the behavior and potentials of a
/heltlJ1. and l<::xtbook ior the Philadelphia DoctOf31C Course and The F:1C10rs: Admiration
and the Renaissance of Bdngncss leCtures. As Ron said. the book's title serves to fix in
the mind of the individual a roUte bv which he can rehabilitate himself. his abilities. his
ethics and his goals- the:: attainment if/jillit)' (8) by the n:duclion oi the apparentilllill;~)!
(8) of the MI::~~r universe to UTQ (0) and the incn:::lsc of the apparclll zcro(D) of one's own
universe to illlilli~)' (8). Condensed herein an: more than 80.000 hours of invcsrigalion,
with a summarization and amplification of every breakthrough to d:llc-and the full
significance of those discoveries form the new vamage pOint of Ojlem/illg The/all.
~ Tm: PJlII..ADI:I.PIIIA DocrOR:\TE COURSE Ln.,.URr:.S • This renowned series stands
::t. as the I:ugcst single: body of work on the an:uomy. behavior and pOtentials of the
spirit of Man ever assembled, providing the very fundamentals which underlie the
roUte to Operadng Thetan. I-len:: it is in complete delail-the thelan's relationship
ro the (rca/iIJII. NI(/in/emlllec and rler/rlfe/ion n/lOlircrJeJ. I n JUSt those terms, here is the
1IIft//UIII)' of matter. energy. space and time, and !J6I/l1lll1ing universl.;s into existence.
Here. 100. is the Ihemn's fall from whole track abilities and tht: uuil'cr,flll /1111'$ bv which
they arc reslort:d. In shan. here is Ron's codification of the llppt:r echelon
thera
beingness and behavior. Lecture after lecture fully cxpands every concept of the
course text. Scientology 8-8008. providing the tOlal scope of j'nll in n:ltive stale. 76

of

of

ItflUrel Illltlll((OIllPIII~1illg rC/lrodlldioJlJ 9j//X origiN,,1 5-1

L R/1 !J(lIIrI-(h..III'II!e(//I/? char/J.

~ TilE E\l.'·OICi: ADMllt'\llON AND 111E RENAISSANCF. OF

BEI/,;,GfI\;l;''iS • With the jm/euli,tls
of ;llhel:ll1 fully est:lblished came a look oll1\vard resulting in Ron's monumental
discO\'cry of:l ullin:rslIlfoj,.eu/ and the basic laws of Ihe theta lIuiter.re-Iaws quite
liter:llIy senior to anything: The FllrlorJ; SlIIlI1l1rlliol1 oj/he Cowit!em/iow oj/be /-/111111/1)
Spim tlJl(/lllti/aitil Unirerft'. So dramatic were these breakthroughs, Ron expanded the
book Sckntology 8-8008, bOlh c1arif~'ing prcvious discoveries :lnd :ldding chapter
after chapler which. studied with these: lectures, provide: a poStgradll:lle level !O the
Doctor:lle Course. He:re: then :ue lectures containing Ihe knowledge of fIIlil'emtl,mlh
unlocking the riddk of cn:arion itself. 18Iet/fII't'J.
I.
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On the: heds
of his discovl:ric:::s of Operating Thctan came a year of intensive rescarch, exploring the
realm of a 'betrlll exterior-, Through auditing and inStrUClion. including 450 leCtures in
rhjs samc: twelve-month span. Ron codified the entire subject of SCiclHology. And it's all
contained in this handbook. from a SII111mtlrJ,o/Sdeulology to itS basic/lxiom.r:lOd COlkr.
Moreover. hcrc is Ill/ewil'l! Prorcdlfre. containing dlC: famed Exterioriz:nion Processes of
RoII/e I and ROllle2-proccsscsdrawn right from rhe Axioms. Each Olll.: is described in
detail-holll the process is used. why it works. the axiom:nic technology that undcrlit:s
its usc.::: . .and the: complete explanation of how a being can break thej"lJel1grumeJIlJ and
Je!frrerlled bllrrien th,lt ensbve: him to thc physical universe:. In short. this book COntains
the: ultimate: summary of thetan exterior OT ability and its p<:rmanent accomplishment.
~ I·, IQI;NIX I.I;(.'·UIU:S: FREEING TilE I1UM,\N SPIIUT • Here is the p'lllommic view of
':'r Scicmology complete. Having codified the subject of Scientology in Cn:,"ion
of Human Ability. Ron then delivered a serieS of half· hour leCtures to specifiedly
accompany a full study of the book. From the e.rIemilll.r that underlie the tcdlllology- T!x
/lxio"'l. Cout!iliou,fOj ExiJftuu and COmidcTillioJlJ lIIul Mcrhlll';a. to the processes of
/ulemil'c Prorct!III'e, including twelvc lecrures describing one-by·onc the theran e:xterior
processes of RoMe I-it's all covered in full, providing a conceptual understanding of
the Jdcl/ceojkuOlrla(I.,,'t! and Utl/h'C lltlleOT tlbili~),. Here then arc the bedrock principlc:s
upon which cvcrything in Scientology rests, including the e::mbr;lCive Statement ot"
Ihe:: religion :Ind itS heritage::-S(it1J1ologl" lu Gmcml Btirk/!,PJUud. I-kncc.this is the::
watershed kctun; series on Scicntology itsc:lf, and the:: ax iomatic fou nd:uion for all
fUture research. -I2IerfllreJ.

TilE CREATION 01' HUMM'; AUII.ITY-." J-I.-\MJIlOOK ':Oll SCII£,"i7"OLO(;[Sl'S •
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~-------DI,\NETICS ;5 !-TJlE CO.IINI'.TE M.-INUAL OF l1U.IIA'v COMMUl\'"/C..u"ION • \'{'ith all
breakthroughs to dale. a single factor had bec::n isobu.:d 3S crucial 10 success in every
type of auditing. As LRH said. "Communication is so thoroughly imporwllI today in
Dianctics:lnd ScientOlogy (35 it always has been on the wholt:: track) th:lt itcould be said
if yOll wc:n: 10 gel a preclear into communication. you would gel him well." And this
book dclinc:ncs Ihc e::-:tICt. but previously unknown. anatomy and formulas for fmftct
communicltion. The magic of the communicalion cycle is tbe fundamental of audidng
and ,he prim:lry rcason audiring works. The breakdlroughs here opened new vistas
of appliGltion-discovcries of such magnitude, LRH called Dbnctics 55! the Secoud
Book of Dianetics.
:Ql TilE UNII;IC,\T10N CONGltESS: COMIIW",tC,\T10N! 1;IlEEIlOM & AIIIIJTY • The historic
'I. Congress :lOnouncing the reunification of rhe subjects of Di:tn<:tics and Scientology
with the release of D;tluel;a 55/ Until no\v. each had operated in their own sphere:
Dianl:lics :Iddrl:sscd 1\'13n tiS 11111/l-the first four dynamics. whill: Scil:lltology addressed
lift ;Iselj-du:. Fifth to Eighth Dynamics. The formula which would serve as the
found:uion for all futUre devdopmemwas contained in:l single word: COmIlJlmil'fll;oll.
It waS:l par.:lIl1ounr brcakthrough Ron would later ctill. Mthe great discovcry of
Di:lnetics :lnd Sckmology." Here, then, arc the leCtures. :IS it happened, 1(, fer-Illres

IllIff III f6mjlllul';IIj!. rejJroducl;01/S ofIhe origiJlal LR II baud-tlr.ll1"lI lultln fi,tlrls.
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~-------SCIE:'o'TOtOGY: TilE I~UNO'\MEf\rr,\"AL'iOFTIIOUGllT-TIIE BASIC BOOK OF HIE TlJliOU)' .,'I\'D
by Ron as lht; Book Ollt' oj

PRr\CnCE OF SCWNTOLO(;l' POll B',GI,,',VEllS • Designat~d

ScielllologJ( A{ter having fully unified and codified thl; subjects of Dianclics ;md Scientology
came the refinement of their pllldllJ1leJIkd.r. Originally published :15 a resume of Scicnm!om'
for usc in transl:uions into non-English tOngues, this book is of inestimable value to
both the beginner and advanced swdcm of the mind. spirit and life. Equipped with this
book alone. one can begin a practice and perform seeming miracle.: changes in the Slales
of wdl-bt:ing. ability and intelligence of people. Contained within arc the Condilion/oj
EX;JleIlCe. EigIJI /J.1'JlmIJicJ, /1 RC Triflllgie. Pam 0/ AItlll. the full analysis of Lile IIIfI G./lIle.
and more. including eX:lCt processes for individual application of these pri ncipll:s in
processing. Here, thell. in one book. is the starting poim for bringing Scientology to
people everywhere.
~ Huuu,\lU> PI{QFF.SSIONAI. COUltsr~ LECTURES" While Fundamentals of Thought
'::I:: stands as an introduction to the subjeCt for beginners. it also cOl1lains a distillation
of fundamentals for cvery ScientologisL Here: are the: in-depth descriptions oi those
fundamentals. c:lch Iccture: one-half hour in Ic:ngth and providing. onc-by-onc. a
complelc m::tslcry of a single Scientology breakthrough-/lxiom.r 1-/0: Tbe /IJltlIOIl~l'
0/ COIII,.91: /-It"ullillg 01 PI"ohlem,r: Slarl. Cbf/llg,e f/lld .fIOjJ: COlljll,riOIl fllId Jlt/Me Dlllt/:
EXleri1ri:'lIliou: //'llella:J and more -the wh)! behind them, ball' thcy c::tlne to bc ::tnd
their mechanics. A ltd it's :lll broughtlOge:ther with the Cor/eo/II Jcii'III!)"'!!.I.f/. poim by
point. and itS usc in actually creating a nc\v civilization. In shOrt, here arc.: the LR H
lectures thaI make a P,.O/e.lJi01ltll.fI:ienJolugiJI-one who Gill apply the subject 10 every
aspect of life:. l/Ic(/urrs.
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ADDITIONAL BOOKS CONTAINING
SCIENTOLOGY ESSENTIALS
---------~---------

WORK
TilE PnOIU.I:MS OF WOI{K-SClE,\'TOUJCf .4.1'l'l.Wn '1"0 TilE \l'OUK:IIH1' \'lloUl.1J • Having codific:d

the.: emirc:: subject of ScicntOlogy, Ron immt:diatt:I~' set OUt to provide.: tht: be,ginlling manual
for its application by anyone. As )11': described it: lift: is composed of seven-tenths work.
one-tcl1th familial. om:-tenth political and one-tcnth rc::lax:ltion. Here.:. then. is Scientology
applied to that sevclHc.:nths of exiSteno..: including the answers 10 Cx:hrf/lftioll and the .1(1"1"('/ of
I.:.j)himq( Here;. 100, is Iht analysis of life itsdf-a game composed of c.:xact rules. Know them

and you slicCl.:c.:d. Problems of Work contains technology no onc can live.; without, and that
can immcdi:w::ly be applied by bOth the Sciemologist and those nt:w

10

the subit:cl.

----------~ - - - - - - - - - -

liFE PRINCIPLES
A NEU' SI.o\NT ON LlI'1: • ScientOlogy t:sstntials for c\'t:ry :1spect of lift:. Basic
:lnswt:rs thai pUt you ill ch:trgc of your existcnce, trlllhs to consldl again and again: Is Ii
j.l,miblr: 10 /J(' IItl/J!!)'( TIm RU!eJ/tJI"IIt'J!l:}' Lhi"..!.;. H'I:I"O/IIt1llllt:l.!.rilll. nIt' /llIli-Sodlti PCl:rol/(//i~J'
and many more, In t:vcry part of this book you will find SciclllOlogy muhs that dt:scribc:
conditions in your lift: and furnish f.'I:t/(f ways to improve them. Scientology: t\ Nt:w Slam on
Lile cont:lins essential knowledge:: for every ScientologiSt and a perfect introduction for
anyone:: rH:W ro tht: subject.
SCIENTOLOGY:
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AXIOMS, CODES AND SCALES
The companion to 111/ Ron's books, lectUres and
mau::rials. This is 'be Book of Basics. containing indispens.1blc: data you will refer to constantly:
the /I:!I:jow,r ojDialldkr alld J'deut%/!,y: Tbe Glr/ors: a full compilation of all Salles-more than
100 in all: listings of the Pera-plks and /1 lI'({rene.rr Lodr: all Cork, and Creedr a nel much more.
The senior laws of exisu.:nce are condenscd intO Ihis Single volume. distilled from more than
15,000 pages of writings. 3,000 lectures and scores of books.
SOEN'TOI.OGY 0-8: Till, UOOK OF BASICS·

--------~-------SCIENTOLOGY

ETI-Jrcs:

TECHNOLOGY OF OPTIMUM SURVIVAL
A new hapt: io!" lv!an arises with the first workable
technology of ethics- technology to help an individual pull himself OUl of the downward skid
of life and [0 a higher pl:llc:ltl of survival. This is the comprehensive handbook providing the
crucial fundamentals: lhrioo/Elhi(J&jwli;"I': 1101101)': COlltliliollJ o/E..,:;.rll'll((!: Conditio/l PI)/"Illll/r/J'
from Confusion to Power; the I3m1fso/fllp/Jre.crioll and its lundling: as well asju.rlia: {JrUi"ed/lm
<lnd their use in Scientology Churches. Here. then. is the technology to ovcrcome <IllY barriers
in life and in one's personal journey up the Bridge ro Toral Freedom
II\"'I1WDUCIION TO SClf:IWOI.OGY ETlIICS •
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PURIFICATION
CU'AIt BODY, CI£"nMINI>-7'JI1:' EH'J;"Crll'[;' PURlFIC,IHON PIl()(;R:ur • \V'e live in a biochemical

world, ,and this book is the: solution. \Vhilt: invcsrignting the harmful effects Ihm earlier
drug liSt: had on preclears' GISeS, Ron made the:: major discovery rhat many sm:c:t drugs.
particularly LSD, remained in a person's body long afler ingested. Residues of the drug.
he 1l00ed. could have serious and lasting dfects. including triggering (unhc:r ~[rips."
Additional research revealc::d chat 3. wide range of substances-medical drugs. alcohol,
pollutants. household chemicals and even food presc:rvadvcs-could also lodge in the
body's tissues. Through research on thousands of GlSt:S, he dcvt:loped the Pltri[iM/;01/
ProgrtlllI to diminate their destructive effeCts. Clcar Body. Clear Mind decails every
aspeCt of the all· natural regimen that can free one from the harmful dfCCts of drugs
and other toxins. opening the way for spiritual progress.
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REFERENCE HANDBOOKS
WHA T

Is

SCIENTOLOGY?

he complete and essen rial encyclopedic reference on lhe subject and
practice of Scientology. Organized for use, this book contains the penincnr
dara on every aspect of the subjeCt:
• The life of L. Ron Hubbard and his path of discovery
• The Spiritual Herirage of the religion
• i\ full description of Dianetics and Scientology
• Auditing-what it is and how it works
• Courses-what they comain and how they arc
structured
• The Grade Chan of Services and how onc ascends to
higher states
• The ScientOlogy Ethics and Justice System
• The Organizational Srrucrure of the Church
• A complete descriplion of the many Social Betterment programs supported
by the Church. including: Drug Rehabilitation. Criminal Reform, Literacy
and Education and the instilling of real values for morality
Over 1.000 pages in length. with more than 500 phOtographs and illusrrations.
this text further includes Creeds. Codes. a fuLl listing of all books and m:nerials
as well as a Catechism with answers to virtually any question regarding the subject.

T

lOll Ask €Iud Tbis Book ("lllswers.
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THE SCIENTOLOGY HANDBOOK
cientology fundamentals for daily use in every part of life. Encompassing
19 separate bodies of technology, here is the mast comprehensive manual
on rhe basics of life ever published. Each chapter comains key principles and
technology for your continual use:
• Study Technology
• The Dynamics of Existence
• The ComponentS of UndersrandingAffinity, Reality and Communication
• The Tone Scale
• Communication and its Formulas
• Assists for Illnesses and Injuries
• How to Resolve Conflicts
• Integrity and Honesty
• Ethics and Condition Formulas
• Answers to Suppression
and a Dangerous Environment
• Marriage
• Children
• Tools for (he Workplace
J\..forc than 700 photographs and illuslrations make it easy Eor you CO learn the
procedures and apply them at once. This book is truly the indispensable
handbook for every Scienrologist.

S

The Technology to Bli i/£l a Better \Vorltl.
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ABOUT

L. RON HUBBARD

----To really know life," L. Ron Hubbard wrote, "you've got to be part

of life, You must get down and look, you must get into the nooks and
crannies of existence. You have to rub elbows with all kinds and types
of men before you can finally establish what he is."
246

Through his long and extraordinary journey to the founding of
Dianetics and Scientology, Ron did juSt that. From his adventurous
youth in a rough and tumble American West to his far-flung trek across
a still mysterious Asia; from his two-decade search for the very essence
of life to the triumph of Dianetics and Scientology-such are the stories
recounted in the L. Ron Hubbard Biographical Publications.
Presenting the photographic overview of Ron's greater journey is
Drawn from his own archival collection,
this is Ron's life as he himself saw it.
L./~ol/ HI/bbmrl-JI//{/gero/(/ Lifelill/e.

While for the many aspects of thar rich and varied life. stands the
Ron Series. Each issue focuses on a specific LRI-I profession: /Jl/ditOl;
HI/II/(I/Iil{/ri(/I/, Pbi!osopber, /lrliJ'/, Poel, IHlI.fic IH(/kel; PbologmjJber and many
more including his published articles on heedoll/ and his personal
Leffel:f &joJlrIJ(/!r, Here is the life of a man who lived at least twenty
lives in the space of one.

--aF---FOR FURTHER It'--TfORMATION VISIT
IVww.lrol1hllbbard.org
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GUIDE TO THE
MATERIALS

"V"our journt:y to a full understanding of Dianetics and Sckmology is
..llhc:: greatest adventure of aiL But you need a map that shows you where
}'OU are and \vhere:: you acc going.
That map is the Materials Guide Chan. It shows all Ron's books and
Ic:clures with a full description of their coment and subject maner so you
can find exactly What)'ON are looking for and precisely what)lolf need.
Since each book and leCture is laid Out in chronological sequence. you can
seC bo1l' the subjectS of Dianedcs and Scientology wefe developed. And what
dUl means is by simply srudying this chan you arc in for cognition after cognition!
cw c::dicions of all books include extensive glossaries, containing
definitions for every technical term. And as a result of a monumental
rcscocation program, the entire library of Ron's IccLUres arc being made
available on compact disc, with complete transcripts, glossaries. lecrure
graphs, diagrams and issues he refers to in the leCtures. As a rcsult, you
get fill the data, and can learn with ease, gaining a full (TJ1lccpllltll understanding.
And what that adds up {Q is a new Golden Age of Knowledge every
Diancticisl and Scientologist has dreamed of.
To obtain your FREE Materials Guide Chart and O:ltalog,
or to order l. Iton Hubbard's books and lectures, contact:
\'<'ESTERN HE.\IISPIIEItE;

E:\STERN l-IE,\lISPIIEltE:

Bridge
Public;ttions. Inc.
4751 Foumain Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90029 USA
www.bridgcpub.com
Phone: 1-800-722-1733
F3X: 1-323-953-3328

New Era Public;ltiol1s
Intcmation;tl ApS
Store Kongensgade 53
1264 Copenhagen K. Dcnm:lrk
www.ncwcrapublications.com
Phone, (45) 33 73 6666
Fa" (45) 33 73 66 33

!lfi"k.r Imdlmllrrs tlrr a!.ra lIt'llilable tlirrr;fmlll Cblll"dm o/Jril'lIIf1Ir'/{J'.
.\(1" :uhlresses,

ADDRESSES
is a forerunner and subsmdy of Scientology, the fastest-growing religion
D ianetics
in the world loday. Centers and Churches exiST in cities throughout" the world, and
new ones are colllinuaJly forming.
Dianetics Centers offer introductOry services and can help you begin your journey, or
gel you srancd on rhe ad\'cmurc:: of Dianetics auditing. To obtain morc information
or ro locate the Diant:rics Center nearest VOU, visit the Dianetics website:

www.dianetics.org
c-m.til: info@di.lllctks.org

or
Phone: )·800·367-8788
(for US and Canada)

Every Church of Scic.:JHology contains a Dianetics Center, offering both imroducl'Ory
services as well as formalized training in the subject. They C~ln also provide further
information about 1\4 r. Hubbard's later discoveries on the subject of Scicnrology. For
more informarion, visit:

www.scientology.org
c·maH: info@sciculology.org

or
I)hone:

1-8()(J·.~.:S4.I.IfE

(for'" US and Canada)

You Gm also \vritc ro anyone of the Continental Organizations, listed on the following
page, who can direct you co onc of the thousands of Centers and Churches world over.
L. Ron Hubbard's books and lectures rna\, be obtained from an\, of these addresses or
direct from the publishers on the previous' page.
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ADDRESSES

CONTINENTAL ORGANIZATIONS:
UNITED STATES
CONTINENTAL LIAISON OFFICE
\Y./ESTERN UNITED Sl'r\TES
\308 L. Ron Hubbard \'(lay

Los Angell::s. California 90027 USA
CONTINENTAL LIAISON OFFICE
EASTERN UNITED STATES

349 W. 48th Sueel
New York. New York 10036 USA

CANADA
CONTINENTAL LI,\!SON OFFICE

CANADA
696 Yonge; Street. 2nd Floor
Toromo, Omario
Canada i\-14Y 21\7

LATIN AMERICA
CONTINENT,\L LIAJSON OFFICE
LATIN AJ\IEUICA

Fcderadon Mc.:xicana de Dianetica
Calle PuebJa #31
Colonia Roma. Mexico D.P.
Cr. 06700. Mexico
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UNITED KINGDOM
CONTINENTAL LIAISON OFFICE
UNITED KINGDOM

Saim Hill Manor
cast Grinstead. Wcst Sussex

Engl3nd. RH 19 4JY

AFRlCA
CONTiNENTAL LIAISON OFFICE
AfRICA

5 Cynthi.a Street
Kensington

Johannesburg 2094. Soulh Africa

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND & OCEANIA
CONTINENTAL LIAISON OFFICE

ANZO

20 Dorahy Sueet
Dundas. New South \\lalcs 21 17
Australia

Liaison Office of Taiwan
I St, No. 231. Cisi:w 2nLl Ho;:ad
K:loshiung City
Taiwan. ROC
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EUROPE
CONTINENTAL LIAISON OFFICE EUROPE

Store Kongcnsgade 55

1264 Copenhagen K. Denmark
Liaison Office of Commonwealth
of Independent Stales
M:an:lgcmcm Center of Di:mclics
and Scientology Disscmin:llion
Pcrvomajsbya Street. House 1A
Korpus Grazhdanskoy Oboroni
Losino-Pclrovsky Town
141150 l\tloscow. Russia

Liaison Office of
Ceneral Europe
1082 Leonardo d3 Vinci u. 8-14
Budapest. I-Iung:lr)"

Liaison Office of Iberia
CfMigud Mc:ncndcz Bont:l.J. 18
28460 - Los Molinos
Madrid, Sp:lin

Liaison Office of Ir:dy
Vb C:ldorna. 61

20090 Viml)(.Ironc
Milan. Italy
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THERE'S ONE THING MORE
IMPORTANT THAN MAKING
YOUR POSTULATES STICK...
LtI""'~J
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MAKING THEM UNSTICK
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\X!irh new bn::lkthroughs on the narure ;md :m:uomy of cngr:lIns comes lhe discovcry of the

being's use of:l Jerr;{e J'(wimi/e: a mechanism t:lllploycd to explain ;l\V:IY f:lillln;S in lift:.
bur which thcn locks a person into dcrrime1ll31 p:llterns of bduvior :lnd fllrtht:r f:1illlft:.
Here. then. is Adv:Lllccd Procedure :Illd lhe means to n.:babilit:ltcSt((tletrnllilliJlfI.

y!'i))}({l/ce[) ci!J{OCC[)/f{(' (/II[) :§/l;xio//ls
AND
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Order
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any Church

or SckJlloJogy or dirCCI

(rom Ihe publisher

www.hridgellllll.com • www.llcwcrapullliC;llionS.COIll

What do you want to know about human beings?
Ethic level, how they handle truth, their courage level,
ability to handle responsibility. You want to know
whether or not, if she says, "] love you," whether or not
she does. There's a lot of interesting things you would
like to know about human beings.
L. Ron Hubbard

4 lectures complete with transcripts and glossary. Titles include:
Thela-MesT Theory, Part I; Theta-MEST Theory, Part II

Chart of Human Evaluation, Part I; Chart of Human Evaluation, Part II
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PUBLICATION
US P.tent '0462,561; other US and foreign patenls pending

